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Abstract

The earthquake that struck the city of Padang, West Sumatra on September 30, 2009
exposed a range of issues surrounding disaster management, environmental health, and
development. This research is a case study of environmental health issues that developed
following the earthquake, but that have links to the New Order [Orde Baru] period that
ended in 1997. This period of Indonesia’s history was characterised by highly centralized
administration, strong focus on development, and rapid urbanization and technological
upgrading. The period of Reformation [Reformasi] that followed was socially turbulent
and resulted in the inception of Regional Autonomy in 2001, under which a range of
functions were devolved to kabupaten (county-level administrative areas) and city
governments. While giving a great deal of latitude to local governments, Regional
Autonomy has seen inexperienced local administrations struggle to develop the capacity
to manage their own economy, education, health care, and other functions.

This thesis focuses on key environmental health issues, including dengue fever, provision
of water, disaster management and the reestablishment of services. It makes use of a
range of sources including government records and reports, media coverage, and social
media. The social and political forces that have influenced efforts to develop disaster
management policy and procedures are analysed using a policy stream approach that
takes into account public, cultural, and media impacts.

It is expected that the results of this project will provide insight into the nature of
environmental health in West Sumatra and Indonesia in general, and will be relevant to
other parts of the Malay world and Southeast Asia. Further, it is hoped that this case study
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will serve as a model for the study of environmental health in developing countries, and
will have implications for sustainable development and achievement of the Millennium
Development Goals.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Background
A serious earthquake measuring 7.8 on the Richter scale that destroyed large parts of the
city of Padang, West Sumatra, and surrounding areas on September 30, 2009 brought to
the forefront a range of issues surrounding disaster management (or the lack of it),
environmental health, and development in this part of Indonesia. The earthquake, which
came as one of a series of major natural disasters that struck Indonesia and included the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake, the eruption of Mt Merapi
in Central Java in 2010, and a serious earthquake and tsunami affecting the Mentawai
islands of West Sumatra in 2010, was the first major natural disaster faced by the regional
government of Padang since it assumed responsibility for health and other functions
under Regional Autonomy in 2001.

The earthquake, whose epicentre was located 60 kilometers west-northwest of the city in
the Pariaman region, struck at 5:16pm (USGS, 2012), an hour when large numbers of
people were leaving work and school. The location, combined with the time, resulted in
widespread destruction of the city centre and resulted in more than 1000 deaths and a
similar number of serious injuries as buildings collapsed, trapping people and blocking
streets (Beech, 2009). While earthquakes are common in this part of Indonesia, the
severity of the 2009 event caused this earthquake to be viewed differently from past
disasters by the West Sumatran public and the regional government and led to a great deal
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of public discourse and policy making focusing on disaster preparedness and
rehabilitation.

The research reported in this thesis is a case study of environmental health issues that
developed following the earthquake, but that can be traced back to the 36 year New Order
[Orde Baru] government that ended in 1998. Under what was at the time a highly
centralized system of administration, the national government focused strongly on
development but tended to manage it from the centre, with authority delegated to the
provinces and from them to the administrative areas below (Vatikiotis, 1998). The New
Order period was a time of rapid urbanization and technological upgrading, but
development during this period was largely intended to support economic growth with
little attention paid to issues of sustainability or environmental health (Firman, 2002).
The period of Reformation [Reformasi] that followed the end of the New Order was
socially turbulent and resulted in the inception of Regional Autonomy beginning in 2001.
Under Regional Autonomy, a wide range of functions that had formerly been the
responsibility of the central government were devolved to the kabupaten (county-level
administrative areas) and city governments (Fitrani et al., 2005). While giving a great deal
of latitude to local governments, Regional Autonomy has been a difficult period as
inexperienced local administrations struggled to develop the capacity and expertise to
manage their own economy, education, health care, and other functions. In West Sumatra,
as in other parts of the country, Regional Autonomy has resulted in many changes that
relate to health and health services provision, development, and public administration that
have had serious implications for environmental health.
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When the 2009 earthquake struck Padang, Regional Autonomy had been in place for
some eight years. Up to that point, there had been comparatively little attention paid to
environmental health issues or sustainable development, and disaster management
strategies were rudimentary because general health, education, and economic issues had
seemed more pressing. This contributed to the extensive damage caused by the quake and
also meant that considerable foreign aid and disaster relief was accepted. This part of
Indonesia had been relatively isolated from outside influences and foreign businesses and
organizations, a situation that was reversed following the earthquake when several
international aid agencies established themselves permanently in the city and traditional
monopolies on trade were broken, allowing national and international retailers into the
area. While perhaps beneficial to the public in some ways, these changes marked a
psychological shift in the mind of the public following this disaster and are closely related
to perception of risk and expectations for future events.

This case study focuses on three specific environmental health issues that emerged
following the 2009 earthquake: dengue fever, provision of water, and disaster
management and the reestablishment of services. The social and political forces at the
local level that have been significant in shaping government and private sector response
will be identified, and efforts to develop disaster management policy and procedures
following the earthquake will be discussed. In addition, the public’s perception of risk
following the earthquake and up to the present time are discussed as one of the factors
influencing government policy and actions in the period since the disaster. This event is
important as a case study because of the number and intensity of disasters in Indonesia
that have attracted unprecedented interest at the national and international levels. Further,
Indonesia is a developing country at a political and social transition point, and is a useful
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model for the interaction of economic, political, and social forces in the context of
disaster.

This study makes use of a range of sources including government records and reports,
media coverage, and social media. The perception of risk from future natural disasters is
also assessed in light of official management planning as well as public discourse.

Aims
The aim of this study is to describe and analyse the impact a major natural disaster had in
one municipality in Indonesia, namely the city of Padang in West Sumatra, in terms of
environmental health issues that emerged following the event; policymaking related to
natural disaster that was triggered by the earthquake; and the psychosocial impact of the
disaster on the public, insofar as public perceptions have remained a significant influence
on government actions to rehabilitate and restore damage caused by the quake. This
provides insight into the impact of disaster in a heavily populated, rapidly urbanizing
location in a developing country, with focus on emerging environmental health issues and
official policy. To date, there have been few studies that have attempted to show the
complex interaction of factors that come into play in the context of natural disaster in
developing countries. This case study is intended to fill this gap by combining
perspectives on government policy, public perception and reaction, and media impact to
provide a comprehensive understanding of the event of interest beyond the traditional
environmental health approach.
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Justification
Like many nations in the developing world, Indonesia is subject to natural disasters – it is
located on the so-called “Ring of Fire,” and is a region of frequent volcanic activity and
earthquakes (see James, 2008). Increasingly, there is a recognition that natural disasters
have dimensions beyond the obvious geological causes and physical damage: the
perception of natural disasters is strongly influenced by cultural and social factors, and
these factors often shape the response and recovery periods for an incident (Paton et al.,
2000). Additionally, a disaster may have long-lasting impacts, many of which are less
tangible, such as depression of economic activity and even long-term social change
(Pelling, 2003a). Even the most immediate impacts of the disaster are partly determined
by factors in the social and structural realms. Policies on development are very capable of
influencing, over a long period of time, the living environment to make damage and
disruption either more or less severe (Skoufias, 2003). Padang offers an ideal case study
of these effects, as a region with a long history of natural disasters which had recently
undergone significant political and social transitions, and whose development policy has
not historically accounted for the full range of characteristics of the natural environment.
Its experience is representative of the challenges facing Indonesia as a whole and the
developing world in general.

Further, this research is relevant to the current context of research in Australia and to the
nation’s strategic interests. One of Australia’s national research priorities is Safeguarding
Australia which has an associated priority goal of Understanding Our Region and the
World. This relates to Australia’s foreign aid program through AusAID, under which
Indonesia is currently Australia’s largest beneficiary of development and humanitarian
assistance (DFAT, 2012). In 2011-2012, $15.3 million of Australia’s aid to Indonesia was
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earmarked for Humanitarian and Disaster Relief with further ongoing amounts to be
allocated as needed for emergency response and recovery (AusAID, 2012). Greater
insight into the perception and impact of natural disasters in Indonesia will allow for
Australian aid to be more effectively channelled to initiatives where it will most support
the achievement of Australia’s humanitarian and development aims and towards helping
Indonesia to achieve the Millennium Development Goals and greater quality of life for its
whole population.

Significance
It is expected that the results of this research provide insight into the nature of
environmental health in West Sumatra and Indonesia in general and are also relevant to
the situation in other parts of the Malay world and Southeast Asia. Further, as
environmental health problems associated with natural disaster are assuming increasing
prominence around the world, it is important to understand the relationship between
social change, health and development in our near neighbours. Finally, it is hoped that
this case study will serve as a model for the study of environmental health in developing
countries in general and, as such, will have implications for sustainable development and
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals.

Additionally, there is a gap in the literature relating to this kind of disaster issue that
makes use of sources in the Indonesian language and especially that considers public
perceptions as expressed in social media and reflects the views of members of the
community. By considering a range of primary sources in Indonesian, including online
discourse between members of the public on internet forums, this study will contribute to
filling this gap.
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Research Questions
The research questions for this study are:

What is the current state of environmental health in Padang as measured by the
Driving Forces–Pressures–State–Exposure–Effects–Action (DPSEEA) framework
indicators (see Von Schirnding, 2002)?

How did the major earthquake of 2009 affect environmental health according to
these indicators?

What are the public’s perceptions of risk of future natural disasters since the 2009
earthquake?

How have these perceptions been affected by natural disaster, as indicated in
changed behaviours, practices, and policy?

How have the wide reaching changes implemented as part of Regional Autonomy
affected environmental health and development in general, as indicated by changes
in health indicators, new and amended policy, and environmental health practices?

These questions will be addressed in the discussion sections of this thesis.
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Limitations
This study relates to the city of Padang, West Sumatra, following a major earthquake.
While this case study characterises the complex situation evolving from and relating to
disaster management in a developing country, specific contextual details might differ
from those arising in a different part of the world. The study relies upon several types of
sources available in the public realm, and thus may not capture the full range of
experience of the earthquake. Finally, as a case study, this research analyses the situation
at a specific point in time as the result of a particular set of circumstances. Its results may
not be generalizable across time.

Structure of this Thesis
This thesis contains 9 chapters. They are: Introduction, Review of Literature,
Methodology, Setting, Dengue Fever, Water Supply and Management Issues, Disaster
Management, Discussion, and Conclusion. The environmental health issues chosen for
consideration here are those that best illustrate the multiple perspectives that have shaped
disaster and policy response, and public perception in West Sumatra.
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature

This chapter contains a review of literature relating to environmental health, natural
disaster, perceived risk, and decision-making in the context of disaster preparation and
mitigation. In addition, literature on relevant aspects of natural disaster in Indonesia is
also reviewed as part of the context for this study. The Review of Literature is divided
into 7 sections on: environmental health indicators; vulnerability, susceptibility and
resilience; natural disasters and risk perception; natural disasters and environmental
health in Indonesia; policy making in the context of natural disaster; risk communication
in the context of natural disaster; and sustainable development in Indonesia.

Environmental Health Indicators
The adoption of the principles of the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21 in 1992 represented
an international consensus that improvements to health and the environment were the
basis for sustainable development into the future. Human health was recognized as a
central aspect of sustainable development (UN, 1993), and the links between health, the
environment, and development were described in Agenda 21 itself as well as by
researchers at the time (see, for example, Litsios, 1994; Warford, 1995). Since then, it has
become increasingly apparent that there is a need to evaluate and monitor the aspects of
the environment that have the potential to significantly impact human health and that are
susceptible to change through development efforts.
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Some environmental health threats can be classified as ‘traditional,’ which in modern
times tend to be associated with lack of development (Smith, 1990). These are the factors
that were successfully addressed during the later 19th and early 20th century, leading to
great improvements in public health (Beaglehole and Bonita, 2004). ‘Modern’ hazards, by
contrast, are those that have been associated with unsustainable development (Smith,
1990). The traditional environmental health hazards include lack of access to safe
drinking water, adequate sanitation at the household and community level, exposure to
natural disasters, exposure to disease vectors, and many others. Examples of modern
hazards are water and air pollution, new and emerging diseases, and climate change,
among others. Modern environmental health hazards have been associated with rapid
development, occurring without environmental and health safeguards, as well as to
unsustainable use of natural resources (Corvalan et al., 1999).

In order to maintain environmental health and prevent future problems associated with
development, information about the state of human health and the nature of the
environment is required as the basis for decision making. Indicators can provide this
information and are often developed to identify sets of factors that can impact on human
health within a larger framework that links the broader social determinants of health (such
as poverty) with the living environment people experience. The Driving Forces–
Pressures–State–Exposure–Effects–Action [DPSEEA] framework was developed by the
WHO to make it possible to identify the pathways by which policy or actions at the
driving force level are linked to human exposures and then to health effects (Kjellstrom
and Corvalan, 1995; Corvalan et al., 1996). The environmental health indicators that are
part of this framework must satisfy several criteria: they must be relevant and provide
meaningful information; they must be transparent, testable, and scientifically valid; and
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they must be sensitive to real change but robust enough not to react to minor changes in
the sources of data (Briggs, 1999).

Table 1 below provides a summary of indicators and issues in the DPSEEA framework.
The indicators shown are those that are especially relevant to this study.

Table 1: Summary of Indicators and Issues in the DPSEEA Framework Used in this
Study
DPSEEA Level

Indicator

Issue

Driving Forces

Population size and

Demographic change

structure
Poverty prevalence (local

Economic development

standard)
Economic level and growth

Globalisation

(GDP)
Types of economic activity

Urban/rural development

and trade
Health and environment

Urban Planning and design

policies and legislation
Pressures

Technology use

Knowledge development

Agricultural land use

Resource conservation

Water use and access

Emergence of deprived
urban areas

Availability of sanitation

Infrastructure development

Solid waste volume and

Infrastructure development

management
Existence of vector

Urban/rural development

breeding sites
State of the Environment

Climate, trends

Geographic constraints

Exposures

Specific disease vectors

Exposure hot spots
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Effects

Specific environmental

Health inequalities

effects

Actions

General health situation

Epidemiologic transition

Policies and programs for

Development of new

prevention at each DPSEEA policies to meet future
level

challenges

Adapted from: Kjellstrom et al. (2007)

While there are many additional indicators that have been used in the context of the
DPSEEA framework, those shown in Table 1 above are specifically relevant to this study
in analysing the impact of the 2009 earthquake on environmental health and sustainable
development in Padang. The DPSEEA indicators identified by Kjellstrom et al. (2007)
relate directly to this study because they apply to urban settings and link to the broader
social determinants of health. As described below, this region has experienced rapid
development and urbanisation leading to a ‘risk transition’ (Smith, 1990) that was
exacerbated by natural disaster.

The DPSEEA framework has been shown to be especially useful in the context of natural
disasters involving water, which might include floods and tsunamis but also outbreaks of
waterborne disease or disease in which water plays a role, such as vector-borne
conditions where water plays a role in the life cycle of the vector (Zeeman and Weinstein,
2013). In particular, human health impacts are more amenable to observation and can
serve as proxy measures of environmental conditions that may be difficult to monitor or
evaluate. In this, the DPSEEA framework is particularly useful in that it allows health
effects that occur indirectly as the end result of a chain of circumstances, including
economic and policy change, to be linked to environmental health conditions or incidents
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that might otherwise be assumed to be separate from the event of interest (Spiegel and
Yassi, 1997).

A number of the commonly used indicators in the DPSEEA framework are directly
relevant to the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) embodied in the United Nations
Millennium Declaration in 2000 (UN, 2000). For example, MDG target 7.A is to
“Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and
programmes and reverse the loss of environmental resources.” Similarly, water supply
and access to appropriate sanitation are the focus of MDG target 7.C that proposes to
“Halve, by 2015, the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking
water and basic sanitation.” Access to technology is covered in MDG target 8F: “In
cooperation with the private sector, make available the benefits of new technologies,
especially information and communication” (UN, 2010). MDG target 7.C is of great
concern in Indonesia and has been noted as an area requiring special attention by the
National Development Planning Agency, Bappenas [Badan Perencanaan dan
Pembangunan Nasional], in the context of the MDG (Bappenas, 2010a). About 46.6% of
the population of West Sumatra, for example, has access to improved drinking water
sources, slightly below the national average of 47.7%. Access to improved sanitation is
available to 45.3% of the population, compared to the national average of 51.2% (Badan
Pusat Statistik, 2009).

The 2009 earthquake brought to the forefront a number of continuing environmental
health problems in the city of Padang, among the most important of which were water
supply and lack of attention to sustainable development. Other issues emerged as a direct
result of the earthquake itself, such as increased incidence of vector borne disease and
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insufficient planning for disaster management. These complex issues which are the
subject of this study can be better understood through an application of the DPSEEA
framework which will allow for the explication of multiple dimensions of the problem
and will also place its findings in the context of Indonesia’s broader development goals as
expressed in its MDG and in other forums. The indicators shown in Table 1 above are
those that are most relevant to the situation in Padang at the time of and since the
earthquake and delineate the scope of the problem and its impacts.

Vulnerability, Susceptibility and Resilience
In considering the potential impact of natural disaster on a given population, there are
three social dimensions that are of particular interest to environmental health. They are:
vulnerability to negative impacts resulting from the event; susceptibility or risk of
exposure to a hazardous event; and resilience in returning to normal function in the
aftermath of the event in question. These social characteristics may interact to produce
particularly serious environmental health effects in developing countries.

Vulnerability can be described as a lack of ability on the part of an individual, group, or
population to anticipate, cope with, and recover from a natural disaster (Blaikie et al.,
1994). It is generally accepted that the severity of natural disasters depends on more than
the magnitude of the event itself; the vulnerability of the affected population is also
significant. In fact, natural disasters have often been defined by the impact of the level of
this vulnerability on the people affected as well as on the environment in which they
occur (Birkmann, 2008). Vulnerability to natural disaster incorporates social, economic,
institutional, and environmental vulnerabilities, which may vary in nature and magnitude
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depending on the population of interest, its level of development, and the timing and
conditions of the event (Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich, 2006; Yarnal, 2007; Fekete, 2009).

Vulnerability to natural events has been a factor in two distinct bodies of research,
relating to climate change on one hand and natural disaster on the other. In the context of
natural disaster which is of primary interest in this study, reduction of vulnerability has
centred on: risk management; an engineering and natural science foundation; a traditional
focus on event and exposure and on technological solutions; a shift from response and
recovery to awareness and preparedness; short term but increasingly long term outlook;
local scale; and a community-based approach (Thomalla et al., 2006). This approach has
not always considered the scale and underlying causes of vulnerability to disasters which
may include population density and growth, rapid urbanization, lack of land use planning,
poverty, social injustice, environmental mismanagement, and lack of long-term economic
vision (UNISDR, 2002). However, the body of research on the relationship between
human activity, socio-political structures, and vulnerability to disaster is growing (see, for
example, Kasperson and Kasperson, 2001; Beau et al., 2002; Turner et al., 2003; Pelling,
2003a).

By contrast, susceptibility relates to the spatial location of a population that might make it
more likely to be affected by natural disaster. This might include: location on flood
plains, unprotected coasts, or low-lying islands that might be severely affected by storms;
proximity to active volcanoes; or location on or near earthquake fault lines. In urban areas
subject to rapid growth and high population density, housing may be situated on steep,
unstable slopes, in ravines or on river banks, and may have poor access and low levels of
public services (Wisner et al., 2004). Large areas in several regions of the world
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experience these conditions in combination with a high level of naturally occurring risks,
separate from development issues. Indonesia is one of these, with an estimated 4.5% of its
land area susceptible to multiple hazards affecting about 14% of its population (Dilley et
al., 2005). The Jabotabek (Jakarta-Bogor-Tangerang-Bekasi) megalopolis surrounding
Indonesia’s capital, for example, has a population of about 19 million and is subject to
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions as well as periodic flooding, whose effects have been
greatly worsened by patterns of unofficial settlement and rapid, uncontrolled growth
(Hochreiner and Mechler, 2011). While it might be argued that populations in susceptible
regions have some historical familiarity with natural disaster, the challenges these events
present in the modern context have exposed widespread vulnerability and, in many cases,
inability to recovery effectively.

The capacity of individuals and populations to recover from natural disaster is an aspect
of their resilience. Resilience has become a central aspect of disaster management at all
levels of governance but originated as an ecological concept applicable to natural habitats
and ecosystems (Holling, 1973). Resilience later came to be applied to social systems
(Adger, 1997) and to the human-environment interface (Carpenter et al., 2001; Folke,
2006). While the concept of population resilience has been used as a means to understand
individual or societal experience in the context of integrated social-ecological systems
(Berkes and Folke, 1998; Berkes, 2002), it has also been applied in studying the response
of populations to acute events, such as natural disasters or severe storms (Tierney, 1997;
Bruneau et al., 2003; Rose, 2004). Vulnerability to natural disaster and resilience have
often been linked in the literature. In this context, resilience has been suggested to be the
ability to resist and recover from disaster loss in the shortest possible time with minimal
or no outside assistance (Zhou et al., 2010).
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Vulnerability is a central factor in natural disaster as it seems to be, in many cases, the
aspect of a community’s experience that is amenable to change (McEntire, 2012). In other
words, susceptibility tends to relate to physical location, many aspects of which are
beyond human power to affect, and resilience, while potentially improvable, is rooted in
culture that changes slowly and may not respond to disaster management plans and
policies (see Reich et al., 2010, for a detailed discussion of the nature of resilience in
various contexts). It is for this reason that the most effective way of mitigating the impact
of natural disaster is often by reducing vulnerability to identified hazards that already
exist, or may potentially exist, of a given population that is known to be at risk. One of
the difficulties with this approach, however, is that policy tends to be made as a direct
result of experience with recently experienced hazards and may do little to address more
basic issues that would facilitate recovery from any disaster (McEntire, 2007). This has
been the case in Padang, following the 2009 earthquake, as well as in Indonesia more
generally, such as in the aftermath of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami.

Vulnerability to natural disaster can be viewed as consisting of two components: tendency
to be adversely affected (Birkmann, 2006; NOAA, 2006; Phillips and Morrow, 2007) and
a lack of capacity in meeting the challenges the event presents (UNDRO, 1991; Wisner et
al., 2004; Cardona, 2007). Pelling and Uitto (2001) described this dual nature as follows:

Vulnerability is a product of physical exposure to natural hazard and human
capacity to prepare for or mitigate and to recover from (cope with) any negative
impacts of disaster.

In the case of the 2009 Padang earthquake, physical exposure related to the location of the
city in an area prone to seismic events. This was an unalterable characteristic. By
Environmental Health Issues in Padang, West Sumatra After a Major Earthquake
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contrast, human capacity to mitigate the impacts of the disaster, which might have taken
the form of disaster management plans, sustainable development over the course of the
city’s growth, and so forth, was not sufficient for the scale of the event.

The experience of Padang was not unique. In fact, research has shown that vulnerability
of communities around the world to natural disaster can have a large number of
components. The most basic of these is location of populations (Pelling, 2003b; Perrow,
2007). A second cause, also relating to the physical environment, is the nature of
structures (Pelling, 2003b; Schwab et al., 2007). Building practices, building materials,
orientation of structures, and construction regulations can all affect vulnerability.
Similarly, technology in use to manage the living environment may also contribute to
vulnerability and may also give the public a false sense of security (Schwab et al., 2007).
A dependence on modern communications has also been shown to potentially increase
vulnerability if a systems failure makes communication impossible and hinders
emergency response (Quarantelli, 1997).

Social causes of vulnerability have been shown to be equally important. Among the most
significant are public attitude (Mileti, 1999; McEntire, 2009) and policy and politics
(Wisner et al., 2004; Sylves, 2007). For example, members of the public may believe they
have no control over their vulnerability and, in effect, give up. Alternatively, they may
underestimate the risk from natural disaster despite prior experience; or they may
overestimate their own capacity to deal with the situation that results from a disaster
(Clarke, 1999). This attitude is often shared by governments that are responsible for a
range of services, among which disaster preparedness may seem minor because the event
may never occur, whereas education, roads, security, the economy, and so on are constant
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concerns. Resources and personnel for emergencies are often not budgeted for until a
disaster occurs, and then tend to recede in importance as the community recovers from
the event (McEntire, 2012).

Vulnerability to disaster is closely related to people’s attitudes and behaviour in the
physical and social environments in which they live. For this reason, it should be possible
to reduce vulnerability by minimizing the factors that may lead to adverse effects and by
building capacity of all kinds that will help mitigate impact. It is generally agreed that
social, political, and economic change are often required to reduce vulnerability
(Birkmann, 2006); and this includes reduction of poverty, especially in the developing
world (Bankoff et al., 2007). As income rises, so does capacity, and people tend to be
better able to prepare for and protect themselves from the effects of disaster as their
economic status improves (Dash et al., 2010). It may also be possible to reduce
vulnerability through social and cultural approaches that include making the public aware
of how its behaviour may contribute to vulnerability and keeping disaster preparedness a
political priority (Birkland, 1997; McEntire, 2005).

While it is possible to address the various components of vulnerability separately, a
number of authors have stressed the importance of a unified approach that targets
multiple aspects of vulnerability (Birkmann, 2006; Bankoff et al., 2007). This approach
seems to promise better, more effective results than does a focus on hazards and has the
advantage of preparing the public involved for any type of event, not just something
similar to what it experienced in the past. In the case of the Padang earthquake that is the
subject of this study, there can be no doubt that the impact of the disaster resulted from a
complex set of vulnerabilities that had not been addressed prior to the event and that
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might have been greatly lessened by an integrated approach to disaster preparedness
planning. One of the factors, though, that may encourage members of the public as well
as government to adopt such measures is the perception of the risk of a potential natural
disaster or environmental condition.

Natural Disasters and Risk Perception
The question of how risk is perceived and assessed by communities and individuals living
in areas that are likely to be affected by natural disasters is complex. There is frequently a
disconnect between the assessments made by experts and those made by members of the
public, which has often been attributed to the greater role played by individual experience
in forming perceptions compared to official announcements and information. In other
words, members of the public often place greater weight on their subjective feelings about
disaster than on evidence-based assessments made by experts or authorities. Generally,
individuals who have experienced a disaster tend to rate the risk of another disaster
affecting them or their community as higher than those who have not.

The literature describes three main paradigms of risk perception. The first of these is the
psychometric paradigm, which relates to individual cognitive factors. According to this
model, each person makes an assessment of risk based on an assessment of the danger or
potential danger of some hazard and the degree to which this danger seems controllable.
Generally, the higher the level of danger and lack of control, the greater the perceived risk
and, by extension, the greater the public concern about the event occurring (Slovic and
Weber, 2002). Fear of danger and lack of control have been used effectively to predict
distortion of risk for a range of potential events (Slovic, 1987). This model, consisting of
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these two factors, has also been found to be widely applicable across cultures (Hayakawa
et al., 2000; Bronfman and Cifuentes, 2003).

A second paradigm in risk perception has been referred to as the social application of risk
framework (SARF), which explains the process by which a hazardous event may result
directly and indirectly in a range of social impacts. SARF suggests that the experience of
risk is more significant than objective perceptions of harm and that the social change
results from an interpretation of events that give a social meaning to some event
(Kasperson et al., 2003). Interpretations of this kind may originate with individuals or
groups and are then communicated to others, who act to amplify the interpretation.
Amplifying forces can include other individuals, the media, and cultural and political
groups (Renn et al., 1992). An amplified risk may be objectively not very significant, but
may have much wider social repercussions because of how the public comes to perceive
it. A parallel situation may occur if a risk that is objectively serious fails to attract social
attention. This is referred to as attenuation of risk (Kasperson and Kasperson, 1991). This
risk paradigm is demonstrated clearly in the case of Padang where the public is extremely
concerned about the possibility of a tsunami (following the media coverage of the 2004
Indian Ocean tsunami) even though geological modelling suggests such an event would
be unlikely to occur in this location. By contrast, members of the public are much less
concerned about the possibility of another large earthquake, even though the region is
prone to seismic disturbance and the 2009 event caused severe damage, injury, and loss of
life.

This is closely related to what has been called the “optimistic bias” (Weinstein, 1990).
The optimistic bias suggests that individuals may view themselves as less at risk than
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others from some hazard. In cases of optimistic bias, it has been shown that people tend to
accurately evaluate their own risk but overestimate the risk to other people. In this case,
risk to self may equate to actual risk (Helweg-Larsen and Shepperd, 2001; Klein and
Helweg-Larsen, 2002), but there may be some psychological value in viewing one’s own
situation as more fortunate than that of others, even when there is a potential for
significant harm.

The third paradigm of risk perception links the recognition of hazards to the cultural
significance of those events (Douglas and Wildavasky, 1992). In other words, members
of a cultural group interpret risk in the context of shared cultural values that define their
cultural identity and support the ways of the group (Tansey and O’Riordan, 1999). This
suggests that the reasons for various events as perceived by members of different cultures
will vary, depending on how the nature of the event fits with their cultural framework.
For example, it has been shown that American populations tend to have higher levels of
perceived control and optimistic bias than non-American populations (Klein and HelwegLarsen, 2002). This cultural background of risk perception may influence the level of
preparedness of a community, the willingness to invest in improvements that might
mitigate the impact of hazards, and the political impetus to create policy to address
potential risks.

Because risk perception seems to have a strong cultural dimension, the reactions to
hazards observable around the world appear to constitute a spectrum of response with a
number of components. These include the issue of perceived control noted above, the
presence or absence of a larger meaning ascribed to a hazard, the degree of experience
with the hazard in question, and so forth. These, in turn, may be subject to the paradigms
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described in the literature. For this reason, a consideration of specific examples of risk
perception in the context of natural disaster will provide insight into the ways in which
specific communities have reacted to perceived and actual hazards and risks.

Gregg et al. (2004) discussed threat knowledge and risk perception related to volcanic
activity in communities in Kona (the western side of the island of Hawai’i). Both of these
were low to moderate even in communities near the Mauna Loa and Hualalai volcanoes,
with fewer than two-thirds of people surveyed expressing awareness of the most recent
eruptions, fewer than half indicating that they believed the volcanoes were likely to erupt
again, and fewer than one-fifth rating volcanic hazards as among the most likely events to
affect them. Despite the fact that damaging lava flows have historically been a threat
arising from volcanic activity in Kona, many respondents named vog (volcanic smog) as
the most significant threat. Gregg et al. attributed the low levels of awareness and risk
perception to the long time between incidents involving damaging lava flows in Kona,
compared to the extensive attention given to on-going eruptions of Kilauea (where vog is
a significant issue compared to other volcanic hazards).

Perry and Lindell (2004) studied hazard risk perceptions and protective behaviors in
residents of northern California. Although they reported that resident risk assessments
were comparable to those made by experts in this case, they also found that estimated
personal risks were generally lower than property risks for all three types of disaster
studied (with the largest discrepancy observed in the case of fire). Further, they stated that
risk perception was not as significant a predictor of protective measures or adjustments
adopted compared to sense of responsibility for self-protection or experience with
property damage.
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Siegrist and Gutscher (2006) compared perception of flood risk by the public in
Switzerland with that assessed by experts. Switzerland has extensive expert predictions of
likely flood events and outcomes, including four categories of risk severity. Siegrist and
Gutscher found that respondents’ risk perceptions correlated with expert assessments –
people in regions considered low-risk by experts perceived lower risk than those in
regions considered high-risk by experts – but some regions nonetheless underestimated or
overestimated their risk, with differences observed between areas with different majority
languages. Interestingly, responses also suggested that many people surveyed were
unaware of the extent and detail of expert assessments. Past experience with floods,
including both having been affected by a flood and assisting in cleanup and recovery
experts, were strongly associated with both higher perception of risk and adoption of
prevention behaviour.

Weinstein et al. (2000) described the impact of tornadoes on optimistic biases about
personal risk in communities in Texas, Tennessee, and Arkansas in the United States.
Optimistic biases were notably lower in towns that had recently experienced a tornado
than in towns that had not, and the events also caused a decrease in the discrepancy
between assessment of personal risk and average risk, although neither the bias nor the
discrepancy vanished entirely. The authors attributed these changes in perception largely
to preoccupation with the threat – as measured, for example, by frequency of thoughts
about tornadoes – that arose from ongoing disaster experience. They further suggested
that claims of below-average risk may be a subconscious attempt by individuals to
convince themselves of their own safety rather than a universal assessment, as these
claims did not correlate with a lower level of preoccupation.
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Ho et al. (2008) investigated the perception of disaster-related risks among residents of
Taiwan, based on data collected for the National Risk Perception Survey that was
conducted following serious floods and landslides in 2004. A number of demographic
characteristics had an impact on risk perceptions, including gender, income, and
experience with previous disasters; notably, experience with previous disasters was
strongly associated with increased adoption of protective measures. They also noted that
the effects of landslides appeared to be perceived as much more controllable than those of
floods As floods are a regular occurrence in Taiwan while landslides are considerably
rarer, respondents tended to view the former as events that merely needed to be lived with
and which could never be entirely avoided, while the latter were viewed as much more
threatening to life and property and as requiring significant measures such as evacuation.

In fact, a number of studies have shown similar psychosocial effects even in individuals
who were not directly involved in a disaster incident but were exposed to it via the media
or word of mouth in a social setting. Vastfjall et al. (2008) studied the effect of the 2004
Indian Ocean tsunami on risk perceptions and future time perspectives of Swedish
undergraduate students. A large number of Swedish tourists were in various countries
affected by the tsunami when it took place, at least 600 of whom lost their lives. As such,
the tsunami was considered a national tragedy in Sweden. In a series of surveys
conducted in 2005, when media coverage of the disaster was still at a high point, Vastfjall
et al. found that participants who were reminded of the tsunami said that their life had
fewer possibilities and that the likelihood of negative events (not solely ones related to
natural disaster) was higher than a control group that was not reminded. Further, they
stated that the uncertainty arising from media coverage (eg. the impulse to wonder
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whether anyone they knew might have been on vacation in a tsunami zone at the time)
continuously added to the negative mood effects caused by the disaster itself and made
the perception shift arising from the tsunami more long-lasting than a different type of
shift would have been.

This observation of the effect of experiencing a disaster is particularly interesting to
consider in the context of Padang, as many people in West Sumatra have family members
living in other nearby provinces, including Aceh. As such, natural disasters in other
provinces like the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami have a direct significance to many people
in West Sumatra and may play a significant role in their conception of risk. In addition,
people in this region, as well as in Indonesia in general, tend to receive a great deal of
news and other information by word of mouth, and social networks composed of friends,
co-workers and family members are very important. This may have the effect of
magnifying the impact of personal experience in forming perception of risk as well as the
perceived magnitude of the risk itself because the people involved are known and are
emotionally bound.

Nonetheless, even individuals who perceive risk as being high may not necessarily
change their behaviour to the degree that might be expected. Gaillard (2008) reported on
a case study which surveyed people from the town of Bacolor, in the Philippines,
regarding their opinions on the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991 and their practices and
perceptions with respect to possible future eruptions. While adoption of various protective
practices was high in this case, Gaillard also noted that a substantial minority of people
surveyed expressed no intention to evacuate in the event of another eruption. Gaillard
identified two main factors of significance in this observation. First, many interviewees
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expressed concern about their prospects for work and otherwise maintaining a livelihood.
Second, Bacolor is a historic city with great cultural significance to the province of
Pampagna, and pride in this heritage is apparent in a number of events relating to the
1991 eruption of Pinatubo, ranging from sentiments expressed in Gaillard’s survey to
public displays in the damaged parts of the town immediately after the eruption. In other
words, many people were proud to live in Bacolor and did not wish to leave, regardless of
other circumstances.

In any cultural setting that assigns significance and meaning to certain regions, moving or
significant changes to practice and lifestyle are often more difficult. This is likely to be a
complicating factor in any disaster planning and relief efforts in West Sumatra, as its
people have traditionally had a strong cultural paradigm regarding the different parts of
the Minangkabau world and have been observed to make certain decisions based more on
cultural values than on objective evidence. This is discussed further in Chapter 4 of this
study.

Natural Disasters and Environmental Health in Indonesia
The difficulties associated with natural disasters that seem to occur without warning are
well-known in Indonesia which lies along the so-called “Ring of Fire,” the Pacific Rim
area characterized by a chain of active volcanoes and intense earthquake activity (see
Paton, 2009, for example, for discussion of the natural disasters characteristic of this
region). The 2009 Padang earthquake that is the subject of this study is just one such
example. However, while there is a large literature on disaster relief efforts in Indonesia,
especially relating to the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, comparatively little has been done
to study the environmental health risks presented by this disaster or others in Indonesia
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(see, for example, Loh, 2005; Srinivas and Nakagawa, 2008; Karan and Subbiah, 2011
and many others for detailed description of disaster management issues following the
Indian Ocean tsunami).

There are some reports relating to specific conditions with an environmental component
following natural disasters in the literature. Sutiono et al. (2010) described the experience
with cases of typhoid following the 2004 tsunami and the 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake.
They note a change in risk factors, different from the non-disaster context, as well as an
increase in cases associated with interruption to water systems and contamination of
available drinking water but are interested primarily in the medical aspects of the
observed outbreaks. The same authors (Sutiono et al., 2009) described a tetanus outbreak
following the same 2006 earthquake, associated with injuries resulting from the event or
experienced in its aftermath. Again, the authors are interested primarily in the medical
aspects of the situation. Widespread outbreaks of unspecified diarrheal disease associated
with contaminated drinking water (Watson et al., 2007) as well as cases of meningitis
caused by Neisseria meningitides were also documented in Aceh following the tsunami
(WHO, 2005).

Vector-borne diseases following natural disaster present a special problem because
damage to the natural and built environment may increase the number of breeding sites
for mosquitoes and other insects. Similarly, damage to structures and movement of people
may bring more of the population into contact with existing vectors. There may also be a
lag between the event and the appearance of disaster-associated cases of disease because
of the vector’s breeding cycle (Wisner and Adams, 2002). In Indonesia, vector borne
disease remains a constant problem but has been greatly intensified following natural
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disasters. For example, Wilder-Smith (2005) reported that an ongoing dengue epidemic in
Aceh intensified following the tsunami. Bartlett (2008) noted that Japanese encephalitis
became a major problem following the tsunami in not only Aceh but also across the
disaster-affected regions of South and Southeast Asia.

These observations correspond well to disease statistics following natural disasters around
the world. A number of authors have characterized the health risks following such events,
which tend to include environmental health concerns as well as other issues not directly
related to this discipline. Cook et al. (2008), for example, categorised health concerns
related to disaster into five groups: chronic disability or pain resulting from physical
injury; infectious disease; chronic systemic illness; the effects of malnutrition and trace
element toxicity; and mental health problems. Waring and Brown (2005) noted the
likelihood of a range of infectious and vector borne diseases appearing following a
natural disaster and stress the significance of displacement of human populations in this
respect. They stated specifically that certain waterborne diseases (cholera, leptospirosis,
hepatitis A, bacillary dysentery, typhoid), acute illnesses resulting from direct contact
with infected individuals (pneumonia, measles, bacterial meningitis), wound related
disease (tetanus), and vector borne diseases (malaria, dengue, Japanese encephalitis, and
yellow fever) are most likely to result from such events.

In addition to the immediate and short-term environmental health impacts, natural
disasters may also result in long-term effects that have the potential to affect population
health long after the precipitating event has passed. Cook et al. (2008) described five
categories of long-term health effects of natural disasters, namely chronic pain/disability;
infectious disease risk; chronic systemic illness; effects of malnutrition of trace toxicity;
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and mental health outcomes. Of these, infectious disease risk is the most likely to result
from community level impact of disaster that falls within the domain of environmental
health and is relevant to this study.

The short-term risk of infectious disease following a natural disaster is well-documented
and may include wound infection; disease with a fecal-oral transmission route, especially
following floods and cyclones; infections resulting from inhalation of air-borne
pathogens; and so forth. For example, in the case of Indonesia, the Indian Ocean tsunami
resulted in cases of complex wound infection from pathogens in sea water, fresh water
and soil (Ivers and Ryan, 2006), and a tetanus outbreak was reported among survivors
shortly after the event (Cooke et al., 2008). While disease risk following natural disaster
tends to be thought of as occurring in the immediate post-event period, longer term risk of
infectious disease is also significant, particularly if environmental health hazards, either
created by the disaster or present before it occurred, remain unaddressed.

Displacement of affected individuals may result in substandard sanitation, overcrowding,
and contamination of food and water sources when the population is unable to return to
normal living conditions (Watson et al., 2007). The availability of health care under these
circumstances is also a significant issue, and epidemics may result, including of vaccinepreventable disease if the usual health care institutions are inoperative or have broken
down (Noji, 2005; Hooke and Rogers, 2005). If survivors remain displaced for long
periods of time in temporary accommodation, the impact of the event may include
emerging epidemics of disease that was present in the community at low levels
previously, but whose spread is facilitated by the disruption of the population (Noji,
2005).
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Large-scale natural disasters may change the environment in such a way that the humaninsect dynamic is altered, resulting in long-term increases in vector-borne disease. In
particular, earthquakes, flooding, and other events tend to create new mosquito breeding
areas (Ahern et al., 2005). Additionally, unusual patterns of human activity following
such events may bring people into more intense contact with vectors (Gubler et al., 2001).
In Indonesia, as well as elsewhere in Southeast Asia, unusual rainfall events have been
associated with increased rates of dengue fever in the period following the subsidence of
the event, and it has been suggested that permanent changes to the terrain from flooding
have the potential to create a new baseline for the disease in affected areas (Waring and
Brown, 2005). In fact, dengue is increasingly viewed as one of the main environmental
health issues in many parts of Indonesia, including Padang and West Sumatra, which is
currently among the 10 Indonesian provinces with the highest incidence of the disease
(Bararah, 2012).

Policy Making in the Context of Natural Disaster
In the first decade of the 21st century, there were on average 384 natural disasters per
year. In 2011 alone, approximately 30,773 people were killed by natural disasters, and the
total number of victims reached 244.7 million. Economic losses in 2011 were estimated
to exceedUS$366 billion, surpassing the previous record of US$246 billion in 2005
(Guha-Sapir et al., 2012). While there are a number of factors that contributed to the
human toll and the level of material damage that occurred as a result of these events, the
most important is probably increasing population density and urbanization in many parts
of the world. This is very much the case in Asia in general, and in Indonesia specifically,
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where urban areas are expected to account for 55% of the total population by 2030 (ADB,
2008).

Not surprisingly, the occurrence of natural disaster is often a contributing factor to the
formation of public policy relating to preparation, management, and reconstruction in the
affected community which has come increasingly to be informed by current
understandings of vulnerability, susceptibility, and resilience and tends to take into
account the perception of risk on the part of the public as well as the scientific
community. At an international level, for example, the concept of vulnerability to natural
disaster has been incorporated into policy documents produced by the United Nations
(United Nations International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, 1994; UNISDR,
2005, 2009). At the national level, it has been noted that these international policy
approaches have had limited impact on national policy-making (Global Network of Civil
Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction, 2009). Implementation of disaster
management policy is, of course, a sovereign responsibility of national governments, and
many rely on a hazard paradigm that may centre on technological solutions (engineering
measures, warning systems, hazard-based land use planning) and campaigns to raise
awareness of risk (Gaillard, 2010).

The distinction between the hazard paradigm and vulnerability paradigm in relation to
natural disaster policy-making is worth considering because the approach taken will have
a significant impact on measures a government chooses to implement. Hazard relates
directly to risk. If a given hazard exists in a particular location, the population living there
is at risk from that hazard. In the case of West Sumatra, for example, the province lies
along a known earthquake subduction zone, suggesting that the population is likely to
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experience earthquakes from which it is at risk. Vulnerability, by contrast, relates to
capacity. If a population is seen as vulnerable in the context of some situation, it is
viewed as lacking the ability to respond to and recover from the impact of that situation.
The same population of West Sumatra, therefore, might be seen as lacking the economic,
social, cultural, and/or structural resources to cope with an earthquake if (when) one did
occur.

In the context of policy-making, a hazard approach suggests that measures can be taken
before an event to reduce risk for those likely to be involved, while a vulnerability
approach would indicate that efforts could be made after the fact to reduce vulnerability
(Baker, 2009). In practice, policy-makers and government agencies must generally
consider both perspectives in identifying risk, reducing risk through disaster prevention
and mitigation, and reducing vulnerability through disaster management policy designed
to support recovery (Cardona, 2007). The relationship between risk and vulnerability is
complex, however, and may be bi-directional (Baker, 2009). Risk factors that apply to
individuals and communities, such as being poor or living in sub-standard housing, may
increase their vulnerability in the event of a natural disaster. However, people who are
vulnerable in the case of a natural disaster may also be at increased risk of greater harm
because they are less able to protect themselves (Baker et al., 2005). This suggests that
disaster management policy should not be considered in isolation, but as part of the
broader picture of health that addresses a whole range of factors in the living
environment.

In Padang, as well as in Indonesia in general, disaster management policy has largely
focused on hazard awareness and, at least since the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, has
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included the use of technology in the form of tsunami early warning systems, increased
seismic monitoring, and the use of modelling to try to predict future events (BPBN,
2010). While a number of the factors that might tend to increase the public’s vulnerability
to natural disaster are significant and have, for example, been noted in the context of
Indonesian Millennium Development Goals (UNDP, 2012), these broader aspects of
health and well-being have not featured in discussion on disaster planning and
preparedness which, in turn, have not been linked to sustainable development. This is
discussed further in Chapters 4 and 7 of this study.

An interesting aspect of disaster policy-making relates to the political needs of policymakers and the way in which the public responds to their decisions. It has frequently been
suggested that members of the public generally pay attention only to recent public policy,
and that past policy successes, even if well received at the time, are therefore not likely to
result in electoral benefit for members of government (Lewis-Beck and Paldam, 2000;
Mueller, 2003; Duch and Stevenson, 2006). This tendency for electoral benefits to
disappear rapidly may mean that elected policy-makers may lean towards short-term
interventions that opportunistically respond to some timely event, rather than invest in
sustainable policy that would result in long term benefit to the whole community (Keech,
1980; Sobel and Leeson, 2006).

A number of studies have found that voters generally only respond well (as measured by
votes for the incumbents) to spending on disaster relief, not disaster preparedness (Healy
and Malhotra, 2009). Levitt and Snyder (1997) attempted to quantify this benefit in the
US context, finding that an increase in spending of US$100 per capita resulted in a 2%
increase in the popular vote. Disaster relief tends to be highly visible in a specific location
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and during a relatively limited period of time such that the occurrence of a natural disaster
shortly before an election may act as a deciding factor in the public’s voting behaviour. It
was suggested that this was the effect of Hurricane Sandy which struck the east coast of
the United States shortly before the 2012 presidential election and that has been credited
with pushing the incumbent, Barack Obama, to a narrow electoral victory (Sheridan,
2012; Marshall, 2012; Silver, 2012).

There is little research on the long term impacts to incumbent governments from their
spending on disaster relief. However, Bechtel and Hainmueller (2011), in a study
concerning the 2002 Elbe River floods and voter behaviour, found that there were
significant benefits for the incumbent party as a reward for the relief efforts provided,
reaching as much as 7% of the vote in areas that were directly affected. They note that
25% of this short term benefit was observed during the 2005 election, but that by 2009,
no electoral gains were apparent. These findings are consistent with others reported in the
literature (Healy and Malhotra, 2009; Cole et al., 2012; among others), and also confirm
the generally held view that government is not likely to benefit greatly from longer term
programs that support the development of capacity and resources in the community
(Sobel and Leeson, 2006).

While the impact of disaster policy on political outcomes in Indonesia has not as yet been
discussed in the literature, it is reasonable to expect that incumbent governments may
share the concerns of those elsewhere in the world and may attempt to make policy
decisions that strengthen their political position. Since the establishment of Regional
Autonomy in Indonesia in 2001, local politics have become much more volatile, with the
presence of numerous political parties, intensive campaigning, and much greater authority
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given to local administrations. In practice, this has meant that voter satisfaction has
become extremely significant in the formation of local governments as well as to the
status of incumbent administrations and also that considerations of electoral benefit, such
as those reported in the literature, have become commonplace in Indonesian government.
This represents a major change from the New Order period (1965-1998), during which
the highly centralized system and limited role for political parties meant that local
administrations existed mostly to implement policy set at the national level. The political
context that existed at the time of the 2009 earthquake is discussed in Chapter 4 of this
study. Similarly, the political considerations that influence disaster management in
Padang are discussed in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.

Risk Communication in the Context of Natural Disaster
Providing information about potential risk as well as the means to reduce this risk is an
important aspect of the management of natural disaster. This is generally regarded as part
of the responsibility of government in ensuring the well-being of the population it serves.
The way in which members of the public respond to risk communication relating to
potential disaster has been considered by a number of authors (see, for example, Wogalter
et al., 1999; Mileti and Peek, 2000; Lindell and Perry, 2004). Lindell and Perry (2004)
described a model of public response to risk communication they call the Protective
Action Decision Model, which suggests that behaviour in the context of disaster warnings
is shaped by people’s perception of the nature of the disaster and the source of the
information. The Communication-Human Information Processing model developed by
Wolgater et al. (1999) describes the process whereby warnings are received by members
of the public who must then make decisions to follow or ignore the advice contained in
the warning. Both models posit a relationship between the nature of the risk, the nature of
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the warnings, and the characteristics of the receiving population, each of which has been
discussed in the literature relating to risk communication.

The nature of hazards and the risk they generate may be significant in determining public
reaction. For example, it has been found that disasters of a technological nature (such as
radiological and chemical hazards) lead to different responses on the part of the public
than do natural disasters (earthquakes, floods, storms, etc) (Tierney et al., 2001). It has
been suggested that compliance with advice in technological disasters tends to be higher
than for natural disasters (Stallings, 1984) and that perception of risk from technological
disasters may be heightened by exposure to a range of information sources, but similar
effects do not occur for natural disasters (Lindell and Hwang, 2008). One explanation that
has been put forward for this difference is that the public may be (or feel it is) familiar
with the nature of natural disasters and believe they know what to expect. This may lead
them to ignore warnings and fail to follow instructions. By contrast, technological
disasters may be viewed as more abstract and uncertain and hence may generate greater
anxiety (Hyams et al., 2002; Etchegary et al., 2008).

The form warnings and information about disasters take may also have an effect on the
behaviour of the public. The perceived credibility of the warning is of significance in
determining how the public will respond (Perry and Lindell, 2004), and less credible
information may lead people to seek confirmation by checking other sources of
information (Danzig et al., 1958). Because of this differential in credibility, warnings that
come jointly from scientists, public officials, known organizations, and familiar
individuals have been found to be more believable (Drabek and Stephenson, 1971).
Further, people seem to be more likely to heed warnings and follow advice when they feel
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the source from which the information emanates is in the same position as they are
relative to the potential disaster; that is, they are more likely to trust information that
comes from individuals within their own community who will also be affected by the
event in question (Aldoory and van Dyke, 2006). The impact of a public perception of
mistrust or misplaced trust in some sources of information may be very significant and
should not be underestimated. For example, some sources of information may lose
credibility if they are perceived as having exaggerated the risk associated with a past
hazard that never materialized (Dow and Cutter, 1998). Individual and population
characteristics and background may also affect the perception of credibility, with some
groups having less trust in government based on their historical experiences (Andrulis et
al., 2007) or, in other cases, because of differences in communication styles and practices
(Fothergill et al., 1999).

In addition to the source, the content of warnings has been shown to affect public
response. It is generally accepted that warning messages should reflect certainty and
clarity about the likelihood of the hazard occurring and the nature of the resulting risk, as
well as the recommended actions to take (Perry et al., 1982). When messages are specific,
members of the public are more likely to take the risk seriously and follow advice. This
was demonstrated in New Orleans at the time of Hurricane Katrina when approximately
80% of the city’s one million residents evacuated safely when simply worded but very
serious messages were used (McCallum and Heming, 2006).

The final factor that may influence how the public responds to warnings about disasters
and the accompanying risk is the personal characteristics of members of the public who
are the recipients of warning messages. A number of individual and background
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characteristics have been identified as significant in this context. For example, previous
experience with a similar event has been found to influence people’s behaviour. In
storms, earthquakes, floods, and so forth, people who have experienced a similar event
may feel they can ride out a natural disaster as they did in the past (McCallum and
Heming, 2006; Mayhorn and Watson, 2006). Similarly, communities that have
experienced repeated warnings that turn out to be false alarms may stop reacting to
messages about potential hazards (Huppert and Sparks, 2006). The cost of following
disaster advice may also be significant, and people may fail to follow advice if they feel
they do not have the resources in terms of money, time, and effort to comply (Kalsher and
Williams, 2006). Demographics also seem to relate to response to disaster warnings with
women more likely to pay attention to messages than men (Turner et al., 1986) and older
people responding more readily than younger groups (Mayhorn, 2005). The impact of
socioeconomic status and ethnicity are not yet well understood, but it appears that
linguistic, cultural, and social factors may influence risk perception and response to
warning messages (Mayhorn and McLaughlin, 2012).

The nature of the community, its shared experience and history, and its linguistic, social
and cultural background may all be important in shaping perception of risk and response
to advice about natural disaster. This includes the nature of information available in the
community in question, as well as its members’ judgements about the credibility and
reliability of such information. It is likely that these factors are highly specific to a given
location and can be best understood through an examination of the major social forces
that have acted on the community as well as its individual social and cultural practices. In
the case of the 2009 Padang earthquake that is of interest here, these kinds of influences
have been very significant in the public’s response to the event as well as its subsequent
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behaviour. The relevant background is discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of this study and
applied in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 to elucidate the impact this event had on the community
and to study its response to a major natural disaster.

Sustainable Development in Indonesia
Sustainable development is an approach that places human beings and their activities as
part of the ecosystem of the whole world and suggests that human efforts to change the
environment for their own purposes must be in accord with other aspects of nature. That
is, developmental activities that alter the environment in such a way as to affect viability
of all species on earth, including through the use of natural resources, should be avoided.
This approach comes in contrast to more traditional development activities that have
tended to focus solely on economic gains and paid little attention to a long term view that
would allow for continued prosperity into the future (see Blewitt, 2010). The Millennium
Development Goals which were established in 2000 at the United Nations Millennium
Summit, for example, can be viewed as one application of sustainable development in
addressing inequalities that exist between groups and nations (see UN, 2000).

Unlike development activities that centre primarily on economic growth and are typically
measured by indicators relating to this dimension, sustainable development takes into
account the social, cultural, environmental, and institutional dimensions of human activity
(Decleris, 2000; Isenmann, 2003; Finger, 2008). This view suggests that everything on
earth is part of an integrated system, meaning that human activity, as manifested in
political, economic, and cultural outputs, should not damage the ecosystem, biodiversity,
biochemical interactions, and so forth; but also that the reverse is true, namely that human
needs should be met in a sustainable manner but not be compromised by the natural
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dimensions of the system (Cabezas et al., 2005). Global sustainability then requires that
each component of the system, including the human ones, be able to exist and
permanently evolve alongside the others (Spangenberg, 2001, 2005).

The link between natural disaster and sustainable development is explicated by this
understanding that human activities must take place in the context of the features of the
natural world. Events such as earthquakes, floods, storms, and so forth are part of the
cycles of the natural world, which human beings have little power to alter and whose
potential occurrence must be accepted as fact. At the current time, growing populations
and increasing density of these populations means that greater numbers of people are
likely to be affected by such events and that the loss in all forms that they incur is likely
to grow. Disaster risk is a particular problem in Asia, including Indonesia, where
urbanization and the impacts of past development have led to the growth of extremely
large cities, sometimes in locations with long histories of natural disaster (Hochreiner and
Mechler, 2011). For example, eight of the 10 most populous cities, including Manila and
Jakarta, are located in areas of moderate to high earthquake risk. Eight out of 10 of these
cities are also located in coastal areas that are vulnerable to storm surges and tsunamis
(ADB, 2008).

Sustainable development has not been a major concern in Indonesia until recently, with
development efforts historically focusing strictly on economic development driven in
large part by the priorities of international organizations such as the World Bank, the
IMF, and the Asian Development Bank (see Prawiro, 1998). However, sustainable
development features prominently in the long-term development plan for 2005-2025
issued by Bappenas, the National Development Planning Agency. Sustainable
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development, at this stage, has been considered mostly in terms of environmental
conservation and viability as indicated by “programs and activities that support efforts to
conserve the environment, including water, air and land”1 (Bappenas, 2010b: 10). The
national priorities for sustainable development do include the living environment and
management of natural disasters (Bappenas, 2012a), indicating a renewed approach to
this issue.

While Indonesia is now considering the adoption of a set of Sustainable Development
Goals to follow its Millennium Development Goals (Bappenas, 2012b), consideration of
sustainable development in planning is still novel. It is likely that the successful
implementation of this approach in the nation’s continuing economic development, as
well as in disaster planning and management, will depend to a great extent on the actions
of regional governments given responsibility for these activities under Regional
Autonomy. In the case of the Padang earthquake of interest in this study, the conditions
recently imposed by the implementation of Regional Autonomy cannot be ignored in
understanding efforts to manage the event as well as its aftermath on the public. Regional
Autonomy in Indonesia is discussed in Chapter 4 and is referred to throughout this study
due to its significance in enabling local government preparedness and response.

Summary
This chapter reviewed selected literature relating to environmental health indicators;
vulnerability, susceptibility and resilience; natural disasters and risk perception; natural
disasters and environmental health in Indonesia; policy making in the context of natural
disaster; risk communication in the context of natural disaster; and sustainable
1

The original text reads: “Program dan kegiatan yang mendukung upaya kelestarian lingkungan, baik air,
udara maupun lahan” (Bappenas, 2010b: 10).
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development in Indonesia. The literature discussed here is intended to position this study
with respect to earlier work and established understandings in environmental health and
management of natural disasters. Additional literature relating to the social and political
context in Indonesia and West Sumatra is presented in Chapter 4 (Setting).
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Chapter 3
Methodology

This chapter describes the way in which the research reported here was carried out and
discusses methodological issues associated with the project. Background and justification
for the chosen methodology are provided, and the analytical framework for the study is
also described.

Study Design
This research took the form of a case study. Case studies are particularly useful in
situations where explanatory data are sought and which seek to understand the impact of
contemporary events (Yin, 2009). The 2009 earthquake has had a large range of longlasting effects on Padang, and the societal and structural factors that affected and continue
to affect the response and recovery measures are similarly diverse. As such, a study
design which was capable of considering multiple facets of an issue and incorporating
factors outside of the immediate impacts was required. A case study with areas of focus
selected for their direct and indirect impact on the earthquake and its aftermath fit this
requirement.

The use of case studies in the field of environmental health is well documented (see, for
example, Cortez Vieira and Ho, 2007; Luria and Lyons, 2009; Dworkin, 2010; among
others). Qualitative methods in general are increasingly used in environmental health,
even though the field has traditionally relied on quantitative methodologies. Foster and
Sharp (2005) suggested that qualitative environmental health data are useful for
developing hypotheses and for allowing multi-level analysis of individual, contextual, and
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structural factors that are significant in various phenomena. Lobdell et al. (2005) noted
that qualitative methods could be used to a much greater extent in the field and discussed
a range of possible techniques. Brown (2003) suggested that qualitative methods are
particularly useful in community-based health research because they allow the views of
individuals to be presented and for the complexity of the community to be studied.

For the present study, the complex social environment that is characteristic of Indonesia
in recent years, along with the political context which has changed greatly since 2001,
were very significant in shaping response to the earthquake that was the subject of this
study and have been as important as strictly environmental health factors in the approach
to disaster management in Padang, West Sumatra. The aim of the approach taken here
was to show the ways in which of this range of social and structural elements have
influenced disaster management, response to and recovery from the earthquake, and
perceptions of the event and its associated risks in the affected society.

Data
Three types of data were used as sources for this research. The aim in choosing data
sources and documentation was to gain insight into the state of environmental health as
recorded by official and semi-official sources, as well as the perceptions of the lay
community regarding the earthquake and the following events. Discussion and
commentary dating from the earthquake (September 30, 2009) and continuing for a
period of four years were considered. Policy documents and statements from after the
earthquake were considered as well, and this study also made use of selected policy
materials from before the earthquake, particularly from the period after the inception of
Regional Autonomy in 2001. This period of time leading up to the earthquake occurred is
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important to the current situation in Padang, as the local government assumed
responsibility for a number of areas that had previously been run by the central
government. The 2009 earthquake was the first significant event of this kind the regional
government had to deal with and, as such, it tested their policies and preparation and led
to significant changes in both perception and action.

Official information and reports, in the form of government documents and policy
statements, provided the main source for a high-level overview of the health situation in
Padang before and after the earthquake, and of the official positions on and steps taken
regarding environmental health and disaster management issues. These include
compilations of statistics on the province such as demographic information and economic
data, which are released regularly in print form under the title Sumatera Barat Dalam
Angka [West Sumatra in Figures]. Government policies on issues such as disaster
planning are often announced via public channels such as newspapers and local
television, with the full documents, regulations, and laws as well as more formal and
detailed documents on government planning available in print form and online. This
material is in the Indonesian language and is available from government offices at the
local, provincial, and national levels. The use of documents of this kind is well
established in the literature and allows broad issues to be identified and information
collected in other ways to be corroborated. Documentary data also has the advantage of
being stable, but may be compromised by reporting bias and selectivity bias related to the
extent of search and collection (Yin, 2009). In this study, documents of this type provided
the policy and planning context against which the earthquake occurred and allowed
insight into the level of planning and preparation that existed before the event as well as
policy changes that occurred after the disaster. The data derived in this allowed other
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types of information obtained from other sources to be understood in light of the
structural environment in which the earthquake occurred.

Formal media, particularly newspapers, magazines, and TV reports from the relevant time
period, provided insight into the week-by-week or even day-by-day development of the
status of environmental health in Padang. Just as in non-disaster situations, the formal
media serve as the main outlet by which many people learn about events beyond their
immediate surroundings. As such, it can act as both a leader and a follower of public
opinion, and its scrutiny can influence the development of government policy (Hartley,
1995). A potential weakness of media as a data source is that reporting tends to be
selective, focussing on issues deemed to be “newsworthy.” Nonetheless, the formal media
can provide a guide to issues of importance in the community as well as to the
information official bodies wish the public to have, and this research method is well
documented in the literature (see, for example, Siqueira, 2009; Elvers et al., 2009; Atkin
et al., 2010). In this study, reports about the disaster in the formal media provided an
indication of the nature of information available to the public after the earthquake, and the
nature of the main source of knowledge of the event for individuals not directly involved.
Further, media of this type provided a record of the sequence of events as they were
understood at the time. This, in turn, provided a timeline along which changes in
perception, recovery actions, and social developments could be placed.

Finally, social media sources were used to document the perceptions and reactions of the
general public. These sources naturally lack the technical insight and content that may be
found in more official sources. However, they provide a great deal of insight into the way
the earthquake and the subsequent situation were experienced and interpreted by the
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population of Padang. These reactions had notable influence on local government policy
regarding environmental health and disaster preparedness and were significant to the
ongoing development of the environmental health situation in Padang. An advantage of
the use of social media in this research was that it allowed insight into the ways in which
the local community perceived the impact of the earthquake and its environmental health
effects without interference from researcher presence. The use of social media in
research has been identified as an emergent area with a great deal of potential for
identifying themes and issues of importance not likely to be recorded by other means
(Hine, 2010). In Indonesia specifically, rates of internet use are very high for a
developing nation, with approximately 39 million users (representing 16% of the
population). It is estimated that more than 38 million of these are Facebook subscribers,
indicating the importance of social media at this time (Internet World Stats, 2011).
Indonesia has been identified as having the highest number of bloggers in the world, and
the role of the medium is acknowledged to be very significant in spreading information
and forming public opinion (Universal McCann, 2008; Katz and Lai, 2009). It is likely
that the use of social media is more predominant among the younger age groups, but as a
large number of Indonesians live in multi-generational households, and news and public
views about news tend to be spread by word of mouth, it is also reasonable to assume that
the ideas and discussion recorded online are representative of the public’s views in
general. The information obtained from these online sources came from comments placed
in discussion threads relating to the earthquake and natural disaster in general, and also
blog postings by individuals. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the earthquake produced a
great deal of informal discussion online, mainly in news-related forums such as
Kompasiana (which is attached to the website of the national newspaper Kompas) and on
blog publishing sites such as WordPress and Blogspot.
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These items are, by their nature, intended to be read by any interested party. No personal
information that could violate any individual’s privacy was used, and the researcher did
not participate directly in any online forum or form of social media. Ethical issues
associated with use of data from Facebook, MySpace, and other forums of this type that
require permission for access have been discussed in the literature (see, for example,
Jones and Alony, 2008; Pekarek and Potzsch, 2009; Zimmer, 2010). The use of blogs as
publicly available information for research has also been considered (Sudweeks and
Rafaeli, 1999; Walther, 2002; Hookway, 2008). Further, the prevailing attitude among the
online community is that blogs and forum posts have a similar status to public space, and
are available to anyone who wants to read them (Barnes, 2006). This study did not make
use of any media requiring permission for access, such as private Facebook pages and
groups or Twitter feeds that are set as protected, and was limited to forums where the
discussion of natural disaster presented was comparable to media reporting in that its
content was automatically available to the general public. These guidelines allowed any
potential ethical issues arising from the use of private conversations to be avoided, and set
clear criteria for suitable content to be analysed. Further, these limitations also describe a
body of discussion that is by its nature most likely to have been read by individuals
searching casually for informal content on the earthquake, and thus likely to have had an
impact on the evolution of public opinion.

Text analysis of the kinds noted above has been used in a number of environmental health
studies and has included newspaper reports (Harper, 2004), transcripts of congressional
hearings (Shriver, 2001), local print media (Vandermoere, 2006), and e-mails (Imai et al.,
2008). Scammell (2010) noted that these kinds of qualitative data offer insight into
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environmental health issues by providing information on behaviors, perceptions of risk,
and social, economic, cultural and political factors that influence individual and group
exposure to environmental health hazards. In this study, the sources used included
government publications and documents, news media reports, NGO output, and social
media, which provided insight into the aforementioned factors in Padang. The literature
noted above served as a precedent for using these types of documents in the field of
environmental health. Text analysis of the type used in this study has been used as a
methodology in a number of environmental health and development studies specifically
in developing countries, including Olsen and Fenhann (2008), Lyons (2008), Olausson
(2008), Tomlinson et al. (2010), Bakker and Huizenga (2010), and Disch (2010). As a
supplement to the main data, photographs were used to assess the state of environmental
health and document the nature of services provision and efforts on the part of the public
to supplement provision of vital services such as water; these are included in the
Appendix.

Data Sources
The data used in this study were collected systematically using internet searches relating
specifically to the type of information sought. For government publications and official
reports of the local authorities, documents were obtained through the websites of the
agency in question. These included the Government of the City of Padang (Pemerintah
Kota Padang, http://www.padang.go.id/); the Government of Province of West Sumtara
(Pemerintah Provinsi Sumatera Barat, http://www.sumbarprov.go.id/); Regional Disaster
Management Agency of West Sumatra (Badan Penanggulangan Bencana Daerah Provinsi
Sumatera Barat, https://sites.google.com/site/pusdalopspbsumaterabarat/home); and the
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National Disaster Management Agency (Badan Penanggulangan Bencana Nasional,
http://www.bnpb.go.id/).

Data from the formal media were obtained from several regional (West Sumatra)
newspapers, including Padang Ekspres (http://www.padangekspres.co.id/); Singgalang
(http://hariansinggalang.co.id/); and Haluan (http://harianhaluan.com/). Reports were also
obtained from the national media, including Kompas (http://www.kompas.com/) and
Republika (http://www.republika.co.id/), both national newspapers published in Jakarta.
In the days and weeks immediately following the disaster, news reports were appearing
on a daily basis in both the local and national press. Following the immediate recovery
period, additional news items were obtained by searching these newspapers’ databases for
items relating to the earthquake, which has remained a recurring issue ever since,
especially in the West Sumatran press.

Data from social media were obtained through targeted internet searches using keywords
chosen to maximize results. This set of keywords was derived from knowledge about the
usual practices of language use in Indonesia and West Sumatra. The earthquake and its
aftermath were events of sufficient significance to generate a very large amount of
activity among bloggers and on discussion forums, at both the regional and national level.
Items were collected systematically beginning from the occurrence of the earthquake,
focusing on the two years immediately following the event. While the earthquake still
generates discussion in Indonesian social media, the two years period was chosen as
representative of the period of immediate aftermath when public attitudes about disaster
management were being formed. Some content from more than two years after the
earthquake was used when it was necessary to illustrate the ongoing or long-term nature
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of an issue. Sites used in this study include: Kompasiana (http://www.kompasiana.com/);
RantauNet (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RantauNet/); Pondok Renungan
(http://www.pondokrenungan.com); and Forum AK/SK
(http://www.superkoran.info/forums/). Additionally, blogs posted online by various
individuals were also used. These are identified individually where referred to in the text.

Data Analysis
The data collected as part of this study were used as the basis for establishing factual
information about the environmental health issues leading up to and resulting from the
2009 Padang earthquake as well as information about how the event was perceived by the
public in the affected area as well as their interpretations of their experience. The use of
multiple sources allowed for such information to be cross checked and informational
relationships identified. The data was further subjected to textual analysis (qualitative
content analysis) centring on the interpretation of information and the meaning attributed
to it in the community of interest. This semiotic approach allowed for an understanding of
the public’s interpretation of the event and its aftermath within the local frame of
reference. This type of thematic text analysis has been used in a range of disciplines and
applied to different media (Stone, 1997), including in research in health and
environmental fields, especially as related to policy formation and public opinion (see, for
example, Tian and Stewart, 2005; Howland et al., 2006; Soderberg, 2011) as well as in
relation to perceived risks to health (see, for example, Brittle and Zint, 2003; Lewison,
2008).

The data for this study were complex in terms of language use, which corresponded to the
domains of several languages in use in specific social contexts in Indonesia. All official
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material and reports in the formal media were in Indonesian, the national language of
Indonesia, which is used in formal, official, and public interactions. Social media use in
Indonesia, by contrast, has many of the characteristics of spoken language and is much
less formal in style than the traditional media. For this reason, it is not uncommon for
users of social media to use a local language in their output even when this output is in
written form (such as in a discussion forum). In other contexts, local languages are more
associated with spoken language, conversations among members of the same ethnic
group, and informal social contexts. Some of the data for this study, therefore, were in
Minang, the local language of West Sumatra, which is occasionally used by members of
the public in social media. Discussion forums such as RantauNet, for example, use only
Minang, as the site is aimed at a group of users who are members of the Minangkabau
ethnic group and who have Minang as their first language. In addition, social media data
also contained isolated words or phrases in English and Arabic. Both these languages play
an important role in the language environment in West Sumatra. English is associated
with high levels of formal education and is the most prestigious foreign language in
Indonesia. It is sometimes used by Indonesians to express ideas associated with modern
science or other fields where no ready equivalent exists in Indonesian or a local language
or simply for prestige. Arabic, by contrast, is associated with Islam, the dominant religion
in Indonesia and the religion of nearly everyone in West Sumatra. Arabic words, phrases,
and expressions are often used for emphasis, to refer to religious concepts, or as an
expression of an individual’s personal or group identity.

All translations that appear in this study are the author’s own. However, assistance and
checking of individual items was provided by Associate Professor Ismet Fanany, who is
the head of the Indonesian Program at Deakin University and a native of West Sumatra.
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The data for this study were coded based on themes observable across multiple items
from separate sources and further descriptively by key words in the language of the item.
These key words were selected based on their relevance to the issues of interest in this
case study which also served as the basis for the initial selection and evaluation of
potential data sources. In other words, items were sought using terms like gempa 2009
[2009 earthquake], demam berdarah [dengue fever], and PDAM [Regional Water
Company]. Items containing these terms were then further analysed in terms of themes
they contained which were identified based on the content itself. When no new themes
were found, the coding was checked and revised as required. The results were arranged in
a database to facilitate their interpretation and for easy reference. This approach is based
on analytic approaches described by Charmaz (2006) and Gibbs (2007).

Validity and Reliability
Content analysis of the type used here is an established method for obtaining valid
inferences based on the interpretation of texts. Specifically, the method allows for
inferences to be made about the creator(s) of a text; about the text itself; and about the
audience for whom the text is intended (Weber, 1990). In this sense, content analysis
offers an empirical base from which evidence about the nature and effect of various forms
of communication can be derived (Kolbe and Burnett, 1991).

In this study measures were taken to insure construct validity, internal validity, and
reliability, as described by Kidder and Judd (1986). To improve construct validity, sets of
key words (including synonyms) and associated concepts were identified that related
directly to the elements of study. Multiple sources were used to increase construct
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validity. Additionally, chains of evidence were constructed allowing issues to be analyzed
through a network of related and developing concepts. These methods are described by
Yin (2009).

Internal validity was addressed by using an analytic approach based on explanation
building to elucidate the cause and reasons for observed phenomena as well as their
interrelationships. Glaser and Strauss (1967) view this process as a means for developing
hypotheses that can elucidate directions for further study. This approach was appropriate
in the present study which was exploratory in nature. Internal validity was further
improved by linking the explanations derived from the data to existing theoretical
frameworks in Environmental Health (DPSEEA) and Political Science and Policy (Policy
Stream Analysis). Yin (2009) describes this approach in detail.

Reliability is a special concern in a case study and relates to the likelihood of another
investigator reaching the same conclusions if the study were done again. In this study, a
case study protocol (see Yin, 2009) was developed before data collection began, and a
database was compiled containing the data collected and the relationship of documents,
media reports, new media entries, and so forth to each other. Date of appearance as well
as in-text references to other items were cataloged as a means of establishing this
database and also for ensuring an appropriate chain of evidence was available. This
process also assisted with appropriate cross-referencing within the case study itself.

Ethical Considerations
There were no ethical impacts from this research. Data were obtained from publicly
available sources.
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Analytical Framework
As noted in Chapter 1, this thesis contains chapters that study three specific areas of
interest and relevance to the earthquake and its aftermath. The areas of interest were
selected for being both high pressure and high impact to the city’s population. Chapter 5
concerns dengue fever, a disease endemic to West Sumatra whose incidence and
prevalence are strongly affected by environmental factors, and which has been the subject
of numerous health promotion campaigns in the past. The earthquake led to changes in
the living environment that in turn caused a significant increase in the number of reported
cases. Investigation of the dengue fever situation provided, in turn, broader insight into
the earthquake’s impact on the living environment and the immediate environmental
health challenges. Chapter 6 examines the earthquake’s impact on the water supply,
which has been widespread and, at the time of this writing, not yet entirely resolved. This
impact has, for obvious reasons, led to significant long-term public health issues and
illuminates the ongoing challenges of responding to the earthquake and some of the
strategies that have been adopted. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses disaster management
policy in Padang, both before and after the earthquake. This chapter exposes the structural
issues that helped shape the earthquake’s immediate and long-term impact, the evolution
of government responses to the disaster, and the ways in which public opinion and other
concerns from outside the government continue to affect the earthquake’s aftermath.

These three areas of environmental health were chosen based on consideration of
indicators contained within the DPSEEA framework of the WHO which is discussed in
Chapter 2 of this thesis. This framework allows for the pathways by which policy or
actions at the driving force level are linked to human exposures and then to health effects
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(see Kjellstrom et al., 2007). For this study specifically, the DPSEEA framework was
especially relevant because it applies to urban settings and links environmental impacts to
the broader social determinants of health. As discussed in Chapter 2, Padang, and West
Sumatra in general, has experienced rapid development and urbanisation that have given
rise to a ‘risk transition’ (see Smith, 1990) that was accelerated by natural disaster

The nature of disaster management policies and practices at the local and national levels
were very significant in their effect on environmental health following the earthquake of
interest here. Analysis of governmental processes relevant to this event and its aftermath
were carried out using the policy stream model formulated by Kingdon (1984). The
policy stream model attempts to explain how government agendas are set, how issues
come to the attention of government officials, and how alternatives are generated.
Kingdon proposed three streams: problem, politics, and policy. The problem stream is
mainly responsible for bringing issues to the attention of the government; this can be the
result of a focusing event, arise from analysis of indicators considered objective, or come
from direct feedback to the government. Issues do not necessarily remain in the public
eye; they can recede from the agenda even if they are not dealt with. Kingdon further
argued that a difference should be recognized between a problem, which is believed to be
worth expending effort and resources to solve, and a condition, which is believed to be an
integral part of the situation and is generally ignored.

The second stream in the model is the politics stream. Kingdon proposed that politics is in
many ways separate from the other streams and largely evolves according to its own rules
and concerns. Individuals who operate in the politics stream are often driven by electoral
considerations – which policies will get them the most votes and satisfy their key
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demographics – and as such take cues from direct or indirect indicators of the public’s
mood and from lobby groups outside the government. Another significant characteristic
of the political stream is that consensus is mostly built by bargaining; solutions tend to
involve a quid pro quo element and seek to benefit all participants according to their
political concerns and goals.

The third and final stream proposed by Kingdon is the policy stream. The policy stream
mostly involves hidden participants (such as academic specialists, bureaucrats, and other
staffers, as opposed to visible participants like elected officials) and is the one most
responsible for generating alternatives and selecting which ones will be debated and
eventually implemented. Kingdon argued that, contrary to the beliefs of many individuals
outside government, solutions in fact come before problems. That is, participants interact
with each other, continuously generating ideas and policies on issues of their interest.
Kingdon compared the process of idea generation and evolution to the “primordial soup,”
and to natural selection, with the selection being guided by practical concerns such as
budgetary and technical feasibility, public opinion, and politicians’ receptivity.

While the three streams are often separate, there are also times when they come together
and operate in concert. For example, a new administration may call for large-scale change
in policies, or a highly visible event may occur that demands a response. Proposals that fit
with this event then rise to the top and are coupled to the political climate; similarly,
problems that fit with the situation are highlighted and any that do not tend to be
neglected and/or demoted to the status of conditions (Kingdon, 1984).
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Kingdon’s policy stream model is one of the widely used multiple stream frameworks for
policy analysis (Coffman, 2007; Sabatier, 2007). Although Kingdon’s model was
originally intended for use in the United States, it can also be used in a general form for
other nations, with suitable allowances made in the application. Despite the number of
obvious differences between the United States and Indonesia, there are also certain
similarities. For example, both governments are visibly influenced by public opinion and
feel a need to address public concerns, either in the content of policy or in explanations
thereof; both nations have highly active media outlets that frequently bring issues to the
forefront of debate among members of the public and of the government; and both have
extensive use of social media and other informal outlets that influence the reactions of the
public. In addition, direct election of public officials in Indonesia since Regional
Autonomy has created a western-style democratic process in which public concerns drive
and inform politicians in their attempts to win office (see, for example, Erb and
Sulistiyanto, 2009, for a discussion of the nature of direct elections at the regional level in
Indonesia). Because of similarities such as these, the policy stream model could readily
be adapted to the context of Padang, and was used here to elucidate the social forces that
contributed to the formation of policy relating to environmental health and disaster
management at the time of and following the 2009 earthquake.

The policy issues relating to the three environmental health areas of interest in this study
are discussed in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.

Summary
This chapter described the study design, data sources, analytical framework, and
methodological issues for the research presented in this thesis. The research was in the
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form of a case study that documented the state of environmental health in Padang and the
effects of the 2009 earthquake on environmental health issues. Using qualitative analysis
of a range of sources including government publications and documents, formal media,
and social media, it builds a thorough analysis of the ways that Padang’s social and
structural environment impacted on the earthquake and its aftermath, especially the city
government’s recovery attempts and disaster management policy. Areas of interest were
selected based on criteria in the DPSEEA framework, which was developed for the
purpose of analysis of the human impact on the environment and response to health issues
as a cycle and is relevant to the urban situation of Padang. Policy issues were considered
in light of the policy stream model, originally an analysis of politics in the United States
which can be adapted to the situation in other countries.
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Chapter 4
Setting

This chapter describes the background and context that represent the setting for this study.
Specifically, characteristics of the community are discussed with particular attention to
social and cultural factors with the potential to impact on perception of and response to
natural disaster, as are the structural charactreristics of the local government that have
bearing on disaster preparation, response, and recovery. Finally, the 2009 earthquake that
destroyed a large part of the city of Padang is described in some detail as it is the event
around which this study is built.

Language
The linguistic situation in Indonesia is very complex, and any consideration of social or
cultural issues must take into account patterns of language use and language domains.
Indonesia has more than 700 local languages, many of which belong to the Austronesian
family. The remainder, located in the eastern part of the country, are Melanesian and are
related to the languages of the Pacific (Crystal, 1997). In some parts of the country, many
local languages co-exist in a small geographic area. Modern West Sumatra, however,
overlaps very closely with the area traditionally occupied by the Minangkabau people,
and the Minang language is the only local language in use. Minang is historically related
to Malay (which is the precursor of Indonesian, the national language) but seems to have
split from proto-Malay at a very early stage (Adelaar and Himmelmann, 2005). Minang
has four recognizable dialects of its own and is also used in Minangkabau communities
outside of West Sumatra, especially in other parts of Sumatra which have been settled by
people from this region for centuries.
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While Minang is the first language of virtually everyone in West Sumatra, all interactions
in the public sphere use Indonesian, the national language. Formal instruction in
Indonesian begins when a child enters school, but exposure through television before this
tends to be high at the present time. Literacy in Indonesian is very high in West Sumatra,
although individual ability, especially to speak the language, varies depending on the
individual. As is the case in other parts of Indonesia, success in education and the ability
to enter a profession requires near native ability in Indonesian.

Indonesian and Minang have different domains of use. Typically, Minang is used in oral
interactions between members of the Minangkabau ethnic group in informal social
contexts. It is the main language of use in the home, in markets, among friends, and in
workplaces when non-work topics are being discussed. The language is very rarely
written. Indonesian, by contrast, is used in all formal contexts, such as education, the
traditional media, the workplace, in government, and so forth. It is strongly associated
with public expression, but also with modern topics, such as science, governance, and
technology. It is the usual language of written expression of all kinds. In addition, English
is in use as the main foreign language taught in Indonesia. However, mastery tends to be
low, although some individuals have reasonably good, passive command of the language.

Code switching (changing from one language to the other) is common, especially
between Minang and Indonesian. The social cue that triggers a language switch may be
topic of discussion, change in interlocutor (the person addressed), and location of
interaction. For example, while speaking Minang, a person may suddenly change to
Indonesian if he or she begins to discuss his work, since Indonesian feels more usual to
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many people for discussing this topic. Similarly, Minang speakers may change to
Indonesian if a non-Minang joins the conversation. They might switch from using
Minang on the street to Indonesian when they arrive at work or school, two formal
contexts that are associated with Indonesian.

The emergence of social media as an important medium of communication in West
Sumatra has confused these traditional language domains. As is the case in English, social
media use in Indonesia is associated with highly informal varieties of language, and also
with combination of local languages and English. For this reason, much of the social
media output by and for Minang speakers is written in colloquial/urban Indonesian mixed
with Minang. Some forums use Minang almost entirely. Despite the changing nature of
language domains, the insider-outsider distinction between Minang and Indonesian use
still exists and is a means for identifying the intended audience for social media. This fact
is important for this study, which makes use of both traditional and social media, because
it makes it possible to determine whether media output is directed internally (to the
Minang community) or externally (to the wider Indonesian community).

Minangkabau Culture
The great majority of West Sumatra’s population belongs to the Minangkabau ethnic
group. Although it is not possible to determine the exact number (questions on ethnicity
were removed from the Indonesian national census in 1961), earlier studies and
circumstantial evidence suggest that at least 90% of West Sumatra’s people are of
Minangkabau background (Volkstelling, 1930; Schwede, 1991). As such, Minangkabau
culture is highly relevant to questions of public opinion and government policy in West
Sumatra, and also in understanding the public’s reaction to events such as natural disaster.
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Minang culture is matrilineal, although it also incorporates Islam (indeed, many consider
being Muslim to be an integral part of Minang identity) alongside more ancient traditions
and practices. It traces family affiliation and inheritance of property through the female
members of the extended family that is descended from a female ancestor. Women are
historically and culturally the head of both extended and nuclear families, although they
share authority with specific male relatives whose position is also embodied in the
matrilineal system. Traditional law and custom provide traditional community structures
that order society, dictate the ways in which various social and cultural issues will be
resolved, and offer detailed governance of how property is divided between family
members and how decisions regarding its use are to be made.

The use of family land is of particular interest here. Historically, this was the most
important aspect of inheritance due to dependence on rice farming and other agricultural
pursuits. Land belonging to an extended family can be rightfully used by daughters of the
family to support their own nuclear families (ie worked by their husband who remains a
member of his mother’s family for life). Family property includes land for agricultural
purposes but also other real assets such as houses, orchards, fish ponds, and non-arable
land. As a result, land cannot be sold without the agreement of all members of an
extended family who have rights to its use. In areas that have long been settled, such as
in the highland areas of West Sumatra, there is, in practice, no land within village
boundaries that is not owned by some extended family in the region. The result is that it is
extremely difficult to buy or sell land in many parts of West Sumatra. In fact, a common
practice is to mortgage land (referred to as panggadaian in Minang) for needed cash
because family land cannot be sold. Traditionally, there were several acceptable reasons
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to mortgage the assets of the extended family, such as repairing the traditional, communal
house of the family, or for marriage expenses. In modern times, however, land may be
mortgaged to pay educational expenses or to cover medical expenses (Navis, 1984).

Several other issues related to land and property are relevant to the aftermath of the 2009
earthquake. As discussed above, the fact that land is traditionally owned by extended
families and distributed according to members’ needs means that it cannot be sold by
individuals, only by consensus of the extended family (Navis, 1984). This has had
important implications for several of the recovery measures and preparations for future
disasters suggested by the city government. For example, following the 2009 earthquake,
it became apparent that it was very difficult for the residents of Padang to evacuate
coastal areas and reach higher ground on the eastern edge of the city. Further, in order to
leave the city centre, it is necessary to cross large rivers to the north, south, and within the
city. The roads leading into the countryside are very narrow, as are the available bridges.
When the local government has attempted to buy land to widen roads and create
evacuation routes, it has almost always met with failure because of the difficulty in
getting consensus from the extended families that own the land along existing roads to
sell an additional strip suitable for adding lanes. The same problem has arisen when the
government sought land along the rivers to build additional bridges (KlikSumbar, 2012).
This problem of land release (referred to in Indonesian as pembebasan tanah) is common
in West Sumatra and occurs as well elsewhere in Indonesia. Similarly, reconstruction
following the 2009 earthquake was impeded by the fact that dangerous or damaged
buildings cannot be demolished or rebuilt without consensus from the extended family
that owns them (Teguh, 2012).
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The Concept of Place in Minangkabau Culture
The modern province of West Sumatra includes the historical homeland of the
Minangkabau people, which is located in the highlands in the central part of the province.
Historically, Minangkabau culture viewed the world as being divided into two broad
categories: Ranah Minang, literally “the land of the Minang,” also referred to as Darek;
and the rantau, every place outside Ranah Minang. In modern usage, Ranah Minang is
often used to refer to the province of West Sumatra, but historically its meaning was more
narrow, indicating the three districts held to be the place of origin of the Minangkabau
people (corresponding roughly to the modern administrative areas of Agam, Tanah Datar,
and Lima Puluh Kota) (I. Fanany, 2001). Other parts of what is now West Sumatra,
including coastal towns such as Padang and Pariaman, were considered part of the rantau.

The distinction between darek (traditional homeland) and rantau (other places) is
historically and culturally important in West Sumatra. The Minangkabau culture has
historically shown a strong connection to geography and to specific places. The tradition
known as merantau (literally, ‘go to the rantau’), in which young men leave their homes
for a time to seek employment and experience elsewhere, is ancient and continues to
influence the modern situation and worldview (Navis, 1984). For example, a large
number of Minang young people of both sexes prefer to attend universities in other parts
of the country, despite the fact that Padang has two historically excellent public
universities and several private ones. Similarly, many individuals feel that their talents
and abilities are more likely to be recognized if they use them outside of West Sumatra.
As a result, many Minang who leave the province to work or participate in education
elsewhere in Indonesia do not return. Despite the fact that large numbers of Minang now
live permanently in places historically considered the rantau and have done so for
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generations, cultural expressions retain a strong focus on the traditional homelands in
West Sumatra, and continue to distinguish between Ranah Minang and other places. For
example, the lyrics of folk-pop songs from the Minang Modern genre often include
paeans to and detailed descriptions of towns, geographical features such as lakes and
mountains, and even roads, mostly located in the darek (I. Fanany, 2001).

Despite the current, somewhat expanded understanding of Ranah Minang, the distinction
between darek and rantau has not entirely vanished. It is of interest to this study because
of Padang’s status as part of the traditional rantau. Despite the fact that the city is the
capital of the modern province of West Sumatra and has been the Minangakabau lands’
commercial centre and connection to the wider world for centuries, it does not have the
same status as the darek in the cultural imagination. This is one influence on the reactions
and practices of residents of Padang in the face of events like the 2009 earthquake, as the
rantau carries an implication of temporary habitation, and a place that is not appropriate
for activities such as farming that are associated with permanent settlement and traditional
Minang domestic life. This means that, for many people, it is much easier to leave or give
up what one has in the rantau than in the darek. While there are people whose original
village association is in Padang, the majority of the city’s residents still see themselves as
coming from some location in the darek, even though their family may have lived in
Padang for several generations and they may have been born there themselves. This
attitude stands in contrast to the views of Indonesians from other parts of the country,
who view the city of Padang as the heart of Minangkabau culture. For example, the
Minang language is referred to as bahasa Padang (‘the language of Padang’) outside
West Sumatra. It is referred to as bahaso awak (literally ‘our language’) by Minang
speakers. Similarly, because many Minang who settled in other parts of Indonesia opened
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restaurants, ‘nasi Padang’ (’Padang-style rice’) is sold all over the country. This dish does
not exist in West Sumatra (where all food is Minang-style); instead there are many dishes
associated with or named for locations within the province and especially the darek.

For the more than 30 years that the New Order government of former president Suharto
was in power, the most important spatial distinction to most residents of West Sumatra
was darek versus rantau within their province, and then their province versus outside
their province a level above that. Since 2001, however, large-scale devolution of authority
in Indonesia from a highly centralized system to the current structure of Regional
Autonomy has served to lessen the importance of the province, and raise the importance
of local governments that coincide more with traditional cultural and geographic
distinctions that long precede the modern state of Indonesia.

Regional Autonomy and Local Governance
Regional Autonomy took effect with the passage of Law No 22 of 1999 on Regional
Governance (Undang-undang No 22 Tahun 1999 tentang Pemerintahan Daerah). This
national statute, supported by several others that followed, devolved authority for a wide
range of governmental functions to the regions. For the purpose of Regional Autonomy,
the relevant regions are regencies (kabupaten) and municipalities (kotamadya). These
lower level administrative divisions operate below the provincial level, and the original
Regional Autonomy rulings largely omitted the provincial government from the power
structure. Prior to this, the administrative chain in Indonesia had been hierarchical, with
authority coming from the president and ministries at the centre to the provinces and from
there to the regencies. Under the regencies were districts (kecamatan) and villages (desa)
at the bottom of the chain. This system was based on Javanese-type social structure and
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was never a good fit in many parts of the country, including West Sumatra (World Bank,
2003).

Under Regional Autonomy, however, local governments at the city or regency level
suddenly became responsible for diverse functions, including education, health care,
public works, trade, industry, and agriculture, among others. In general, however,
administrative experience and technical expertise was lacking at this level because, under
the previous centralized system, the most able and competent individuals had been drawn
to Jakarta, the nation’s capital, which was the seat of power and activity. Local
administrators’ job was only to implement decisions and policy that reached them down
the chain of authority (Sutriyo et al., 2003).

Not surprisingly, however, Regional Autonomy suddenly made it seem very much more
attractive to work for a local government, and some regions were very much better off
under the new administrative structure than they had been before. This was due to a new
form of revenue sharing that allowed local governments to keep a portion of the revenue
generated by natural resources in their jurisdiction. This ‘profit sharing’ (bagi hasil in
Indonesian) was intended to make up for the siphoning off of revenue from locations rich
in oil, natural gas, rubber and so forth by the central government for development in other
parts of the country, as was the policy of the New Order for many years (Rock, 2003).
While the Regional Autonomy laws guarantee no region will be worse off than it was
before, many are, in fact, much wealthier and offer many opportunities to residents.

In order to carry out their new responsibilities, often with new resources behind them,
many local governments actively sought to lure people who had come from the area
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originally, but who were living in other parts of Indonesia, to return home and work for
them. This has given rise to a new phenomenon in Indonesia that is considered to be a
negative side effect of Regional Autonomy and is referred to as ‘regionalism’
(daerahisme). Regionalism, in this usage, means the practice of favoring people who
come from the regency or municipal area over others who may already live there or who
may be better qualified (Harian Haluan, 2012). Regionalism is widely viewed in
Indonesia as contributing to the difficulty many local governments have had in providing
services and addressing public concerns (Siadari, 2012).

In the city of Padang specifically, the difficulties associated with Regional Autonomy
were greatly magnified by the large earthquake which struck the city in late 2009. Public
works, health care, emergency services, and disaster management, as well as many other
services and sectors that were affected by the event, had been the responsibility of the city
government for some eight years, but had not been tested in conditions of this severity or
in the context of a major disaster. In fact, the event served to show members of the public
as well as city administrators just how unprepared they were and where prior
development policy had failed to create sustainable systems capable of coping with such
an event.

The Earthquake
On September 30, 2009, West Sumatra was struck by an earthquake measuring 7.8 on the
Richter scale. The earthquake’s epicentre was in the region of Pariaman, on the coast just
north of the provincial capital of Padang. Despite the fact that earthquakes are common in
Indonesia as a whole and in West Sumatra specifically, little attention had been paid to
earthquake-resistant construction or city planning in the preceding decades, and the
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authorities had little contingency preparation for such an event. Official records reported
1,115 deaths and nearly 3,000 serious injuries in this city of about 800,000 as a result of
the quake (Antara, 2009a). The city suffered severe and extensive damage, including
many buildings that were either destroyed outright or damaged so badly they needed to be
demolished, and damage to gas and electricity lines that resulted in fires.

Interruption to the city’s water supply was extensive and long-lasting. Installations
belonging to the Padang Regional Drinking Water Company [Perusahaan Daerah Air
Minum Padang], the city’s water company, sustained an estimated 45 billion rupiah ($A
5.3 million) worth of damage, including destruction of water mains and reticulation
systems (Matanews, 2009). By the end of October 2009, most of the water plants were
fully operational, but much of the reticulation system had to be replaced, and some parts
of the city were being supplied by tanker truck. Water problems persisted for weeks,
months, and even years in some cases (Tempo Interaktif, 2009; Pacific
Consultants/Metwater, 2013) with anecdotal evidence suggesting extremely high levels of
public dissatisfaction but also resignation to the situation.

Dengue became a pressing issue in the aftermath of the earthquake, as the widespread
destruction and large amounts of rubble combined with heavy rainfall resulted in many
new breeding sites for mosquitoes. At the same time, waste water disposal, water
services, and toilet and bathing facilities broke down in many parts of the city, leading to
even more water present in the living environment. Despite warnings from authorities
about environmental health risks and suggestions to the public that they take precautions
and attempt to clean up their immediate environment, the number of cases of dengue
reported in Padang rose dramatically in the days following the quake (Kompas, 2010).
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The official total number of cases in early 2010 was 1586, of whom 8 had died and 277
had been placed in intensive care. Because of widespread damage to public health centres
[Pusat Kesehatan Masyarakat] and general underreporting, the actual number of cases
may in fact have been higher (Republika, 2010a).

The earthquake caused severe disruption to the city’s daily routine and operations.
According to the Department of Social Affairs [Departemen Sosial], many government
and commercial buildings either sustained major damage or were entirely levelled
(Kristianti, 2009a). The central offices of many banks that were located in the main
market area were severely damaged, including Bank Indonesia (BI), the Padang branch of
the nation’s central bank (Detik Finance, 2009). This added an additional dimension to
the aftermath, as it made payment of government workers’ salaries very difficult and
much of the public could not access their savings. Reconstruction efforts proceeded very
slowly, and remain incomplete even as of early 2014. Many of the destroyed buildings
were never rebuilt, including large parts of the main market, and many restaurants and
smaller stores have closed permanently. In several parts of the city, much of the rubble
resulting from the quake has still not been cleared, and a large number of lots have been
completely abandoned. A side effect of the widespread destruction has been opportunities
for national companies to build in the city. Before the earthquake, it had been very
difficult for businesses to get a foothold in the province because of tightly controlled
property and commercial markets, but this situation has changed as a result of the event.
This will be discussed in detail in Chapters 7 and 8.

At the present time, the physical damage to environmental health systems has not been
completely restored to pre-disaster levels. Additionally, the earthquake resulted in a
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change in the public, particularly with respect to its assessment of the risk from natural
disaster. This has contributed to the very slow restoration of former services and
economic activity and seems to be a lasting impact of the disaster. While there is an
indication that a number of issues in modern Indonesian society, such as the political
considerations relating to Regional Autonomy, endemic corruption, and technological
leapfrogging, are significant in understanding the post-disaster context, it is also apparent
that a number of environmental health issues remain difficult to address because of the
psychosocial impact of the earthquake on the community. While anxiety is high whenever
an earthquake does occur, it has become apparent that what the public fears most is
tsunamis, although there is no record of such an occurrence in the city’s history. This
issue is discussed further in Chapters 7 and 8.

The city of Padang, and West Sumatra in general, has extensive historical experience with
natural disasters, but only certain types of disaster have been recorded. Earthquakes,
volcanic activity, mudslides, and flooding are well known in the province, but there is no
indication that it has ever experienced a tsunami in the style of the 2004 Indian Ocean
tsunami that struck the Indonesian province of Aceh as well as other locations outside
Indonesia. Based on historical precedent and recent geological research, the risk of such a
disaster striking Padang in the future is small. Despite the high magnitude and very
significant damage and loss of life caused by the 2009 earthquake, it did not rupture the
Sunda megathrust (McCloskey et al. 2010) and did not cause a tsunami. In October 2010,
slightly more than a year after the Padang earthquake, a 7.7 magnitude earthquake
occurred off the coast of West Sumatra, leading to a shallow megathrust rupture and a
small tsunami that struck the nearby Mentawai Islands (Lay et al. 2011). However, even
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in this event, the tsunami did not reach Padang and no effects from it were experienced in
the city.

Indeed, the geography of the region, including the Mentawai Islands, is a factor that will
most likely protect Padang and the nearby coast of Sumatra from the effects of future
tsunamis. Borrero et al. (2006) used a numerical modelling method to predict the likely
impacts from a potential future earthquake causing a major megathrust rupture. They used
the pattern of seafloor deformation as estimated by changes to coral structures in the
Mentawai Islands resulting from large earthquakes in 1797 and 1833 as a basis for their
calculations. In all the future scenarios tested, Padang experienced significantly less
inundation than Bengkulu, the province located to the south of West Sumatra and much
farther from the epicentre of the simulated earthquakes. This result was attributed to the
fact that the Mentawai Islands lie directly between Padang and the likely region of
maximum seafloor uplift.

These findings are very much at odds with the perception of the public, which is
extremely concerned about a potential tsunami. Despite the fact that earthquakes are
frequent in this part of Indonesia and are understood to be dangerous, they seem to
represent, to a majority of the public, a known threat that is less intimidating. The 2004
Indian Ocean tsunami certainly instilled a fear of a similar occurrence in Padang, where a
significant portion of the city lies at sea level. However, in addition to media coverage of
that event as well as the smaller tsunami in the Mentawai Islands in 2010, many of the
foreign aid agencies that became a constant presence in Padang following the earthquake
have focused on tsunami issues (such as the erection of billboards bearing the logos of
various national and international organizations and indicating tsunami evacuation routes
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at strategic locations throughout the city), which has kept the threat of tsunami in the
public eye. The issue of public risk perception in Padang and the factors affecting it are
discussed in depth in Chapter 8.

Summary
This chapter described several characteristics of the West Sumatran public and its social
context that have a direct bearing on the 2009 earthquake that is the focal point of this
study. These include languages in use in the community and their expected domains; the
matrilineal nature of Minangkabau culture and its spatial orientation; the nature of
Regional Autonomy and its impacts on the city of Padang where the natural disaster
occurred; and finally the earthquake itself and its aftermath, including its impact on public
perceptions of disaster risk. These issues are discussed broadly here as background to this
study but will be considered in more detail in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 5
Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever

This chapter discusses the emergence of dengue hemorrhagic fever as an environmental
health issue in Padang following the 2009 earthquake. The reaction of the public to the
changing disease environment is considered in the context of Kingdon’s policy stream
approach. Examples of media and public comment on dengue are presented as further
illustration of public attitudes and views.

Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever in Indonesia
Dengue (known as demam berdarah in Indonesian) may have been recorded as early as
the year 992 CE and is hypothesised to have been spread globally by sea travel in the 18th
and 19th centuries (Gubler, 2006). Its prevalence dramatically increased in Southeast Asia
in the years following World War II, associated with rapid urbanization and disruption to
living environments during the war years (Kyle and Harris, 2008). Coupled with rapid
population growth, these factors have caused control of the disease to become
problematic in many tropical and sub-tropical regions, including in Indonesia. The
dengue virus has evolved rapidly under these conditions, with genotypes associated with
increased virulence spreading widely across Southeast Asia and elsewhere (Holmes and
Twiddy, 2003).

There are four serologically distinct strains of the dengue virus, referred to as dengue -1, 2, -3, and -4; all four are endemic throughout Indonesia, including in West Sumatra. All
four have similar biological characteristics and are carried by the same vector, the Aedes
aegypti and/or Aedes albopictus mosquito (Hesse, 2007). Infection with one of these
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strains confers immunity to that particular strain; later infection with a different strain
often results in significantly more severe illness, and has a greatly increased chance of
developing into dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF), which can be fatal (Halstead, 2003;
Green and Rothman, 2006). At present, dengue is a leading cause of excess mortality and
hospitalizations, especially among children in Indonesia (WHO, 2004).

Research has shown that the incidence of dengue in Indonesia is strongly associated with
rainfall, but temperature appears to be closely related to the severity of outbreaks (Arcari
et al., 2007). A predictive model developed for the city of Makassar in eastern Indonesia
uses humidity as the salient factor in determining the occurrence of outbreaks (Halide and
Ridd, 2008). There can be no doubt that, in many parts of Indonesia, increased incidence
of dengue occurs during the rainy season, when these weather and climate conditions are
met. However, it is also the case that local factors seem to influence the occurrence of the
disease, including the existence of vegetation, housing types, population density, facilities
for disposal of garbage, and so forth. These local factors are of significance in the case of
the city of Padang following the 2009 earthquake, as the disaster resulted in major
changes to the living environment in the city as well as significant changes in land use.
While dengue is a chronic problem in this area, the earthquake created a set of factors that
enhanced transmission of the disease and also led to circumstances in which prevention
was unusually difficult.

Dengue Statistics in the Pre- and Post-Earthquake Period
Immediately after the earthquake on September 30, 2009, there was a spike in the number
of dengue cases reported in Padang, with the case load almost doubling between October
and November, 2009. The final count for 2009 was recorded as 1,586, but due to the
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damage to public health centres in many areas of the city, the fact that doctors do not have
to report cases seen at their private practice, and general dissatisfaction with the health
care system that has led to decreased use of public facilities, this figure is likely an
underestimate. Nonetheless, it represents an increase from 987 in 2008. The number of
cases reported each month remained above 100 until May 2010, which is near the end of
the rainy season. It should be noted that reconstruction efforts, including those on health
facilities, proceeded very slowly, and therefore underreporting is likely to have been a
continuing issue in this time period. Regardless, the total number of cases reported in
2010 was 1,045, and this had decreased to 965 in 2011. However, there was a major
upsurge in early 2012; according to officials, slightly more than 900 cases had been
reported by June 2012 (Singgalang, 2012). By the end of 2012, there had been 1626 cases
in Padang (Dinas Kesehatan Kota Padang, 2013). At the start of the 2013 rainy season,
the city was still experiencing about 100 cases per month, and the public was being
warned to anticipate even higher levels of illness when the rains began (Haluan, 2013a).

The city’s health department issued a number of announcements and analyses of dengue
in Padang over the three years following the earthquake. In February 2012, dengue was
considered endemic in 90 out of the city’s 140 neighborhoods (Akbar, 2012), and Padang
was becoming known as one of worst centres of dengue in Indonesia. The Indonesian
Ministry of Health (2011) reported that the incidence of the disease was 44.85/100,000
population of West Sumatra, with the disease endemic in 90% of its regions (Kementerian
Kesehatan Republik Indonesia, 2012). The majority of these cases occur in Padang.
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Earthquake Effects on Dengue-Related Characteristics of the Living Environment
As noted, dengue is endemic in West Sumatra and has been a longstanding public health
issue. The Aedes mosquito that carries the disease is found in close proximity to human
habitations and breeds readily in small amounts of water that can collect in the human
environment. One of the results of the 2009 earthquake was a dramatic increase in the
number of potential breeding sites in densely populated urban areas. Ruined buildings,
piles of rubble, and damaged household items all served to collect rainwater in which
mosquitoes were able to lay their eggs, resulting in large mosquito populations shortly
after the earthquake. Within a few months of the event, the local and national press began
reporting rising numbers of cases of dengue and connected this with earthquake rubble.
The national newspaper, Kompas, for example, reported on this on February 24, 2010.

Jumlah penderita demam berdarah di Kota Padang setelah gempa bumi
meluluhlantakkan sebagian kota itu pada 30 September terus melonjak. Kenaikan
jumlah pasien selain disebabkan musim hujan dan pancaroba, juga disebabkan
relatif masih banyaknya puing-puing bangunan yang belum dibersihkan.
[The number of sufferers of dengue fever in the city of Padang following the
earthquake that devastated part of the city on September 30 continues to rise. The
increase in the number of patients, in addition to being caused by the rainy season
and changing weather, is also a result of the relatively large amount of rubble that
has not been removed.]

While recognised as a contributing cause that was noted extensively in the media,
earthquake damaged buildings did not engender much concern among the public or to the
local government responsible for both public health and city planning. In 2012, more than
two years since the earthquake, the local media were still reporting on the connection
between dengue and the disaster. The local newspaper, Singgalang, noted the connection
on June 6, 2012.
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Disamping itu, untuk kasus DBD, juga mengalami peningkatan yang signifikan.
Terhitung dari 5 bulan terakhir ini, data yang masuk ke DKK Padang untuk
penyakit yang disebabkan nyamuk aedes aegypti tersebut mencapai 900-an kasus.
“Ini cukup mengejutkan. Baru 5 bulan berjalan, namun kasus yang ditemukan
sama banyak dengan jumlah kasus DBD tahun yang lalu,” tukasnya.
Menurut Feri, makin meningkatnya kasus DBD ini diakibatkan cuaca yang
ekstrim serta masih banyaknya bangunan rumah yang rusak akibat gempa 2009
silam sehingga membuat tempat tergenangnya air makin banyak.
[In addition, for cases of dengue hemorrhagic fever, there has also been a
significant increase. In the last five months, data collected by the Health
Department of the city of Padang on this disease which is caused by the Aedes
aegypti mosquito indicate there have already been more than 900 cases.
“This is shocking. It is only five months into the year, but the number of cases is
already the same as the total number of cases of dengue last year,” he said [Feri
Mulyani, Head of the Padang Health Department].
According to Feri, the continuing rise in cases of dengue hemorrhagic fever is
caused by extreme weather as well as the large number of houses damaged by the
2009 earthquake that has resulted in more places for water to collect.]

The removal of earthquake rubble has remained problematic in Padang because it was
deemed the responsibility of building owners early in the period following the quake.
Government, at the local level, saw itself responsible for public places and infrastructure,
while support available at the national level from the military and other organizations at
this time was used to help clear areas where there may have been victims. However, it
was not felt that the local government had the power to compel the owners of damaged
buildings to clear their land. This was noted by the authorities soon after the earthquake
and was carried in the media. Viva News reported on October 12, 2009:

Evakuasi pencarian korban meninggal di sejumlah bangunan roboh dan
tertimbun di Padang sudah dihentikan. Menurut Komandan Resor Militer 032
Wirabraja Kolonel Mulyono, pihaknya fokus untuk membersihkan reruntuhan
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gedung.
"Untuk saat ini kita fokus untuk membersihkan puing-puing dari reruntuhan
gedung," kata Mulyono pada wartawan di posko gempa Sumbar di jalan
Sudirman, Padang, Senin, 12 Oktober 2009.
Menurut Mulyono, pembersihan gedung-gedung yang runtuh akan diutamakan
pada fasilitas-fasiltas umum. Terkait bangunan milik masyarakat seperti rumah
toko dan hotel milik swasta yang ambruk menjadi tanggung jawab pemilik.
[The evacuation of victims who died under the ruins of a number of collapsed
buildings in Padang has ceased. According to the Commander of Military Resort
032 Wirabraja, Colonel Mulyono, his men were focused on clearing the rubble
from collapsed buildings.
“At the moment, our focus is on removing the rubble of buildings that collapsed,”
Mulyono told reporters at the West Sumatra Earthquake Post on Jalan Sudirman,
Padang, on October 12, 2009.
According to Mulyono, the clearing of buildings will prioritize public facilities.
Buildings belonging to members of the public like privately owned houses, stores,
and hotels that collapsed are responsibility of the owners.] (Malau, 2009)

Despite the apparent desirability of removing earthquake rubble from the living
environment, in fact the cleanup was greatly delayed, despite the offer of police
assistance for residents who needed it (Antara 2009b). For members of the public, one
issue that arose was the lack of sites where earthquake rubble could be moved to allow
space for rebuilding (Purwanto-Trijaya, 2009). However, the clearing and rebuilding that
was the responsibility of the government was also severely delayed. Despite a statement
by Jusuf Kalla, Indonesia’s vice president at the time, that the earthquake damage should
be cleared within two weeks following the event (Malau, 2009), a large number of
schools and other public facilities had still not been rebuilt in 2012 (Haluan, 2012).
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Government Response to the Increase in Dengue
The government of Padang did attempt to address increases in dengue cases following the
earthquake. This occurred largely through mosquito control measures carried out
immediately following the event by the Indonesian Red Cross. This included fogging
neighborhoods identified as being most vulnerable by the city government (Palang
Merah, 2010). By the end of the year, however, the dengue problem seemed to have been
overshadowed by other health issues seen as more pressing by the city government. These
priorities are evident in the annual report on the health of the city compiled by the Health
Department and issued by the Mayor’s office.

The 2009 report, that appeared early in 2010, notes the dengue problem in the context of
infectious disease but does not list it as a separate priority. The report notes the problem
of infectious disease as an issue for the future as follows:

Masih tingginya insiden beberapa penyakit menular dan tidak menular seperti
Deman Berdarah Dengue (DBD), Cikungunya, Tuberkolosis (TBC), Filariasis,
Campak, Hipertensi, Diabetes Melitus, dll.
[The continuing high levels of a number of infectious and non-infectious diseases
like dengue hemorrhagic fever, chikungunya, tuberculosis (TBC), filariasis,
measles, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and so forth.] (Dinas Kesehatan Kota
Padang, 2010: 8)

The report further notes a lack of qualified sanitation experts in its section of health care
personnel (Dinas Kesehatan Kota Padang, 2010), suggesting that the need for specialized
personnel to work on environmental health problems was recognized, if not fully
addressed.
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The most recent report on health in the city of Padang issued by the provincial
Department of Health is for 2007. Interestingly, this report outlines a more integrated
program to address dengue that included: elimination of mosquito breeding sites; checks
for mosquito larvae carried out by local health care centres (Puskesmas); treatment of
cisterns with Abate2 to kill larvae in water supplies; and targeted and general fogging
(Dinas Kesehatan Provinsi Sumatera Barat, 2008). While these procedures were carried
out a number of times during 2007, there is no record of whether such activities continued
after this time, although there is an indication that such routine mosquito controls had
lapsed by the time of the earthquake.

Increasingly, responsibility for environmental health issues has been turned over to local
health care centres located in residential areas in the city of Padang. These centres, which
are the lowest level of the health care system, serve their immediate community and
mostly provide primary care. They are the first point of contact with the system for many
people, especially those in lower income brackets. At the time of the earthquake and since
then, the focus of environmental health at the level of the health care centre has been on
changing the behavior of the public in ways that should improve the quality of the
environment. This focus on health promotion has included campaigns such as “perilaku
bersih” [clean behavior] encouraging people to remove garbage and standing water and
3M [menguras, menutup dan menguburkan = scour [the tub], cover [open water], and
bury [trash]], a campaign relating to the home environment. Efforts to improve
environmental health have also included the expansion of the posyandu [pos pelayanan
terpadu = integrated service posts] which are outreach activities of health centres in
which health care personnel are sent into the community to meet with members of the
2

Abate is a larvicide produced by BASF approved for the treatment of drinking water by WHO. WHO
studies on the safety of Temephos, the active ingredient in Abate, were based on this product (BASF,
2012).
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public in informal settings and provide health advice. In the past, posyandu have focused
on maternal and child health and immunization. However, environmental health has
recently become part of these initiatives, and the 864 posyandu in the city of Padang now
each have an environmental health worker, a sanitation expert responsible for the
monitoring of mosquito larvae in water supplies; and a health care worker responsible for
monitoring dengue in the city’s 11 districts (Dinas Kesehatan Provinsi Sumatera Barat,
2013). It remains to be seen whether these initiatives will be successful in controlling
dengue and other mosquito borne diseases in the city.

Public Discussion of Dengue
Unsurprisingly, the increase in dengue cases attracted considerable media attention. The
news media reported on dengue statistics released by the city health department and the
distribution of the disease as characterized by authorities. Interestingly, the tone of most
news articles on dengue was consistently relatively neutral, especially closer to the time
of the earthquake. Despite the significant increase in the number of cases and warnings by
the health department and other experts regarding the threat posed by the disease, the
media mostly continued to present the issue as a simple matter of fact. This is perhaps to
be expected in the light of business and economic concerns: dengue has been endemic in
West Sumatra for centuries and tends to be viewed as an intrinsic part of the environment.
Most people see mosquitoes as a nuisance, which is generally either ignored entirely or
possibly addressed by spraying rooms with Baygon (carbamate propoxur) or using
combustible mosquito coils. As such, it seems that this issue was simply not considered as
newsworthy as others. Although the dengue problem was exacerbated by the earthquake,
the earthquake was not the sole causal factor, and so dengue seemed less urgent when
compared to other elements of the earthquake’s aftermath.
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Nonetheless, as time passed, and the number of cases of dengue continued to rise, the
media began to use more aggressive and attention grabbing headlines, even though the
tone of the accompanying articles remained neutral. For example, an article that appeared
on August 10, 2012 in the Haluan newspaper in Padang was headed: RSUP M Jamil
Padang Dipenuhi Pasien DBD [M Jamil Public Hospital in Padang Fills with Dengue
Patients]. Sindo News ran a similarly threatening article on February 29, 2012 headed:
Pemkot Padang Tak Berdaya Atasi DBD [Padang City Government Incapable of
Overcoming Dengue]. Even the national newspapers carried similar items with
comparable, threatening headlines, such as an article that appeared in Jurnal Nasional on
August 30, 2012 with the headline: Awas, Wabah DBD Ancam Padang [Caution, a
Plague of Dengue Threatens Padang].

Despite the comparative neutrality of the media reporting in the months immediately
following the quake, by early 2010, comment about dengue following the earthquake
began to appear in the blogosphere and in social media. Like the mainstream media, much
of this commentary was calm in tone but warned readers to be careful of things that might
make them vulnerable to this disease. One blogger, citing the mainstream media, wrote in
January 2010:

Demam berdarah adalah ancaman serius di negeri ini. Setiap tahun korban
meninggal akibat penyakit ini mencapai 1000 orang (Kompas 11 Jan 10).
Prosentasenya melebihi korban akibat Flu Babi yang menghebohkan dunia itu
(dari berbagai sumber). Kewaspadaan dari diri sendiri (lingkungan keluarga)
sebaiknya tetap dijaga, karna tanpa sengaja kita sering “menciptakan” genangan
air bersih di lingkungan rumah kita sendiri, tempat kesukaan nyamuk pembawa
virus DB berkembang biak. Hidup berdampingan dengan sumber penyakit alias
tinggal di daerah endemi memang memerlukan kewaspadaan yang tinggi.
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[Dengue is a serious threat in this country. Every year more than 1000 people die
from this disease (Kompas, January 11, 2010). The proportion is more than the
victims of swine flu that has attracted world attention (several sources). Personal
caution (and in the context of the family) is needed because unintentionally we
often “create” standing water around our house, where the mosquitoes that carry
this virus can breed. Living with a source of disease, that is, in an endemic area,
requires a high level of caution.] (@PadangZaitun, January 14, 2010)

At this time, illness due to dengue began to be mentioned frequently in the context of
daily activities or observations. For example, a discussion thread participant responding
to an invitation to meet with a former ambassador who came from Padang, posted the
following in Minang:

Ambo (kito) sebagai manusia nan punyo rencana tapi nan kuaso juo nan
kamanantukannyo, ambo indak jadi ka Padang hal iko disababkan anak ambo
duo urang babarapo hari ko sakik/demam, setelah ka dokter dan cek darah
Alhamdulillah trombosit lai tinggi sebagai salah satu indikator demam berdarah
jadi si Anak ambo nan bungsuku lai indak damam berdarah baitu juo anak ambo
nan nomo duo tapi memang sendi2 pertulangannyo taraso ngilu dek gejala
cikungunya panyakik nan "populer" dimaso pancaroba ko, alhamdulillah juo kini
kaduo anak lah mulai pulih dan banyak istirahat dirumah, minum aia banyak2
dan jus buah sakandak hati serta tentunya minum ubek dari dokter.
[I (we) as human beings may make plans but the Almighty determines everything.
I will not be able to attend because two of my children have been sick with a fever
for the last few days. After taking them to the doctor for blood tests, thank God
their thrombocyte counts are high, one indicator of dengue. So my youngest child
does not have dengue, nor does my second child. But their joints do ache and they
have some symptoms of chikungunya, which is a “popular” disease when the
weather changes. Thank God, the two children are starting to improve and are
resting at home, drinking a lot of water and as much fruit juice as they want, and
of course taking the medicine we got from the doctor.] (Jupardi Andi, November
29, 2009)
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By 2011, high rates of dengue in Padang were encouraging residents to turn to the
internet and new media to find ways of dealing with the disease. This was likely a
reaction to the fact that doctors and health centres had little to offer those who contracted
the disease beyond supportive care. One internet user posted the following request for
advice on a discussion thread used by alumni of his high school and university classes.
His post in Minang read:

Alaaah.... Syukurlah amai lah cegak. Apo ubek nan baminum Mai? Paralu ambo
tanyoan sabab babagai saran urang tantang ubek damam badarah ko. Ado
angkak saroman nan disampaikan One Dewi, ado pulo paraweh sirah, dll. Ado
nan berhasil dan ado lo nan gagal. Nah, daerah tampek tingga awak ko rawan
bana jo panyakik tu...tiok tahun ado korbannyo, tarutamo di musim hujan. Sakali
lai, alhamdulillah amai lah cegak.
[Oh my . . . Thank goodness, your mother has recovered. But what medicine did
she take? I need to ask this because there are several medicines for dengue that
people have suggested. Some of them are similar to what Dewi [another
contributor to the discussion thread] said, some of them use guavas, etc. Some are
effective and some fail. Where I live, there is so much of this disease. Every year
people get it, especially during the rainy season. Again, thank God your mother is
better.”] (Zalmi Zubir, March 13, 2010)

The overwhelming majority of people in West Sumatra are Muslim, and many turned to
Islam for insight into how to deal with the disease. The availability of the internet and
new media greatly facilitated this and allowed a large number of “cures” to circulate
among the public. In addition to guava (as mentioned in the discussion post above), dates
were said to be effective for this purpose. Dates are widely held to be special because of a
belief that the prophet Muhammad was particularly fond of them and recommended that
they be the food people eat to break their fast during the fasting month of Ramadan. One
Islamic website published the following in March 2010:
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Dari Sulaiman Ibnu Amir Al-Dlobby bahwa Nabi SAW bersabda: “Apabila
seseorang di antara kamu berbuka, hendaknya ia berbuka dengan kurma, jika
tidak mendapatkannya, hendaknya ia berbuka dengan air karena air itu suci.”
Terakhir, Sari Kurma atau Jus Kurma ternyata juga mampu meningkatkan jumlah
Trombosit dalam darah pada penderita penyakit Demam Berdarah Dengue
(DBD). Ada seorang peserta milis yang menulis bahwa beberapa temannya yang
kena DBD, setelah meminum Sari Kurma hanya 1 hari di RS. Setelah itu disuruh
pulang oleh dokter karena kadar trombositnya sudah normal.
Paling murah, kita beli kurma di Tanah Abang. Jenisnya bermacam-macam.
Cuma kalau kurma dalam bentuk biji, biasanya kurang menarik bagi anak-anak.
[Sulaiman Ibnu Amir Al-Dlobby said that the Prophet advised: “If anyone is
breaking his fast, he should do it with dates; if he cannot get them, he should
break his fast with water because water is holy.”
Finally, date extract or date juice turns out to raise the level of thrombocytes in the
blood of those suffering from dengue hemorrhagic fever. A member of the
military wrote to say that several of his fellow officers who had dengue were kept
in the hospital only one day after drinking date extract. The doctors then sent them
home because their thrombocyte levels were normal.
Dates can be bought most cheaply in Tanah Abang. There are many kinds.
However, the kind with pits are usually not appealing to children.] (Media Islam,
2010)

These passages provide insight into the thinking of people regarding dengue. First, as has
become increasingly common in Padang, the public has been exposed to and is familiar
with a number of terms that derive from modern biomedical approaches to disease. The
discussion on this website, as well as the discussion posting above from Jupardi Andi,
indicate that the public is aware that thrombocyte count is a diagnostic sign for dengue,
undoubtedly because doctors have told patients who may have dengue about it. This kind
of biomedical knowledge, however, tends to be combined with earlier, non-scientific
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beliefs and superstition, such as the effectiveness of various kinds of folk remedies for the
disease. The view that such remedies associated with religion are likely to be more
effective is also strong, and perceived support in the hadith (sayings of the prophet
Muhammad) or other religious authorities is an important means for judging the value of
possible treatments. It is also worth noting that the successful case treated with dates
recounted above involved a member of the military. The military in Indonesia have
developed and retained a status of authority that perhaps makes this story sound more
reputable or confidence-inspiring. Nonetheless, dates are difficult to obtain in Padang,
hence the recommendation to buy them in Tanah Abang. Tanah Abang is a traditional
market in Jakarta where almost all the traders are Minang. Since most people in West
Sumatra have friends or relatives who have moved to Jakarta, they usually have no
trouble getting someone to send something, or even going there themselves to buy an
item that is unavailable in Padang.

The growing concern among members of the public about dengue led to an interesting
and unusual response from the business sector, namely the willingness of several
insurance companies to offer dengue insurance. Such policies provide for income
replacement and cost of hospitalization for covered individuals if diagnosed with dengue.
Several local companies, including Danamon Insurance (associated with the Danamon
Bank), PT Asuransi Central Asia, and Asuransi Adira Dinamika, offer coverage typically
ranging from 5 million rupiah to 50 million rupiah (see, for example, ACA, 2011; Bank
Danamon, 2011). The purchase of insurance by members of the public is a new
phenomenon in Padang and Indonesia more broadly, but has grown rapidly during the
period of Regional Autonomy (Aditiasari, 2013). The desire of members of the public to
insure themselves against dengue is notable, especially since the majority of the public
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did not have building, automobile, or contents insurance at the time of the earthquake (Air
Worldwide, 2010).

Discussion
Dengue is endemic in West Sumatra and in the city of Padang. For this reason, it has been
seen by many people as an aspect of the living environment that cannot really be avoided.
Mosquitoes are everywhere and are viewed as something that cannot be eliminated
completely. For this reason, members of the public are usually content to use simple,
immediate measures, such as the aforementioned spraying of rooms in their houses or
mosquito coils, to try to control what they see as an annoyance. Despite the ubiquitous
nature of health promotion addressing mosquito breeding places and alerting people to the
connection between mosquitoes and disease beginning some twenty years ago, the public
has been slow to change its behavior in this respect.

One reason for this is that storing water in large quantities is an integral part of most
people’s way of life in West Sumatra. Where people have indoor plumbing, including in
much of the city of Padang, bathing is accomplished by pouring water over oneself from a
large open tub which is kept as full as possible. Boiling water for drinking, which then
has to be stored, is a major household task that must be carried out every day. Many
middle class families have decorative ponds in their homes, sometimes but not always
containing fish that might eat mosquito larvae. Finally, gardens, even when very small,
are lush because of plentiful rain and frequently harbor mosquitoes. There is very little
difference between indoors and outdoors in Padang because of the heat, and all houses
have numerous permanently open windows. Screens are unknown, and mosquito nets
have fallen out of use, being seen as old fashioned.
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Health promotion messages have tended to focus on trash as supplying breeding places
for mosquitoes to a much greater degree than other kinds of reservoirs of water. Similarly,
health promotion relating to exposure to mosquitoes has not been used. The emphasis of
such efforts has always been on preventing mosquito breeding in the first place, and has
not addressed ways to avoid being bitten by adult insects. When the health department
has treated water sources with Temephos (Abate), focus has been on individual wells
used by a single household, again indicating the focus on interrupting mosquito breeding.

The result seems to be that most people do not really connect the presence of mosquitoes
with dengue, even though they have probably learned this piece of information as a fact.
Following the earthquake, the public quickly realized that the incidence of dengue was
increasing, as they knew of more cases in their own neighborhoods, whether or not these
cases received treatment. For many people in Padang, it became apparent that dengue was
less and less confined to poorer neighborhoods (as it had been before the disaster) and
was moving into wealthier parts of the city. This perception was widespread and was
noted by the media as well (see, for example, Antara Sumbar, 2013). It was also reported
that the local health department would only take measures such as fogging of
neighborhoods if the level of disease had become “an unusual event” (kejadian luar
biasa), meaning a higher than expected number of cases had been reported. While this has
occurred on a number of occasions, fogging and other measures have only been carried
out sporadically in response to perceived need in specific parts of the city (Padang Today,
2012; Antara Sumbar, 2012).
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While news about cases of dengue in Padang remains common in the local and even
national media, this has not led to the level of concern that might be expected among the
public, most likely because it is used to high levels of illness, and dengue has long been
present in the city. Nonetheless, when faced with cases of the illness in their immediate
family or circle of friends and acquaintances, people are very concerned to treat or cure
the disease. For this, increasing numbers of people have turned to the internet for advice
and commiseration with others who may have had the same experience. As discussed in
Chapter 4, internet usage is extremely high in Indonesia and, at present, seems to be seen
by many people as more reliable than the traditional media. This, combined with
dissatisfaction with the health care system since Regional Autonomy (see, for example,
Muslimah, 2011), has meant that dengue is frequently seen as a matter for personal
concern, but generally separate from the responsibilities of government in the public
sphere.

Nonetheless, dengue has still spent a certain amount of time on the political centre stage
in Padang. One of the most notable dengue-related political discussions involved a
controversial proposal by Padang’s mayor, Fauzi Bahar, that would have required all
female students at public schools to wear jilbab (a long scarf that covers the hair and head
leaving only the wearer’s face exposed, often associated with Islamic observance) when
attending classes. Bahar originally submitted this rule for ratification in 2005, and it was
immediately challenged by various community and political interests, as they saw it as an
imposition of ethnic and religious mores and, as such, of questionable legality under the
Indonesian constitution. One of the arguments used in favor of the rule was that this style
of clothing increased protection from mosquito bites. While some advice suggests
wearing clothes that cover more of the body as personal protection against mosquito bites,
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this protection is clearly not infallible; in any event, personal behavior measures of this
type are generally less reliable than engineering-based vector control measures (see, for
example, Patz, 1996). Bahar’s jilbab rule is, then, an excellent example of what Kingdon
refers to as “a solution waiting for a problem.” Few, however, would probably have
expected this particular problem to be the one his solution was waiting for.

While this proposal of the former mayor did not receive a great deal of public attention, it
was more in support of the establishment of local regulations based on syariah law (perda
syariah). This has been a prominent phenomenon under Regional Autonomy in many
parts of Indonesia, and has generated a great deal of debate and discussion about whether
it is permissible to use Islamic law as the basis for local regulations when this is not
allowed at the national level. While current Minister of the Interior Gamawan Fauzi, who
is himself from West Sumatra and who was governor of the province when the 2009
earthquake occurred, has ruled that such local laws are illegal, they remain on the books
in many parts of Indonesia (see Bush, 2008, for a discussion of this issue).

Overall, however, it is apparent that the majority of West Sumatra’s population would
classify dengue as a condition (again using Kingdon’s terminology) rather than as a
problem. While this seems to be related to the aforementioned ubiquity of mosquitoes and
the long-standing existence of dengue in the province, it is worth noting that this
perception has proved remarkably resilient in the face of the earthquake and its long-term
effects. The earthquake could in theory have served as a focusing event, and indeed did so
for the issue of corruption in various areas relating to reconstruction and disaster
management (discussed further in Chapters 6 and 7). This can be explained in part by preexisting opinion regarding dengue, but for a more complete picture, it is necessary to
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consider other elements of the cultural and structural environment. For example, despite
the fact that dengue is widespread in West Sumatra and Indonesia in general, it has rarely
received significant attention in national or provincial economic planning, and addressing
vector-borne disease does not attract the same attention and recognition from the public
and the media as other, more visible areas of development. These issues are examined in
more depth (in relation to all three of the areas investigated in this study) in Chapter 8.
Similarly, advice to remove stored water from the living environment is unlikely to be
complied with in a society where cultural practices have always required that large
amounts of water be available in the household. In the modern era, there is still no viable
alternative for most Indonesians, as reticulated water systems, where they exist, have
tended to be unreliable and poorly managed and, even when available, not suitable for
consumption without boiling. The issue of water in the context of the earthquake is
discussed in Chapter 6.

Summary
The impacts of the earthquake on dengue in Padang were significant, in both the short and
long term. In addition to the immediate, dramatic increase in the number of cases, the
slow progress in clearing earthquake rubble has contributed to an environment which
multiplied the number of mosquito breeding places and facilitated the exposure of
humans to dengue. Consideration of the statistics on the number of reported dengue cases
since 2009 and the analysis of the provincial and national health authorities indicates that
dengue remains a serious problem in Padang that has yet to be fully addressed. While
concern among the media and the public has risen since the earthquake, public opinion
remains less concerned or alarmed about dengue than about other issues related to the
earthquake. Further, the prevailing view of the disease as something to be addressed by
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individuals as and when necessary means that there is relatively little pressure on the city
government to take more significant action. This is in direct contrast to the other areas of
interest in this case study, as shall be seen in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 6
Water Supply and Management Issues

This chapter discusses the situation relating to availability of drinking water and
management of the city water system following the 2009 earthquake. Public discussion
and reaction in the aftermath of the disaster are discussed using a policy stream approach
(after Kingdon, 1984), and the intersection between public responsibility and consumer
expectations is described in the context of modern Indonesia.

City Water Following the Earthquake
The 2009 Padang earthquake caused a great deal of damage to infrastructure located in
the neighborhoods in and around the city centre and stretching into the fringes of the
urban area. In the immediate aftermath of the quake, all public utilities were severely
affected. However, within a few days, it became apparent that the reticulated water
system managed by the Regional Drinking Water Company [PDAM= Perusahaan Daerah
Air Minum] had been the most seriously damaged. The director of PDAM Padang, Azhar
Latif, predicted that it would take six months to fully restore water to the city (TVOne,
2009). Prior to the quake, a large part of the city of Padang that had access to reticulated
water was supplied using a system that had originally been laid down by the Dutch before
Indonesian independence. Like other aspects of colonial era infrastructure, such as the
railway and highway systems, the original technology had been of good quality, but was
dated and not capable of supporting the level of modern usage. The water system had
been added to and extended somewhat during the New Order period. Nonetheless, there
were longstanding problems with city water dating back many years.
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Drinking water in Indonesia is supplied by state-owned providers now referred to
collectively as Regional Drinking Water Companies (PDAM). Prior to regional
autonomy, these companies were part of a national authority called the Drinking Water
Company (PAM = Perusahaan Air Minum). In many locations, reticulated water provided
by local government through its PDAM is still referred to as ‘PAM water’ (air PAM) to
distinguish it from other sources of domestic water. There is currently no PDAM in
Indonesia that provides water of drinkable quality. All water from this source must be
boiled prior to use. This is the case in Padang, and boiling drinking water is major part of
daily housekeeping for everyone, regardless of location or residence or circumstances.

The water system in Padang consists of three reservoirs and several boreholes. In addition
to the trunk mains running from the reservoirs, there are 1800 kilometers of steel, ACP,
galvanized steel, ductile, and PVC pipe in the distribution network. The city network
contains 274 nodes and 339 links (BPPSPAM, 2012). The earthquake of September 30,
2009, resulted in the main trunk feeding the centre of the city being severed in two places.
Damage to the network of pipes was extensive, and bore water became unavailable
because the pumps ran on electricity which was also cut off. This cut service to
approximately 85% of the connections on the system. One of the water plants, however,
had had a new pipe installed paralleling an older one. The old pipe broke in the
earthquake, but the newer one did not and could be kept in use (Wilkinson et al., 2009).

Before the earthquake, PDAM, as well as its predecessor PAM, had trouble supplying
water to all the connections on the system, especially as new housing developments were
built on the outskirts of the city. While these new homes were routinely connected to the
system, their residents could not rely on an uninterrupted supply of city water. Similarly,
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residents of older neighborhoods increasingly experienced supply cuts, with most areas
receiving water for only a few hours each day. Residents approached this situation in a
number of ways. Some, for example, had cisterns built under or above ground that
connected directly to the reticulated system. When the water was on, it poured freely into
the cistern and could then be piped into the house using a small domestic pump (referred
to as sanyo in Padang after the first brand of this item that became available). Others dug
wells on their property to supplement the city water. These are typically unfinished
shallow wells, subject to fluctuating water quality and seawater encroachment due to their
lack of depth and the fact that virtually all of the city is coastal and located at sea level.
Many people have installed rainwater tanks, usually located on the roof that feed by
gravity or are pumped into bathroom tubs inside the house. In poorer neighborhoods,
many people continue to use surface water from the several rivers and creeks that run
through the city. This is especially common in ‘urban villages,’ where people’s living
environment replicates a traditional village but is located within city limits and is often
surrounded by urban development.

As described in Chapter 5, it is traditional in this part of Indonesia to store large quantities
of water in tubs and other containers for domestic use. For this reason, the need to collect
water when available for use later can be seen as a continuation of a traditional practice
into the modern era. This is an important aspect of daily culture in Padang, and is related
to the reaction of the public to disruption to the water system following the earthquake.

In the months and years to come, restoration of water supplies would proceed but the pace
would remain generally slow and overall progress inconsistent. Almost one and a half
years after the earthquake, Radio Republik Indonesia (2011) reported that many residents
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of Padang had inadequate water supplies, with some locations having none at all during
the day and very limited supply at night. In the most recent reports from early 2013,
PDAM Padang estimated that about 67 percent of the population now had consistent
water supplies; however, reports indicated that 60 percent of the city’s pipes and
reticulation systems still required repair of earthquake-related damage (Singgalang,
2013).

The PDAM Padang Corruption Scandal
While not related directly to the earthquake, the massive damage to the water system
resulting from this natural disaster brought to light a serious problem of corruption within
PDAM Padang. In July 2010, eight officials of the company were indicted on charges of
diverting 2.4 billion rupiah from PDAM’s income. Those involved included Amriyono,
the current managing director; Syafriddin Ras, the CFO; Herryzal, the former CFO;
Yenni Afrilah, the head of the internal audit section; Nazar, the head of the accounts
subsection; Harmensyah, a former managing director; Srinovayanti, the head of the
accounting subsection; and Relly L Tanjung, the former technical director. It was noted at
the time that the corruption in question had begun several years before (Antara News,
2010). Eventually, Azhar Latif, PDAM Padang’s director, was also indicted and became
the focus of the scandal, centreing on whether income generated by PDAM had been
properly reinvested in the company’s infrastructure (including repairs to assets damaged
by the earthquake) and by whose authority the money had been used (Haluan, 2010).

The corruption case involving PDAM Padang was not an isolated event. Identifying and
prosecuting corruption became a major national activity at all levels of government
following the end of the New Order government. This can perhaps be seen as a reaction
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to the crony capitalism that characterised the rule of former President Suharto and the
manifestation of a public desire to see public money used to further public interests.
Several years into regional autonomy, there had already been a large number of high
profile prosecutions for corruption that included high ranking officials of Pertamina, the
state owned oil company; the director of the Indonesian Development Bank (Bapindo);
former business partners of New Order officials; and a host of current and former elected
officials at all levels of government. A national Corruption Eradication Commission
[Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi = KPK] was set up in 2003 to investigate allegations of
corruption in public institutions (KPK, 2013). KPK was not, however, immune to scandal
within its own ranks. In 2009, Antasari Azhar, head of the commission since 2003, was
removed from his post by President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono for contracting the
murder of Nasrudin Zulkarnaen, a director of the Rajawali Putra Banjaran Corporation,
whom he believed was having an affair with his wife. Azhar is serving 18 years in prison
(Nugroho, 2010).

Following the establishment of KPK, the Corruption Court [Pengadilan Tindak Pidana
Korupsi = Tipikor] came into being in 2009. This court, which was an offshoot of the
National Court of the Special Capital Region of Jakarta was set up to try corruption cases
from all over the country. National Law No 46 of 2009 called for a branch of Tipikor to
be set up in each provincial capital to handle the volume of corruption cases coming to
light and to coordinate the activities of the police, the attorney general, and the Ministry
of Law and Human Rights in eradicating misuse of public money (HukumOnLine, 2011).
The existence of the KPK and Tipikor have kept public attention in Indonesia focused on
high profile corruption cases where the media continues to be dominated by long running
trials of public officials and business figures.
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It was in this context that the corruption within PDAM Padang came to light. Despite the
fact that the public has come to expect that anyone indicted under the current laws on
corruption is likely to be guilty, Azhar Latif, PDAM Padang’s director, was found
innocent in 2011, and the verdict was reaffirmed by the High Court in 2013. The outcome
of this case hinged on a technical point; it had not been possible to prove that Latif had
either benefitted personally from PDAM funds or had caused a loss to the nation. Under
law, the director is permitted to use 75% of PDAM’s income at his own discretion,
presumably for the development of the company. Latif’s case did not result in public
disclosure of how PDAM’s income was used, but the judges ruled that he had acted
within the law (Padang Ekspres, 2013a).

This case led to several other corruption indictments of PDAM in other regions within
West Sumatra but, surprisingly, did not generate much interest among the public. This
stands in contrast to accusations of corruption in the use of disaster recovery aid, which
will be discussed further in Chapter 7. The 2.4 billion rupiah in question in the PDAM
Padang case would have gone some way towards repairing earthquake damage to the
water distribution system and to upgrading outdated equipment and connections, and
evidence produced in court indicated that this was within the intended purpose of the
funds within the operational structure of the company. Nonetheless, there was little
public response either to the case while it was in progress or to the verdict, despite the
fact that much of Padang’s population still lacked a reliable water supply.
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Public Reaction and Comment
Immediately following the earthquake, the residents of Padang began collecting rainwater
and making their own arrangements to obtain water for household purposes (Aditya,
2009). In addition, water was distributed in the most severely affected neighborhoods by
PDAM using a fleet of 20 tanker trucks (Rinaldi, 2009). Despite these early attempts to
provide water and estimates that the network would be working again within a month,
approximately 60% of the network still had not been repaired by mid 2013, as noted
above. Azhar Latif, having been cleared of corruption and having resumed his position as
director of PDAM Padang, acknowledges this, and has claimed that an increasing number
of users has made it difficult for PDAM to keep up with demand (Singgalang, 2013).

Despite what seems like an unmanageable situation for a city of some 800,000 people, the
public has been much less critical than might be expected of PDAM, the city government,
and the situation in general. Much of the discussion about water described conditions
immediately following the earthquake. For example, an exchange in Minang on the
Kaskus forum in December of 2009 discussed the situation with bemusement.

“Babayo urang awak... patuik mati taruih aia di padang...dirut pdam nyabu...”
[We’re dangerous people . . . no wonder the water is always off in Padang . . . The
director of PDAM is smoking dope.]
polisidarurat, December 20, 2009. http://archive.kaskus.co.id/thread/998113/360
“Parah lo ma. Tampek wak se aia pam alun jalan lai do. Nyo lamak lo pai party
shabu. . . ”
[It’s serious. At our place, the city water still isn’t working. It would be more fun
to go to a dope party.]
awak21, December 23, 2009. http://archive.kaskus.co.id/thread/998113/360
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Bloggers, writing in the months following the disaster, tended to mention the water
situation only in passing in the context of their own experiences. Blogger Taufik Arifin,
writing in Indonesian in November 2009, noted:

“Listrik padam, air pam juga mati, yang susah air minum karena air bak tidak
bisa diminum, untunglah ada tetangga yang punya warung aqua yang setiap sore
membawakan kami satu gallon air minum.”
[The electricity was off, the water was off, drinking water was the problem
because the water in the tub could not be used. Luckily, there was a neighbor who
had a small store that sold bottled water who brought us a gallon of drinking water
every evening.]
Taufik Arfin, “Padang, 1 Bulan Setelah Gempa Dahsyat,” November 10, 2009,
http://mtaufikarifin.blogspot.com.au/2009/11/setelah-hampir-1-tahun-tidakpulang-ke.html

Another blogger, Masoed Abidin, similarly described what he experienced following the
earthquake in a post in October 2009:

“Air PAM sulit, listrik mati, akibat gempa. Tapi ada juga masjid yang pintar.
Yang memerintahkan dibuka 24 jam. Menghidupkan genset masjid terus menerus.
Memompa air sumur. Menyediakan air minum untuk penduduk lingkungan.
Walau secara berkecil-kecil mereka telah berbuat.”
[There was no city water, the electricity was off as a result of the earthquake. But
there were mosques that were smart. They stayed open 24 hours a day and kept
their generators running continuously. That allowed them to pump water from
their wells to provide drinking water for the people in the neighborhood. Even
though it was just on a small scale, they were doing something.]
Masoed Abidin, “Surau buya Masoed Abidin,” October 11, 2009.
http://suraubuya.blogspot.com.au/2009/10/buya-masoed-abidin-gempa-30-sept2009_11.html
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These posts are significant in that they highlight a common reaction among populations
that are part of the larger Malay cultural mainstream in times of trouble, namely to close
ranks and provide mutual support to others they view as connected to them through
familial or other social networks. This reaction is deeply ingrained in the culture, with
people typically responding to the need of their immediate family first, then their
extended family, and finally members of their own community, and has been noted in
other parts of Indonesia in the context of natural disaster as well (see Fanany and Fanany,
2013).

The blogosphere had little to say about the PDAM corruption case as well. Most bloggers
who did comment noted the strangeness of a situation where Azhar Latif had not been
asked to resign or at least take leave while his case was pending. Blogger Danil Ferdian
commented in Indonesian in April 2011:

“Akan tetapi saat ini Azhar Latief [sic] masih menghirup udara segar dan masih
menjabat sebagai direktur PDAM Padang. Seharusnya Azhar Latief [sic] di
nonaktifkan sebagai direktur karena sekarang sudah berstatus terdakwa.”
[But at this moment, Azhar Latif is breathing fresh air and is still acting as director
of PDAM Padang. Azhar Latif should at least be made non-active as director
because now he has been officially indicted.”]
Danial Ferdian, “Pro Justitia: Bola Liar Dana Representative PDAM,” April 22,
2011. http://danilferdian.blogspot.com.au/2011/04/bola-liar-dana-representatifpdam.html

Beyond this, the public reacted to the PDAM Padang corruption allegations much as they
did to the large number of other corruption cases pending locally and around the nation.
The situation at PDAM Padang was not connected by either the public or the media with
the problems with water supply in the city, and there were no demands that the water
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situation be addressed by the authorities as might have been expected in the months and
years following the earthquake. Azhar Latif was finally replaced by Suloko MT on April
13, 2013 without sanction for either the state of the city water system or the corruption
case (Inspektorat Kota Padang, 2013).

Discussion
In the modern context, it is difficult to imagine a major city like Padang enduring years
without a functional water distribution system, even following a serious natural disaster.
Public outcry would be expected, along with strong pressure on the authorities to effect
repairs and at least restore services to the level in place before the quake. The media, it
might be assumed, would investigate and support this public interest and use its power to
further pressure the government to respond to community need. However, none of these
things occurred in Padang, and it appears that the public has resigned itself to life without
a reliable city water supply and to supplying their needs through their own initiative. This
position seems to have historical roots that relate to both the political and cultural context
in Indonesia.

Under the New Order government, the rubric of pembangunan [development] became a
catch cry for the nation. Development efforts that would bring Indonesia up to the
standard of the west became a major focus, as did raising the standard of living and the
country’s economic capacity. Public utilities certainly contributed to their goal, and a
central element of many of the New Order’s five-year development plans involved
electrification of much of the nation. The newfound widespread availability of electricity
in rural and remote areas of Indonesia led to significant changes in people’s experience.
Notably, it allowed for exposure to and adoption of many practices and products
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associated with modernity and prestige: television, radio, refrigerators, and, later, the use
of mobile phones and computers. As these practices and products can be seen, in a sense,
as extensions of the electrification projects that allowed them, some of their prestige
became attached to electricity and electrical infrastructure itself. The results of
electrification are also immediately visible, providing political capital for those in power
at all levels. The contrast with water in Padang specifically is notable. Water quality has
not typically been of major concern to users, who routinely boil all water for consumption
anyway.

As a result, it is easy for improvements to water systems to receive less consideration,
publicity, and attention, even from the government. In Indonesia, and even in western
countries, it may be possible to make do with outdated systems, as long as they appear to
work (Shirley, 2002). One possible rationale for this is that, as noted above, repairs to the
water system tend to be very expensive but do not result in change the public can see.
That is, whether water comes from a city distribution system or from a personal well, it
seems materially the same to users and is not likely to result in new opportunities. In
Padang, and in Indonesia more generally, ‘development’ has always focused on more
visible improvements and the measurable impact they might have on people’s experience
and opportunities. It is this view that drove the electrification projects of the 1970s and
80s under the New Order government and that have led to technological leapfrogging (a
more in-depth discussion of this phenomenon in the context of Indonesia is presented in
Chapter 8). The ultimate result in Indonesia has been a curious patchwork of innovation,
in which it is not unusual for pre-industrial conditions in certain fields (such as no sewers
and only open ditches for waste water drainage) to co-exist with hyper-modern global
mainstream standards in others (Blackberry devices and iPhones).
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Another reason for the relative under-appreciation of the importance of water systems and
their frequent underdevelopment may be historical, specifically in the context of
Indonesia’s geography and weather. West Sumatra, like almost all of the country, is a
tropical region, with the equator passing directly through the northern part of the
province. There is a distinguishable rainy season, from November to February, but there
is no time of year when rain is not expected at all; the average rainfall in West Sumatra is
almost 400 mm per month with an average of 17 days of rain per month (Pemerintah Kota
Padang, 2009). As a result, inhabitants of the region have historically had ample access to
water and have also had a certain capability to manage their own water supply. This
means that there were, particularly in the earlier days of the New Order, fewer
consequences for underdeveloping water infrastructure and supplies in terms of public
demand. More recently, however, West Sumatra has experienced rapid urbanization and,
in practice, is no longer a mostly rural society. A large number of people in cities and
towns are now highly dependent on city water, although the rural mentality relating to
water use has been slower to change. It is for this reason perhaps that so many urban
residents were willing to take measures to collect rainwater or drill wells following the
earthquake.

The fact that water has historically been plentiful and, to a large extent, managed by
members of the public means that issues with the water system are not generally seen as a
problem requiring extensive and specific attention. As discussed previously, the city
water system in Padang has been unreliable for quite a long time; a large-scale
interruption such as that caused by the earthquake is not something new and was unique
only in that it was longer and more extensive than normal. It did prompt the expanded use
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of water management measures that already existed, but people felt that it could be
addressed by existing cultural and social practices. In other words, despite the widespread
nature of the water supply problems, the difficulties and delays experienced in facing
them, the high level of dependence on city water, and the fundamental and essential
nature of water supply, the public continues to classify them as a condition rather than as
a problem. This accounts for the notable lack of complaints registered in the blogosphere
and traditional media. While the public is inconvenienced by the situation, it is not angry
about a lack of continuous public water supply.

This is a notable contrast to the PDAM Padang corruption scandal, an observation that
can be related to the experience of the Reformasi era. The PDAM Padang case generated
a large amount of media attention at both the local and national levels. The public was not
especially angry or upset, but it is likely that this relates to the high volume of news about
corruption and the many high profile cases involving prominent government figures. The
concern, in this case, seemed to centre more on corruption as a social issue, rather than
corruption specifically at PDAM or in relation to provision of a vital service. While it is
possible that the public in Padang is becoming inured to news about corruption, it is
important to understand the role that official recognition of improper behavior on the part
of people in positions of authority, and measures taken to address this misconduct, have
played in shaping Indonesian society since the end of the New Order.

Corruption has long been a feature of the public realm in Indonesia but did not feature in
national policy until recently. It was the end of the New Order government that brought
corruption out into the open. The demonstrations that led to the end of this longstanding
government were a focusing event for a range of political and social issues, including
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many that had previously been underreported or deliberately omitted by the media (which
was heavily censored, both officially and by self-regulation). Corruption, including
financial malfeasance and nepotism, was prominent among such issues, which were
characteristic of the government and its allies in business during the New Order. The
impact of this focusing event was unusually high: the media reported constantly on
demonstrations and political debates, which seemed especially intense and extreme
compared to the complete lack of coverage of such issues in previous years.

In addition to allowing for public discussion of corruption, another result of Reformasi
was a significant loosening of the restrictions on the media. The years after the end of the
New Order saw a massive proliferation in the number of news outlets and a newfound
ability to discuss almost any subject. The issue of corruption was one that the media
reported on particularly heavily, and there was no shortage of content. While the issue
was specifically and frequently addressed in the early days of Reformasi, and a significant
number of anti-corruption laws were passed by the new parliament, corruption remained
endemic and significant scandals periodically emerged. These events, and the huge
number of news stories about them, helped keep corruption in the public eye, even in the
face of major physical disasters such as the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami and the 2009
Padang earthquake.

Perhaps it is not surprising that the constant attention paid to corruption scandals around
the country seems to have generated a kind of casual acceptance of public officials being
tried for various offenses covered by the Indonesian acronym of KKN [korupsi, kolusi
dan nepotisme = corruption, collusion and nepotism]. Conversely, media coverage of
such cases and constant discussion in scholarly and academic circles has also led to the
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rise of organizations dedicated to finding corruption wherever it occurs (for example,
Indonesia Corruption Watch), and the concept of ‘whistleblowers’ (the English term is
usually used) who expose the actions of their superiors. However, as the situation in
Padang demonstrates, the interest ordinary members of the public take in corruption cases
seems to be directly related to the nature of the deed and the agency in which it occurred.
This will be discussed further in Chapter 7 as corruption also emerged in the context of
reconstruction following the 2009 earthquake.

Summary
The provision of city water in Padang has long been unreliable; as a result, the massive
disruption to water supplies caused by the earthquake was unusual more in its scale than
in its details. With much of the network damaged and inoperative as a result of the
earthquake, the public was forced to fall back on traditional patterns of self-management
and collection and use of ambient water from West Sumatra’s rural history. The length of
time this situation has persisted is, however, unusual – both for Padang and in general.
Much of the water network was still unrepaired as of mid-2013, and curiously, this fact
has generated little concern and pressure on the government from either the public or the
media. The PDAM corruption scandal and indictment of its director, Azhar Latif, and
several other of its executives generated more media attention, but links were not drawn
between this and the ongoing water problems. This may be related to historical, cultural,
and political factors in West Sumatra and Indonesia, especially the fact that water is
generally not seen as a part of the problem stream in the light of geography and weather
or as a problem in the context of development. Other issues are much more prominent in
the general perception of the disaster, as discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.
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Chapter 7
Disaster Management

The 2009 earthquake focused attention on existing and future disaster management plans
at the level of local government. This disaster was the first major challenge of this type
faced by local authorities since the establishment of Regional Autonomy; prior to 2001,
disaster management was a provincial responsibility supported by the agencies at the
national level. This chapter describes the disaster management efforts of the local
government following the earthquake and new initiatives that emerged as a result of the
experience. Public response to these actions is discussed using Kingdon’s (1984) policy
stream approach.

Disaster Management at the Time of the Earthquake
The earthquake of September 30, 2009 came as a major shock to residents and the local
government of Padang. Earthquakes are very common in this area, but unusually, the
epicentre of this event happened to be located near the city and resulted in a very high
level of damage to buildings and infrastructure (see Chapter 4). Striking at 5:16 pm when
people were leaving work and school, the disaster resulted in more than 1000 deaths in
the city centre area and the total or near total destruction of almost 250,000 houses,
buildings and other structures (Kristanti, 2009a; Kompas, 2009).

The magnitude of the event exposed serious deficiencies in preparedness at the local
level, despite there having been some awareness that a disaster of this kind might occur in
the densely populated provincial capital. In 2008, the National Disaster Management
Agency [BPBN = Badan Penanggulangan Bencana Nasional] was formed by National
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Law No24 of 2007 on Disaster Management [Undang-undang No24 Tahun 2007 tentang
Penanggulangan Bencana] and Presidential Regulation No 8 of 2008 on the National
Disaster Management Agency [Peraturan Presiden No 8 Tahun 2008 tentang Badan
Nasional Penanggulangan Bencana]. The new BNPB replaced the older disaster
management agency, known as Bakornas [Badan Koordinasi Nasional Penanganan
Bencana = Coordinating Agency for Disaster Management], largely as a response to the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami that resulted in massive destruction in the province of Aceh
located at the northern end of the island of Sumatra. Bakornas itself had been in existence
since 1979 and played a mostly coordinating role between institutions at different levels
of government when natural disaster occurred. BNPB took over this role but was also
charged with reducing risk to the public and developing preparedness measures across the
country (BNPB, 2012). In February 2009, the new agency held a training exercise in
Padang that put in place a new framework for response that structured the response to the
September quake (MPBI, 2010). The Padang Regional Disaster Management Agency
[BPBD Padang = Badan Penaggulangan Bencana Daerah Padang], which had been
formed in 2008, was charged with implementing these plans (BPBD Padang, 2013a).

National Law No 24, which authorized the reorganization of Bakornas as BNPB, also
called for training and drills to be carried out in six cities thought to be at risk following
the tsunami in Aceh. Padang was one of these, and the exercise held in February of 2009
was aimed at preparing local government, community organizations, and the public for
such an event. The new law also dismantled older disaster response organizations
operating in municipalities and districts. There was a lag in implementing the new
structures, however, such that the city of Padang had established its BPBD in February
2009, but other regions of the province had not yet set up their corresponding agency.
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This has been suggested to be the main reason for gaps and inefficiency in response and
communications between regions in the province following the September 2009
earthquake (Huggins and Cui, 2011).

The earthquake resulted in an almost complete shutdown of services in the city and also
imminent danger from damaged structures, fires, and exposed electrical wires. The large
number of dead and injured put stress on health care facilities and on the population in
general. The day after the event, the national media was reporting that the local
governments in affected areas, which included the city of Padang as well as the region of
Padang Pariaman, were overwhelmed and were already having difficulty responding to
the needs of the public (Amri, 2009). Material aid for those affected by the disaster was to
be distributed by BPBD Padang. However, by October 5, there were already calls for the
central government to step in as survivors had begun to notice that the distribution of
supplies was uneven and did not seem to be based on need (such as the level of hardship
experienced and the number of people in a family). Instead, it appeared to be being
distributed by convenience in areas that were easier to reach, but which were often not
those that had suffered the most damage (Ramdan, 2009). The city water system was
severely affected (see Chapter 6), many roads were closed, and a large number of private
dwellings were uninhabitable. Nonetheless, due to uncertainty and insufficiency
surrounding available aid, many residents returned to severely damaged houses as a
matter of necessity during the monsoon rains and high winds the city routinely
experienced at this time of year (Sisko, 2009).

In addition to the local government, a large number of Indonesian businesses and
organizations tried to provide support to victims. These included operators in the
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telecommunications sector (AXIS, PT Telkom, Indosat), transportation (Batavia Air,
Garuda Indonesia), banking (Bank Internasional Indonesia, Bank Indonesia), and
infrastructure (PDAM, PLN). A large number of Indonesian and international NGOs were
also represented (Indonesian Red Cross, Mercy Corps, International Red Cross, Italian
Red Cross, Caritas Internationalis, SurfAid, CARE International, and many more), and
many foreign governments pledged support (Australia, China, Denmark, Japan, Malaysia,
the United States, and many others) and offered search and rescue teams, medical
personnel, equipment, and financial aid to supplement that provided by the Indonesian
government through military and civilian agencies. As it became increasingly apparent
that the local government was not prepared to deal with a disaster of this magnitude, it
was reported that then mayor Fauzi Bahar had told Al-Jazeera TV that he had requested
support from the central government for earthquake preparedness and future aid but had
been turned down (Beech, 2009).

The aid provided by Indonesian and international government and private organizations
mostly addressed the immediate needs of survivors. For example, Caritas Internationalis,
an organization of the Catholic Church, provided emergency shelters, food and drinking
water, mobile medical support, and income supplements for six months (Caritas
Internationalis, 2013). The International Organization for Migration offered a fleet of
trucks to help deliver supplies and also provided tents and generators for survivors (IOM,
2009). SurfAid, an Australian organization that provides humanitarian assistance in
regions frequented by Australian surfers, offered medical aid, tents, and other basic
supplies (SurfAid, 2009). Immediately following the event, the US Embassy in Jakarta
provided US$300,000 and allocated US$3 million more for aid (Ornishi and Gelling,
2009). Other governments donated material aid; expert personnel, including Search and
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Rescue teams; and logistical support (Adiputri, 2009). Despite this flow of aid, it was
estimated by the Ministry of Public Welfare that it would cost approximately six trillion
rupiah to address the aftermath of the disaster (Winarno, 2009).

Within weeks of the earthquake, allegations of corruption began to circulate in the media
and among the public. The first of these focused on the large number of buildings,
including government offices and other public facilities like schools and hospitals, that
had collapsed and speculated that the standard of these structures had been inferior due to
contractors cutting corners on materials or paying bribes so as not to have to comply with
building codes (Kristianti, 2009b). This view was very strong among the public, such that
as recently as 2012, patients in the main public hospital in Padang demanded to be
discharged following a small earthquake on April 11 of that year. They said they were
afraid the building would collapse as it did in 2009 and they would be crushed by falling
walls (Antara, 2012a). In the months after the 2009 disaster, allegations of
mismanagement and corruption of aid for survivors started to surface. In December of
2009, the Indonesian Legal Aid Society [Lembaga Bantuan Hukum] announced that it
had uncovered hundreds of cases where aid payments to survivors that were supposed to
be used to purchase food had been cut by those distributing them (Naldi, 2009). In the
next two years, it emerged that a number of fraudulent organizations purporting to be
NGOs working to support quake survivors had inappropriately obtained billions of rupiah
in aid that was intended for genuine disaster victims. In some cases, it appeared that
survivors had been given a part of the funding they were entitled to but that the rest of the
money had been lost to corruption. By 2011, when a court case was brought against some
of those involved, it was estimated the loss to the government was as much as 2.1 billion
rupiah (Bakin News, 2011). Finally, in June 2013, two of the accused were sentenced to
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seven years in prison and fines of 200 million rupiah for forming an NGO for the purpose
of aiding earthquake victims and then cutting between 3 and 10 million rupiah from the
aid allowance due to each family in their jurisdiction for their own use. It was estimated
these two individuals may have corruptly appropriated as much as 1.5 billion rupiah in
this way (Haluan Padang, 2013).

The 2009 earthquake also resulted in a number of proposals to address future events. One
of these has been the suggestion that the capital of West Sumatra be moved to a safer
location. This would mean abandoning Padang based on predictions that the city will
inevitably experience another massive earthquake at some time in the future, and
constructing a new city in a location away from the coastal fault responsible for past
quakes (Awaludin, 2011). A second relates to the construction of raised parks that would
provide a safe refuge for city residents in case of tsunami. This idea was introduced by a
number of international organizations and businesses that specialize in this type of
construction and was taken up by the city government who planned to review designs and
come to a final decision by the end of 2012 (Tribun News, 2010). In connection with
BNPB, a Centre for Disaster Management Operations (Pusat Pengendali Operasi
Penanggulangan Bencana =Pusdalops PB) was set up at the provincial level to coordinate
information and disaster management in the regions that make up West Sumatra. The
organization is staffed by experts from BPBD as well as volunteers from TAGANA
(Taruna Siaga Bencana = Community Disaster Watch), an organization set up by the
Ministry of Social Affairs in 2009 (Pusdalops BP Sumatera Barat, 2013a; TAGANA,
2013). Pusdalops PB, which has received support from the French and Australian
governments in addition to continuing technical and financial assistance from BNPB, is
responsible for monitoring and evaluation, as well as coordination, in relation to a range
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of natural disasters in addition to earthquakes that are common in West Sumatra, such as
floods and landslides (Pusdalops BP Sumatera Barat, 2013b). Despite the establishment
of these institutions to manage natural disasters, comparatively little has been done in the
way of planning, as much of the strategic work in this area is now the responsibility of
BNPB. For example, BNPB conducted a large-scale survey in Padang relating to the
knowledge, attitudes, and practices of the public in relation to a natural disaster. This
survey was part of the 2013-2014 earthquake and tsunami master plan put into place by
presidential instruction and involving a number of government departments, including
BPBD and the National Statistics Office [Badan Pusat Statistik = BPS] (BNPB, 2013). At
the city level, the earthquake and its aftermath gave new importance to city planning. The
Regional Planning Agency [Badan Perencanaan Daerah = Bappeda] has developed a
master plan for the redevelopment of the city which includes an earthquake mitigation
plan based on GIS data that is expected to allow for a better understanding of the area’s
vulnerabilities (Antara, 2013a). To date, however, no comprehensive disaster
management plan has been produced by the local government. It has set up the structures
required for its BPBD by BNPB and appointed staff but has not yet set out the steps that
will be taken in the event of a natural disaster.

Long term rehabilitation of the city, including restoration of essential services, was slow
(see Chapter 6). City officials tended to attribute this to the high cost of rebuilding. In
July 2010, nine months after the earthquake, it was estimated that Rp2.98 trillion would
be required to repair houses damaged in the disaster, Rp290.82 billion would be needed to
restore essential services, and Rp678 million would be required to cover costs associated
with relocation of people in areas that were no longer habitable. An additional Rp411.19
billion was needed to repair roads and bridges, Rp58.85 billion to restore irrigation
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systems, Rp88.83 billion to repair water and sanitation systems, and Rp15.25 billion to
rebuild government facilities. Rp627.6 billion would be required to rebuild schools and
Rp129.79 billion to restore health care facilities. The damage to the economic sector was
estimated to require some Rp200 billion to return it to pre-disaster levels (Republika,
2010b).

Issues Exposed by the Earthquake
The 2009 earthquake came as a shock to the public and local government of Padang
because of the size of the event and the extent of the damage and loss it caused. One of
the most apparent was the lack of disaster preparedness and contingency planning at the
level of local government. Padang, and West Sumatra in general, experience frequent
earthquakes which historically have not been seen as a hazard or problem requiring
specific preparation and anticipation. The city had been fortunate up to 2009 that no
quake on the scale of the 2009 event occurred, but, in fact, hundreds of earthquakes had
taken place in the years leading up to this major disaster (Delfebriyadi, 2011). As most of
these events caused only minor damage, the population did not seem to view earthquakes
as a hazard requiring specific attention.

By contrast, the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004 led to massive planning for coastal cities
in parts of Indonesia that were seen as vulnerable. As noted above, a national initiative on
tsunami preparedness included Padang, and the possibility of a tsunami striking the city
was of much greater concern than a massive earthquake, despite a lack of evidence of any
past tsunamis in the region. In fact, smaller earthquakes both before and after the 2009
event led to mass panics in the city because residents were terrified that a tsunami would
result (see, for example, Sisko, 2006; VivaNews, 2010; Tempo, 2012). Efforts by the
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local government to build tsunami shelters and establish evacuation routes appear to have
fed this concern but have also diverted attention from the continuing hazard presented by
earthquakes. In addition, the establishment of “red zones” [zona merah] corresponding to
the parts of the city worst hit by the earthquake seems to have fixed the idea that the
greatest risk comes from a potential tsunami as these areas are close to the beach and have
been the focus of considerable discussion. For example, a recent scenario based on a
worst case situation released by BNPB hypothesized that as many as 57,000 people could
be killed with more than 100,000 injured if an earthquake resulting in a tsunami struck the
city. This scenario also suggested that 27% of the public in affected areas could not be
saved from a 10 meter wave travelling 400 kilometers per hour, due to lack of city
planning issues, lack of tsunami shelters, geographic conditions, and lack of knowledge
among members of the public. The impact of these suggestions overshadowed assertions
from various disaster agencies that such an event would be very unlikely (Pos Metro
Padang, 2013a).

An interesting aspect of the concern with tsunamis is the input from both the central
government (following the Indian Ocean tsunami that severely affected the province of
Aceh but was not felt in West Sumatra), and also international organizations that have
focused on this type of natural disaster. Tsunami evacuation maps in Padang that were
erected following the 2009 earthquake, for example, bear the logos of Mercy Corps, UK
Aid, and the International Red Cross as well as the Government of Padang and BNPB. It
is not clear why tsunamis have been viewed by these groups as the form of natural
disaster most requiring attention in Padang and may be due to no more than the location
of the city on the Indian Ocean side of the island of Sumatra and its comparatively close
proximity to Aceh (887 kilometers). It is worth noting, however, that Padang is separated
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from the open ocean by a string of small islands off the coast. In 2010, there was a
tsunami that caused a great deal of damage to the island of Mentawai, which is part of the
province of West Sumatra. The 5.5 meter high wave caused 450 deaths on Mentawai, but
had no impact on sea levels in Padang itself and resulted in a temporary change in tide of
only 0.3 meters (BMKG, 2010).

A longstanding lack of attention to city planning also became apparent following the
earthquake. The damage from the event was most severe in the city centre where
facilities, services, and economic activity were concentrated. For example, the main
market serving Padang and environs was severely damaged by the earthquake and
resulting fires. Similarly, both the inter- and intracity bus terminals located adjacent to the
market were destroyed, as were many government offices, hotels, and banks that had
stood on the fringes of the market area. The very densely populated inner city residential
neighborhoods were devastated. These areas were characterized by narrow streets that
had been built up over generations, and were lined with structures that impinged on one
another and had often been renovated and added to multiple times by owner-builders.
New buildings had been inserted into areas dating from colonial times without an upgrade
of access or facilities, and old, Dutch era buildings had been converted to modern usages
by owners without consideration of suitability or capacity of the structures. One aspect of
this situation was the longstanding resistance of sellers in the main market area to new
businesses from outside West Sumatra that wished to open in the city and required new
facilities. Before the earthquake, this was a very strong lobby that was able to
successfully pressure the regional government to drop plans to move the bus terminals to
outside the city, allow malls and major retailers in the market area, and carry out other
changes they felt would negatively affect their business (see Sisko, 2004; Tempo, 2005;
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among many others). Similar protests and action taken by traders in the market area have
occurred since the earthquake, but changes to the economic and social environment in
Padang as a result of the disaster have allowed the competition these local businesses
feared to enter and establish itself in the city. In addition, these traders feel that
rehabilitation efforts have overlooked their needs by failing to restore the main market as
fully as possible (see, for example, Lestari, 2010; Klik Sumbar, 2011).

Additionally, the 2009 earthquake put strain on the resilience of Padang at both the
community and individual levels. Resilience has rarely been discussed in Indonesia and is
not generally seen as an aspect of public health that might provide insight into issues like
recovery from natural disaster. However, despite the lack of conscious awareness, there
have been many indications since the event that the community in Padang at the time of
the disaster was, in fact, at a tipping point where a number of social forces relevant to
health and well-being were pushing social development in opposing directions. For
example, the very rapid expansion of mobile telecommunication capacities in the 2000s
allowed virtually everyone to have a mobile telephone and use the internet. This greatly
facilitated movement of information and access to new ideas, which has contributed to the
social phenomenon referred to locally as isu [issue/s]. With the new technology, ideas
that might better be described as conspiracy theories have tended to spread very rapidly
through the whole population such that they are forced into the attention of government
who must deal with them or debunk them. A large number of these “issues” have related
to tsunamis or earthquakes. An example of one of the more persistent isu holds that the
local government has the ability to predict the occurrence of earthquakes but is
withholding this information from the public. Both the mayor of Padang and the governor
of West Sumatra have had to publicly address this accusation on several occasions (see,
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for example, Akbar, 2010a). In addition, some observers have discussed what they view
as a loss of morals in the community that seems to centre on the breakdown of traditional
society, which in this region is matrilineal, due to contradicting influences associated with
a national and global mainstream culture. While the Minangkabau language, which is the
first language of people in this region, is not under threat, some observers feel that
traditional values and religious morals are (Attubani, 2011). These factors, along with
development issues such as the conflict between local traders and large retailers discussed
above, have led to a cultural anxiety that seems to centre on the region’s position in
Indonesia since Regional Autonomy. This will be discussed further in Chapter 8.

Public Response to Disaster Management and Reconstruction
Since the 2009 earthquake, there has been a great deal of discussion online in forums and
commentary in blogs by individual writers in both Indonesian and Minang, involving
people living in West Sumatra as well as members of the large Minang community
residing elsewhere in Indonesia. The earthquake was a focusing event for many people
living in and originally from West Sumatra because it exposed the vulnerabilities of the
city of Padang, which occupies a position of importance in the public’s conception of the
province as the capital and also suggested that the community is at great risk from natural
disaster.

Much of the concern among individuals who observed or experienced the earthquake
related to what they perceived to be a lack of appropriate aid or to problems in
distributing this support. However, the vast majority of this commentary centred on
corruption in the distribution and provision of aid, without addressing the fact that the
local government was largely unprepared to deal with an event of this magnitude. In other
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words, once the disaster occurred, members of the public tended to be angry because it
was difficult to get relief but not because the situation might have been alleviated by
better advance planning, which might have been seen as the responsibility of the local
authorities or anticipated in light of past experience with earthquakes in the region.

For example, a discussion on a Facebook page for the West Sumatra Earthquake
Information Centre [Pusat Informasi Gempa Sumbar] attracted the following comments
about a year after the earthquake:

“Alah habih se dana bantuan tuw?”
[Is the aid money used up then?]
A. D. (in Minang), September 15, 2010, https://eses.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=150082618357567&id=28416
5080149&comment_id=1395297&offset=0&total_comments=16

“Jangan mengandalkan APBD...fungsikan BUMD...cari investor... semoga
dana yang masuk betul2 di gunakan pada tempatnya... jadilah pemimpin
yang jujur...dan bersih...InsyaAllah Sumbar pulih total...”
[Don’t trust in the regional budget . . . make the state owned companies
work . . . find investors . . and let’s hope the money that comes in is really
used where it should be . . . the government should be honest . . . and clean
[from corruption] . . . God willing, West Sumatra will recover completely .
. .”]
M. H. (in Indonesian), September 15, 2010. https://eses.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=150082618357567&id=28416
5080149&comment_id=1395297&offset=0&total_comments=16

“Kami ndak pernah dapek bantuan tuh satu sen pun.”
[We haven’t gotten one cent of that aid.]
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Umat Nabi Muhammad [“Follower of the Prophet Muhammad”], (mixed
Minang and Indonesian), September 15, 2010. https://eses.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=150082618357567&id=28416
5080149&comment_id=1395297&offset=0&total_comments=16

“Pitih bantuan dak sampai katangan kami doh.”
[No aid money has reached our hand.]
Z. S., (in Minang), September 15, 2010. https://eses.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=150082618357567&id=28416
5080149&comment_id=1395297&offset=0&total_comments=16

“Heran.....kalau diakhirat nanti ditanyo ttg bantuan gampo ko, anta kabaa
dijaweknyo....”
[I’m surprised . . . when they’re asked about this earthquake aid in the next
world, how will they answer . . .”]
R. J., (in Minang), September 15, 2010. https://eses.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=150082618357567&id=28416
5080149&comment_id=1395297&offset=0&total_comments=16

The participants in this discussion seemed to be at a loss to explain why they and others
have not received aid they felt entitled to. Another individual, who posted a comment on
a Facebook site containing an article about earthquake aid from a local newspaper that
discussed transparency in the distribution of support shortly after the event, felt he had a
clear idea of what was going on.

“Di posko nagari sicincin, bantuan yang sampai kepada yg berhak,
banyak yang terpotong. Hilang ditengah jalan, dijual sama pedagang dan
banyak juga petugas posko yang membawa diam2 bantuan gempa.... kok
tak ada edit bantuan ya???? kolusi, korupsi dan nepotisme bukan hal yang
aneh di posko....”
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[At the earthquake post in Sicincin [an area just outside the northern city
limit of Padang), a lot of the aid was cut before it reached those who were
entitled to it. It disappeared on route, sold off to traders and a lot of people
working at the post stole the aid. How come no one is auditing the money?
Collusion, corruption and nepotism are not unusual at the earthquake
posts.]
H. I. M., (in Indonesian), December 10, 2009. https://idid.facebook.com/notes/pusat-informasi-gempa-sumbar/transparansi-danagempa-jadi-isu-hari-anti-korupsi-disumbar/200648342530?comment_id=8229716&offset=0&total_comments
=3

Not long after the earthquake on November 13, 2009, Wisran Hadi (now deceased), a
very well-known author and screenwriter from Padang, published a cynical short story in
Minang on the Kaba Minang discussion forum entitled “Curiga Indak tapi Hati Badatak .
. .” [I Am Not Suspicious but My Heart Is Pounding . . .]. The piece, which is extremely
critical of the authorities, has a man going to visit a friend whom he has not seen since the
earthquake only to find the friend is ill and cannot leave the house. In describing his
experiences following the disaster, the sick man says:

“Sajak gampo kapatangko banyak lurah, walinagari nan sakik bantuak
urang dapek sakaw. Satiok kalua pitih lauak pauak dari Pemda, kutiko ka
dibagian ka masyarakat nan korban gampo, lurah sakik, walinagari
damam, walijorong
paniang. Kasudahannyo pitih lauak pauak indak jadi dibagian doh,” kato
Atang.”
[Since the earthquake, many neighbourhood heads and district heads seem
to be sick. Any time money is released for food aid for earthquake victims
by the local government, whenever it is supposed to be handed out to the
people who survived the quake, suddenly the neighbourhood head is ill,
the district head has a fever, the local representative is having dizzy spells.
In the end, no money is ever distributed,” said Atang.]
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The character Atang continues:

“Kutiko gampo nan dek sari, banyak urang nan tibo-tibo jadi kayo.
Dipareso-pareso, tanyato barang bantuan gampo tu nan dilegonyo.
Jujurselah Jila!” kato Atang.
[“A day after the earthquake, a lot of people suddenly became rich. When
you look into it, it turns out they have been selling off the earthquake aid.
They should just be honest!” said Atang.]
Wisran Hadi, (in Minang), Kaba Minang, November 13, 2009.
http://kabaminang.blogspot.com.au/2009/11/curiga-indak-tapi-hatibadatak.html

Wisran Hadi was a very influential writer whose wife is a descendant of the now defunct
Minang royal family. It is likely this his opinion, as expressed in this piece, influenced
many readers’ interpretation of events surrounding the distribution of aid to earthquake
victims.

By 2012, three full years after the earthquake, members of the public were still
complaining about a lack of the aid promised to them to repair their houses that were
damaged in the disaster. One resident of a neighborhood in the northern part of the city
made the following statement on the Minang Forum discussion site.

“Alah ampek tahap bantuan gampo ko turun. Tiok tahap rumah ambo
dipareso fasilitator. Tapi hasilnyo sampai kini indak ado. Kami liek
lansuang di lapangan, tanah kosong dapek bantuan. Sadangkan rumah
kami nan jaleh-jaleh rusak indak tacatat sabagai panarimo bantuan doh.
Makonyo kami minta kaadilan ka Pak Gubernur.”
[There have been four phases of earthquake aid. My house has been
inspected in each phase, but there has still been no result. We have seen it
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happen, an empty lot gets aid, while our house, while is obviously
damaged, has not been certified to receive aid. So we are demanding
justice from the Governor.]
J., (in Minang), October 23, 2012. http://www.minangforum.com/ThreadRumah-Dipareso-Hasil-Indak-Ado

While members of the public were greatly concerned with corruption in relation to the
distribution of aid and the lack of oversight by local government, they were prepared to
provide non-material aid to victims themselves. There were no significant demands that
the local government set up the means for people to obtain information about friends and
relatives who may have been victims of the quake, for example. Instead, they created
informal networks for this purpose themselves using social media. A Facebook page
entitled Gempa Minang Kabau 30 September 2009 [Minangkabau Earthquake 30
September 2009] contains numerous offers to provide information to others about the
whereabouts of people thought to have been affected by the disaster and also information
about how to contact various organizations for help. Some examples are reproduced
below. The original postings included full names, telephone numbers, and in one case a
bank account number for donations, all of which have been censored here:

“Tim MISI Kemanusiaan di Koodinator Oleh : D. D. & C. A. Mengajak
Teman-Teman dalam AMAL Misi Kemanusiaan ini, Fisik/Materi. Kami
berangkat dengan Pesawat via Pekanbaru untuk membantu tim evakuasi
dan menyampaikan bantuan berupa Sembako yang sesuai dengan Dana
yang terkumpul. Partisipasi Rekening BCA No.: 3051364102 a/n D. D.,
mohon konfirmasinya ke HP: 021-xxxxxxxx, 021xxxxxxxx.”
[The Humanitarian Mission Team is coordinated by D. D. and C. A.. We
invite our friends to take part in this mission of humanitarian charity in
providing physical/material support. We are travelling by air from
Pekanbaru [a city in the neighboring province of Riau where many Minang
live] to help the evacuation teams and distribute food aid bought with the
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funds we collected. Those who want to take part can deposit to the
following account: Bank Central Asia Account No.: 3xxxxxxxxx in the
name of D. D. Please let us know about your donation by calling the
following mobile numbers: 021-xxxxxxxx, 021xxxxxxxx.”]
Posted in Indonesian on October 2, 2009.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Gempa-Minang-Kabau-30-September2009/144458888492

Another contributor offered the following information:

“Bagi teman2 yang masih belum memperoleh berita mengenai keluarga
dan rumahnya di Padang, bisa minta tolong ke E. K. di nomor 081xxxxxxx,
dia berangkat hari ini dengan tim Wapres dan poskonya mungkin di
Gubernuran.”
[For anyone who has not heard from family at home in Padang, you can
contact E. K. on 081xxxxxxx. He is leaving today with the Vice
President’s team and will probably be at the earthquake post at the
governor’s office.]
Posted in Indonesian, on October 2, 2009.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Gempa-Minang-Kabau-30-September2009/144458888492

Still others offered to help personally, such as the following contributor:

“Dear temans, Mana tau ada teman2 yang memerlukan info ataupun
bantuan lainnya dapat menghubungi HP saya (24 jam): 0811 xx xxxx
(Halo) 0815 xxxx xxxx (Mentari) 0818 xx xxxx (XL) 0761 xxxxxxx (Flexi)
0751 xxxx xxx (Flexi) Salam dan terima kasih H. H.”
[Dear Friends, If you know of anyone who needs information or other
assistance, they can call my mobile phones (24 hours a day): 0811 xx xxxx
(Halo) 0815 xxxx xxxx (Mentari) 0818 xx xxxx (XL) 0761 xxxxxxx
(Flexi) 0751 xxxx xxx (Flexi). Thank you and regards, H. H.]
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Posted in Indonesian, October 1, 2009.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Gempa-Minang-Kabau-30-September2009/144458888492

To many individuals, the responsibility of the government following the earthquake
extended to providing immediate support to those affected and rebuilding the city in the
longer term following the event. Interpersonal support, such as in contacting relatives and
finding out what was going on, was largely seen as coming through friendships, family
connections, and ethnic networks. The above posts, for example, are directed at anyone
who needs help by individuals, many of whom are Minang but who live outside of West
Sumatra. They are anxious to help members of their broader ethnic community. This is
the usual pattern of behaviour in the Malay world; in times of trouble, individuals close
ranks to outsiders and turn to extended family, then friends, and then members of the
community or those who share an ethnic origin for mutual aid and support (see Fanany
and Fanany, 2013, for a discussion of this.)

The problems associated with distribution of earthquake aid and later corruption, when
the details of the scale of misuse began to emerge, were widely commented on in the
blogosphere, often with inflammatory or accusatory headlines.

Drakula Bantuan Gempa
[Earthquake Aid Vampires]
Sarihbulih.cc.co, Blog (in Indonesian), June 14, 2010.
http://saribulih.wordpress.com/2010/06/14/drakula-bantuan-gempa/
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This post opened with the following comment:

“Ganasnya alam, sepertinya tidak disikapi bijak oleh berbagai pihak.
Penawar duka yang dianggarkan untuk para korban gempa, malahan
disulap untuk kepentingan pribadi. Mereka ini, tak ubahnya seperti
Drakula yang tega menghisap darah orang tak berdaya.”
[The viciousness of nature seemingly cannot be addressed by policy at any
level. The support that has been allocated to earthquake victims has been
taken over for personal interests. The people who do this are no different
from Dracula who drank the blood of his helpless victims.]

Other bloggers commented on another issue that has appeared from time to time in West
Sumatra and other parts of Indonesia in connection with foreign aid, namely the problem
of Kristenisasi [Christianization] or proselytizing by faith-based organizations in the
guise of providing aid. One blogger entitled his post on this topic “Ada ‘Udang’ di Balik
Gempa” [literally, There is a ‘Shrimp’ Behind the Earthquake] (Abatasa, 2009). The title
refers to a proverbial phrase common in Indonesian, udang di balik batu [a shrimp behind
a rock], that means ‘having an ulterior motive.’ The ‘shrimp’ this writer refers to is a
desire to convert Muslims to Christianity, which he believes was the main motivation
behind aid provided to earthquake victims.

Another writer addressed this issue in his blog as well. In an undated post entitled
“Kristenisasi Saat Gempa Padang” [Kristenisasi during the Padang Earthquake], the
blogger wrote:

“Awas kristenisasi ada di sekeliling kita, mereka memanfaatkan berbagai
situasi yang menurut mereka menguntungkan. Ranah minang akan selalu
berpegang "adek basandi sarak, sarak basandi kitabullah."
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[Beware of Christianization all around us. They use any situation that they
see as advantageous to them. The Minang world must always hold onto
[the proverb] “Adat [traditional law and custom] is based on religious law
and religious law is based on the Holy Book.]
O. P., (mix of Minang and Indonesian),
http://andalas1984.blogspot.com.au/2010/02/kristenisasi-pada-saat-gempapadang.html

The concern about Christian missionary activities in the guise of earthquake aid was very
prevalent in the social media and on YouTube in the period following the earthquake and
can be seen as representing the other side of the religious response to the event (which
centreed on seeking a religious explanation for the disaster and associated losses as well
as seeking mystical signs that might predict such occurrences in the future). This issue
was not picked up by the traditional media, however, and it is likely that claims of
bloggers, such as that foreign aid workers were caught distributing copies of the New
Testament to children in quake affected areas, were highly exaggerated (Abatasa 2009).

In fact, the traditional media was much more concerned with reporting the situation of
quake victims and the evolving corruption cases related to the provision of aid. In
addition, activities of the local government in planning for future disasters continues to be
heavily covered, as described above, and all local newspapers have information about
earthquakes and tsunamis on their front page every day. This takes the form of a listing of
recent events and an indication of whether the Geological Agency has indicated the
potential for tsunami. This information is listed alongside similar updates on prayer times
in the local areas and prices of basic necessities in local markets.
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Discussion
As might be expected, a significant part of Padang’s disaster management (as with that
for any location) requires the assessment of risk. One of the difficulties with accurately
assessing risk, however, is accounting for the subjective component of any such
assessment that derives from experience, interpretation, and priorities of those involved.
Without taking such considerations into account, the lack of earthquake-related
prevention measures and contingency planning in the decades before the earthquake, and
indeed after the earthquake, may be baffling at first glance, considering the frequency of
earthquakes in West Sumatra. The fact that earthquakes are a regular occurrence in this
part of Indonesia may have contributed to them being seen as a situation and not as a
problem – a perception that seems difficult to support when considering the 2009 disaster
in hindsight. However, it is more understandable in light of the fact that there had not
been an earthquake of that magnitude in such close proximity to a major city in Indonesia
for many years and possibly none within historical memory. This, combined with the
New Order-era tendency (discussed in Chapter 6) to focus on more visible and “exciting”
areas of development, meant that preparation for this type of event was low on the
agendas of all levels of government in the context of national and regional development.
Sustainable development issues in this context are discussed in further depth in Chapter 8.

In the case of post-disaster planning in Padang, it is notable that the possibility of a
tsunami features more prominently than future earthquakes. Historical evidence suggests
that a 2004-style tsunami disaster is unlikely to occur in Padang: in addition to the
experience of the 2010 Mentawai tsunami, in which the city escaped its effects entirely, it
is interesting to note that the Minangkabau language has words for various kinds of
natural disasters such as earthquakes (gampo), floods (banjia or aia gadang), whirlwinds
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(putiang baliuang); volcanoes (gunuang api), landslides (longsor) and mudslides
(galodo)3, but borrowed the word “tsunami” from English, which itself borrowed it from
Japanese. Nonetheless, the fear of such an event remains high among the public. It is
likely that this is attributable, directly or indirectly, to the Indian Ocean tsunami. In
addition to the more obvious factors like West Sumatra’s geographical proximity to Aceh
and the fact that many people in Padang have relatives living there, the Indian Ocean
tsunami was one of the most extensively reported-on disasters of all time. The event and
its aftermath received a very large amount of traditional media coverage by Indonesian
and international outlets, and at least as much discussion on the internet. The Indian
Ocean tsunami is, then, an example of a new kind of focusing event that did not exist
when Kingdon’s (1984) policy stream model was created – the internet and social media
allow a news story, or elements of it, to persist long after they have fallen out of the
traditional news media, thus greatly extending such a story’s influence on the problem
stream. This focusing event was, in effect, ongoing and constantly renewed, and as such
its impact has been especially wide-reaching and long-lasting.

Additionally, a number of the foreign aid agencies that have become involved in Padang
since the earthquake also have a high degree of focus on tsunamis. In some cases, this
focus has taken on a degree of “solution waiting for a problem,” with many of their
recommendations and publications implying that any coastal area is automatically at risk
of a tsunami. This again may be understandable in the context of the 2004 event. The
magnitude of destruction and loss of life catalyzed major aid efforts involving dozens of
3

Galodo specifically refers to a situation where water, rocks, and mud are forced down mountain slopes.
Traditionally, this is known to occur in conjunction with earthquakes or volcanic eruptions, in areas where
talago [small volcanic lakes that form high in the mountains] are present. These small lakes, that are created
when land movement allows water to collect, often burst during an earthquake or volcanic eruptions and are
responsible for deaths and destructions of villages on the mountains slopes on a regular basis. For example,
galodo that overwhelmed a village in the Pesisir Selatan region just south of Padang in February 2013
destroyed 38 houses and caused an estimated 2.6 billion rupiah of damage (Pos Metro Padang, 2013b).
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participating organizations and governments and seemingly alerted the world to a
previously unanticipated type of event. The advice and encouragement to address a
potential tsunami originating from international organizations seems to have had a
significant impact on government policy in Indonesia at both the national and local level,
which may be attributable to simple electoral considerations: acceptance and use of aid
that is being offered will inevitably be seen as taking decisive action and addressing the
effects of the disaster. This perception is independent of actual recommendations and
conditions to a certain extent, but the widespread fear of tsunamis among members of the
public undoubtedly makes the dominance of tsunami-related measures in the policy
stream more acceptable. Open elections taken part in by dozens of political parties have
been a feature of post-New Order Indonesia, and this political environment has made it
especially important for elected officials to be seen as working for the public and
addressing its needs and issues.

Examination of the public’s reaction to disaster management issues reveals interesting
features of their concerns. While there was extensive discussion of corruption and
mismanagement of aid and reconstruction efforts, such as the quoted complaints about
funds and resources not being distributed, the circumstances that led to aid and
reconstruction being required in the first place appeared very rarely. The constant
attention paid to corruption-related issues since the Reformasi era has undoubtedly
contributed to this (see Chapter 6). However, corruption issues relating to disaster aid
seem to have generated significantly more anger than those relating to PDAM Padang.
One reason for this may simply be that the amount of aid being provided by various
organizations was large, and each donation was heavily publicized. This may have served
to focus the attention of the public on what was done with these funds and how they were
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handled by the authorities responsible for their distribution. A second factor likely related
to the fact that the aid available was intended to address immediate problems which
people viewed as imminent threats, such as repairing houses made uninhabitable by the
disaster, that were vital for their survival. In many cases, especially where whole
neighborhoods were levelled, the scope of the disaster far exceeded what traditional
social networks were able to cope with. Water, by contrast, could be found or collected by
individuals who needed it, using means that are traditionally viewed as acceptable in the
region (collecting rain water, using surface water, digging an individual well, and so
forth). While members of the public in Padang are generally willing to use their own
initiative to supply their basic needs and are tolerant of health impacting situations that
might be unacceptable to populations elsewhere in the world, those needs that are viewed
as being the responsibility of the government are currently subject to increasing scrutiny,
and it is the case that corruption in the public sector tends to be viewed as an issue of
importance that equates to the success or failure of a government agency or individual.
This is in contrast to the situation during the New Order when corruption was a
significant feature of the national government but was not, and could not be, addressed
because of the authoritarian nature of that government. For this reason, details of
corruption cases fill the current media on a daily basis and remain a subject of intense
interest to the public.

Returning to the fact that the public tended not to blame the local government for not
anticipating the potential of a large earthquake and addressing it through disaster
planning, this may also reflect a historical lack of trust in the authority’s abilities to deal
with such matters largely because such problems have tended to be left to individual
initiative. This is likely related to the fact that development in Indonesia in general, as
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well as in West Sumatra and Padang specifically, has tended to focus on fostering
economic growth, and environmental health issues have not been seen as supporting this
goal. For this reason, it has often been seen as more beneficial, for example, to allow
industries to be established in an urban area than to enforce building codes that might
protect the health of the public in those neighborhoods. Nonetheless, while tolerated by
the public, the lack of effective government investment in infrastructure has often been
problematic for the same industries required for economic growth.

In Padang, for example, Semen Padang [Padang Cement] is the largest example of heavy
industry in operation. Frustrated by interruptions to electricity, the company built its own
electrical plant using the hot steam produced by the cement making process to generate
power. This required an investment of 200 billion rupiah but increased the company’s
efficiency, saving 33 billion rupiah per year and reducing the company’s dependence on
PLN, the public electricity company, which amounted to 100 MW of power (Kontan,
2012).

It is also worth noting that West Sumatra, like many parts of Indonesia, only gained
widespread access to electricity in the 1970s, as a result of national development
initiatives undertaken by the New Order government. While Padang itself was ahead of
this, having had a certain amount of infrastructure dating back to the period of Dutch
colonization, the majority of the public was living in a much more traditional
environment until very recently. Even today, for example, it is common to find poorer
households and small businesses using kerosene lanterns for illumination at night. Water,
as noted in Chapter 6, has generally been obtainable by the majority of the public through
its own devices. This has contributed to a situation where risk reduction, either through
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regulation and enforcement or through advance planning (as in the case of potential
natural disaster), has not been expected of the government, and recent experience with
natural disaster does not seemed to have changed this perception. It is perhaps for this
reason that the public in Padang has been largely uncritical of the lack of preparedness on
the part of the government and of inefficiency in reacting to the situation. In the case of
disaster aid to assist recovery, however, longstanding experience with corruption seems to
have sensitized the public where funding is an issue, which in turn has made corruption in
distributing aid a much more important issue than preparedness and risk reduction.

Summary
Disaster management in Padang is a textbook example of the interactions between the
spheres of politics, society, and science. Every aspect of the situation, from preparation
and planning for disasters to the aftermath of the earthquake to the public response to
scandals, is strongly influenced by the characteristics of the culture and its views on
economics, development, and politics. This has contributed to many of the shortcomings
or ineffective elements of disaster management in Padang, including the content of the
policy and problem streams. Analysis of these streams also reveals the significant role of
both traditional and new media in shaping issues and perceptions, some aspects of which
are recent developments and did not exist at the time of the original formulation of the
policy stream approach.
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Chapter 8
Discussion

This chapter provides more in-depth discussion of the issues presented in Chapters 5, 6,
and 7 in relation to risk, resilience, and sustainable development. These dimensions are
considered specifically from the point of view of the DPSEEA framework developed by
the WHO (Kjellstrom, 2007) and in the context of Kingdon’s (1984) policy stream
analysis.

DPSEEA Framework
The Driving Forces–Pressures–State–Exposure–Effects–Action [DPSEEA] framework
was developed by the WHO. It allows for the identification of pathways by which policy
or actions at the driving force level are related to human exposures and health effects
(Kjellstrom and Corvalan, 1995; Corvalan et al., 1996). The criteria for environmental
health indicators that are included in this framework must be relevant and have the ability
to provide meaningful information; they must be transparent, testable, and scientifically
valid; and they must be sensitive to real change but sufficiently robust to not react to
minor changes in the sources of data (Briggs, 1999).

Kjellstrom et al. (2007) identified a set of DPSEEA factors that relate directly to this
study because they apply to urban settings and take into account the broader social
determinants of health. At the time of the 2009 earthquake of interest here, Padang had
experienced rapid development and urbanisation leading to a ‘risk transition’ (Smith,
1990) that was intensified by the natural disaster. Table 2 below describes the DPSEEA
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factors relating to the Padang earthquake by integrating the framework described by
Kjellstrom et al. (2007) with factors unique to this location and its context.

Table 2: DPSEEA Factors relating to the 2009 Padang earthquake
DPSEEA Level

Indicator

Issues in Padang

Driving Forces

Population size and

Demographic change in the

structure

form of natural increase and
domestic migration

Population density

Urbanization; lack of
available land

Economic level and growth

Regional income; regional

(GDP)

competitiveness

Types of economic activity

Urban/rural development;

and trade

traditional economic
activity versus modern
economic activity

Pressures

Health and environment

Lack of urban planning and

policies and legislation

design

Technology use

High demand; lack of
infrastructure; technological
leapfrogging

Agricultural land use

Lack of resource
conservation; expanding
urban area

Water use and access

Emergence of deprived
urban areas; infrastructure
degradation

Availability of sanitation

Lack of infrastructure
development

Solid waste volume and

Lack of infrastructure

management

development

Existence of vector

Ineffective earthquake
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breeding sites

reconstruction; lack of
urban planning relating to
development

State of the Environment

Climate, trends

Earthquake zone; tropical
region; high rainfall; land
degradation

Exposures

Specific disease vectors

Endemic mosquito species

Effects

Specific environmental

Rising morbidity;

effects

decreasing water quality

General health situation

Psychological trauma;
stress; changes in risk
perception; lack of
resilience

Actions

Policies and programs for

Development of new

prevention at each DPSEEA policies under regional
level

autonomy; interest in
sustainable development

Adapted from: Kjellstrom et al. (2007)

Consideration of the DPSEEA factors and associated issues in Padang, as described in
chapters 5, 6, and 7 above, indicates that, at the time of the earthquake, the city was
already facing a number of driving forces, pressures, exposures, and effects that were
compounded or intensified by the earthquake. Many of these factors, such as
demographic change, increasing population density, rapid urbanization, lack of planning,
lack of infrastructure relating to water and sanitation, and so forth, are characteristic of
Indonesia in general and emerged gradually over the 33 years of the New Order
government. Development [pembangunan] was a central concern of this government,
headed by President Suharto, and Indonesia did make enormous progress in the provision
of infrastructure during this time. The highly centralized administrative structure
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facilitated the implementation of the sectors the government viewed as most necessary for
economic improvement, which included electricity, roads, and health and education
infrastructure.

Under the New Order, the city of Padang, as the capital of the province of West Sumatra,
benefitted considerably from these national development objectives, as did other regional
cities of similar size and importance. Prior to the development initiatives of the New
Order, a great deal of the municipal infrastructure in use dated from the period of Dutch
colonization which ended when the Japanese occupied Indonesia during World War II.
Dutch control in West Sumatra was never as complete as in Java and some other parts of
the country. Nonetheless, the main roads and rail system still in use in the region today
were built during colonial times. The municipal water system in Padang was laid down by
the Dutch as well. As emerged following the earthquake, many of the city’s water mains
dated from this period and were severely damaged by the event. Newer water
infrastructure serving more recently developed parts of the city fared better. However,
many of the oldest neighborhoods in the central business district remain without city
water four years after the event.

As discussed in Chapter 6, while there was some public discussion about water problems
following the earthquake, public outrage was surprisingly limited, considering the lack of
services and difficulty of daily life without a reliable water source. This highlights an
interesting aspect of public reaction. It appears that the public in Indonesia is very tolerant
of poor service and the associated lack of responsibility on the part of the government
when the issue in question is one where the traditional lifestyle of the region supplies
what is seen as a viable alternative. This is likely an effect of the very rapid social change
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the region has experienced and the fact that attitudes towards self-sufficiency have not yet
had a chance to change.

Padang and West Sumatra are tropical (the equator runs through the northern part of the
province). Water is plentiful all year long, and frequent and heavy rains are the norm.
Historically, the public has had no difficulty obtaining water for domestic use and has
accepted the use of ambient water for all such purposes. For this reason, there has been
almost no attention to water quality as an aspect of health in this area. In the past, water
was not seen by much of the public as an issue for government regulation or provision,
despite cities and larger towns of the region having reticulated systems for some of their
population run by the regional drinking water companies [PDAM]. For many residents of
Padang specifically, access to city water has been recent with many suburbs lacking
connections to the system. This part of the public is accustomed to using water from other
sources, and, in fact, new housing complexes constructed outside the city centre have
provided a well for each new home built. Many people collect rainwater, a practice that
has increased greatly since the earthquake, and poorer residents in some areas use river
water for their domestic needs.

Since the inception of Regional Autonomy in 2001, the responsibility for development
has fallen to the municipal government of Padang, which has required it to take
responsibility for a range of services that were previously managed by higher levels of
government. In the case of water, the local PDAM comes under the jurisdiction of the
city, but there has been little inducement for the city to implement more efficient or
extensive services because the public does not demand these things. Water has not
generally been seen as being required for increased economic activity, despite the fact
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that various local industries require water for their manufacturing processes. Like the rest
of the public, these businesses have generally been willing and able to satisfy their water
needs, either through the city system or from their own wells or other sources.

Considering this issue in the context of Kingdon’s (1984) policy stream model, it is
apparent that water issues do not figure as part of the problem stream in Padang. That is,
neither individuals nor the government itself seem to feel that addressing the city’s water
problems is worthy of the time, resources, and attention this would require. One feature of
the Reformasi [Reform] era was a loosening of restrictions on the press, which resulted in
significant expansion of discussion of political and social problems. Water is not, and
never has been, the subject of any significant discussion of this type. It is for this reason
that the issue of water has largely been absent from the political and policy streams as
well. Regional Autonomy in Indonesia has also been characterized by direct election of
local and national government officials, which has meant that issues of interest to the
public have figured prominently in the political arena and have rapidly been translated
into policy as politicians and parties have strived to remain in office. While it is highly
likely that, in another part of the world, water issues such as those experienced in Padang
following the earthquake would be central issues in terms of problem, politics, and policy,
the public in Indonesia seems to accept that people may have to take personal
responsibility for this essential resource.

The situation for dengue hemorrhagic fever is similar to that for water. The earthquake
was followed by significant increases in the incidence of dengue and also reports of the
disease appearing in parts of the city where it had not been common before. This has been
associated with the availability of new mosquito breeding sites in areas where earthquake
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rubble has not been removed and where damaged buildings are standing but are not in
use. However, dengue has been endemic in Padang for decades and does not represent a
new threat. While the public has been concerned about the increased incidence, the
disease itself is known and recognized. Historically, it has been difficult to raise public
awareness of the link between the presence of mosquitoes and the occurrence of dengue,
despite longstanding health promotion campaigns addressing this issue, perhaps because
both the disease and its vector have always been present in the environment and hence are
accepted as inevitable aspects of human experience in this area.

While dengue has not yet entered the problem stream to a significant extent in Padang,
there is some indication that this may change in the future as the earthquake resulted in
the occurrence of dengue in parts of the city that had not previously been affected. Prior
to the disaster, dengue had been most closely associated with denser, lower income
residential areas. After the earthquake, which affected neighborhoods across the
socioeconomic spectrum, cases of dengue began to appear in more affluent parts of the
city. Residents of these locations were more concerned about the disease than those in
areas where it had been common prior to this time. The city government responded to this
as a political issue by fogging affected areas and increasing surveillance. These measures
were occasionally used before the earthquake but were not carried out in a systematic
way. It remains to be seen whether dengue will increase in importance as a problem that
demands the attention of the city government in the form of additional action and policy,
but this is a possible outcome, especially as a broader cross section of the public is
increasingly affected.
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The earthquake exacerbated existing problems with water and disease in Padang but
represented a crisis point at which the full range of drivers, pressures, and other factors
converged. While Padang and West Sumatra experience frequent earthquakes as part of
the Ring of Fire, the 2009 event was the first time an earthquake of this magnitude
occurred so near the city. Prior to the event, little attention had been paid to either city
planning or disaster management, and, as a result, there were few resources in place to
deal with the number of deaths and injuries and the high level of damage. The residents of
Padang were accustomed to earthquakes before this event, but damage was generally
minor, and it was unusual for casualties or deaths to occur. The 2009 earthquake, because
of its size, location, and destructive force, gave rise to a number of significant changes in
Padang and brought several new issues to the forefront as the population began to recover
from the disaster.

As noted in Chapter 7, the earthquake resulted in an influx of aid from foreign donors, as
well as from sources within Indonesia. Padang, which had been relatively isolated from
the international environment before the event, quickly became a target of a range of
organizations interested in disaster management and eager to contribute to the
reconstruction of the city. Many of these agencies and organizations had participated in
the aid efforts following the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004 and viewed tsunamis that
might be associated with earthquakes as the most significant threat to the city. This
situation had a number of longer term impacts. These included a more or less permanent
presence of foreign aid organizations in Padang focussed on tsunami awareness. In the
months and years following the earthquake, this seems to have served to heighten the
awareness of tsunamis triggered by the 2004 tsunami in Aceh among the public and to
suggest to many individuals that such an event is imminent. While there may be some
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value in tsunami awareness, the fear of such an event among members of the public
appears to have overshadowed concern about earthquakes, which history has shown to be
much more common and potentially dangerous, or other environmental health threats that
already exist. Tsunami readiness has thus distorted the problem stream in Padang and has
been addressed by the city government in policy to the point where it often overshadows
other environmental health and development issues.

A second impact of the 2009 earthquake is visible in community resilience in Padang.
Since the event, there have been increasing signs that the social structures of the
Minangkabau community that occupies this region of Indonesia may not be capable of
providing the level of resilience required to recover from the disaster. Resilience, at the
community level, is usually defined as the ability to resist and recover from an acute
event without outside assistance (see Zhou et al., 2010). Resilience has been closely
linked to culture which changes slowly and may not respond to planning and policies (see
Reich et al., 2010). In the case of Padang, the period following the earthquake has been
characterized by periodic panics relating to “impending” natural disasters, the emergence
of conspiracy theories, and a lack of enthusiasm to repair and reconstruct damage.
Resilience will be discussed further below.

A third impact of the earthquake has been increased attention to city planning and disaster
management in general, which has entered the problem stream since the earthquake and
has received significant attention from the city government. Much of the impetus for this,
however, has come from national attention and support for tsunami awareness. The 2004
Indian Ocean tsunami served as a focusing event, at both the national and local level.
This, in turn, led to the designation of Padang as one of the Indonesian cities most
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vulnerable to tsunami by the national disaster management agency and has kept this issue
at the forefront of local government concern. At present, disaster management planning is
proceeding slowly in Padang, but it is important to note that the city government has
faced cultural barriers in implementing this kind of plan. These will be discussed further
below in the context of sustainable development.

While direct changes to the living environment that had an immediate health impact, such
as the water situation and incidence of dengue, did not become major issues within the
problem stream as a result of the earthquake, the event focused public attention on
corruption in various agencies of the local government. While public expectations for
government-provided services tend to be low in Padang, residents are increasingly
concerned with corruption as an abrogation of responsibility on the part of elected and
appointed officials. This is very much in line with reactions around Indonesia as
sensitivity to corruption has risen steadily since the end of the New Order government. It
is possible to view this as a reaction to the situation under the New Order when corruption
was institutionalized at the highest levels of government and set up an environment where
those in positions of power were able to use their status for personal enrichment at every
level of governance. While many Indonesian and outside observers had hoped that
Regional Autonomy would lessen the incidence of corruption at lower levels of
governance as it has been hypothesized that this is one possible outcome of
decentralization (see, among others: Fisman and Gatti, 2002; Lessmann and Markwardt,
2010), the opposite has occurred in many parts of Indonesia. In fact, Regional Autonomy
seems to have multiplied the opportunities for corruption in many locations, and the large
number of high profile indictments seems to have little impact on those who have the
opportunity to engage in such behaviour. In any case, corruption that emerged in Padang
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following the earthquake, particularly the cases relating to the distribution of aid to
survivors, served for many members of the public to reinforce a scepticism toward the
government and perhaps also to encourage them to seek solutions to their own problems,
rather than rely on government services.

The DPSEEA factors that relate to the 2009 earthquake and general environmental health
context in Padang describe a situation of risk transition that was not anticipated before the
event. On the one hand, Indonesia in general over the past several decades had succeeded
in reducing morbidity and mortality from infectious disease and had made progress
towards the control of vector-borne disease as well, especially malaria. Development
efforts, which largely focused on economic development, greatly increased per capita
income and opportunity, and Indonesia’s middle class is growing rapidly and is expected
to reach 141 million people by 2020 (Bellman, 2013). Padang benefitted greatly from this
change and has historically been a prosperous region, despite being located far from the
capital, Jakarta. On the other hand, like many Indonesian cities, the tendency to view
development only in economic terms has led to intensive, but unplanned and
unmonitored, concentration of services and population in the city. Lack of attention to
infrastructure to support economic activity and population growth, coupled with the city’s
inherent vulnerability to earthquakes and other natural events, has created new risk from
disaster that includes injury and death to individuals, but also massive damage to the built
environment that has the potential to cripple economic activity and growth. The 2009
earthquake had a disproportionate impact for this reason: it represented the manifestation
of a new, previously unrecognized level of risk, that had not been planned for and that
was beyond the capability of existing political, social, and cultural systems to address.
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Risk and Risk Perception
Risk perception tends to be complex and may reflect different considerations, depending
on the group or individual assessing a particular situation. The literature suggests that
there are three main paradigms that relate to risk perception: the psychometric paradigm,
which centres on individual cognitive factors (see Hayakawa et al., 2000; Slovic and
Weber, 2002; Bronfman and Cifuentes, 2003); the social amplification of risk framework
(SARF) which holds that the experience of risk is more significant than any real harm that
may result, and that social change that occurs as a result of some hazardous event may
lead to social change (see Kasperson and Kasperson, 1991; Renn et al., 1992); and the
linkage of risk perception to cultural significance of the hazardous event (see Douglas and
Wildavasky, 1992; Tansey and O’Riordan, 1999). These three paradigms provide insight
into different dimensions of risk perception and are all applicable to the 2009 Padang
earthquake of interest here.

At the individual level, the earthquake was deeply significant to the average resident of
the city. This community, like communities across Indonesia, had been sensitized to
natural disaster by the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami that devastated parts of the province of
Aceh located some 900 kilometers to the north. Although Padang was not affected by this
event, the massive aid effort, both nationally and internationally, combined with
continuing and intensive news coverage, kept the disaster in the minds of Indonesians for
years, as reportage of the ongoing rehabilitation effort continued to generate interest long
after the event. For the average person in Padang, the idea that a tsunami might occur and
result in widespread damage and death came to play a central role in the
conceptualization of risk from natural disaster. In many cases, this perception excludes
other kinds of risk that are currently present or might be more likely to result. The fact
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that a tsunami that occurred struck the island of Mentawai (part of the province of West
Sumatra) but had no effect at all in Padang did not serve to change this general idea that
the city was most at risk from a tsunami. This perception seems to have been reinforced
by concern at the national level about a number of coastal cities assumed to be at risk of
tsunami, of which Padang is one.

Despite the frequent occurrence of earthquakes, prior to the emergence of tsunamis as a
potential threat, these events tended not to generate a great deal of concern in residents of
Padang. Earthquakes were a well-understood phenomenon that people were historically
familiar with and, while potentially causing damage, injury and death, were generally
seen as manageable. The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, along with the large-scale
international and national interest that followed, seems to have suggested to people in
Padang that this hitherto unknown and unconsidered type of natural disaster should be the
greatest concern. This reaction fits with the psychometric paradigm which suggests that
the higher the level of perceived danger and lack of control, the more people are likely to
be concerned about a potential threat (Slovic and Weber, 2002) and this level of fear is
associated with distortion of risk associated with a potential event (Slovic, 1987).

This distortion of perceived risk from tsunamis is easily observable in Padang. In fact, the
risk posed by earthquakes tends to generate very little concern in itself, even though it
was an earthquake that devastated the city in 2009. Instead, each earthquake that occurs in
the city seems to act as a sign that a tsunami must be imminent, generating widespread
fear. At present, this perception of risk frequently causes general panic and has been
observed to feed conspiracy theories. This issue will be discussed further below, as this
type of reaction is related to resilience at the community level and can be seen as an
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indicator of the ability to adapt to and recover from the 2009 earthquake which served as
a trigger for this reaction.

Considering community reaction in the form of social change as anticipated by the SARF
model, the 2009 earthquake had a profound effect on the public in Padang. While
earthquakes are well known in the region, this event occurred at a point when the
community was alerted to the risk from tsunamis and, at the same time, the international
aid community was also interested in the same phenomenon because of past experience in
Aceh. For the first time in Padang, international aid organizations established a presence
in the city, working alongside national and local agencies. In the years following the
event, this presence has become a constant, with organizations like Mercy Corps
sponsoring tsunami evacuation billboards and running training exercises in the area (see,
for example, Mercy Corps, 2010; 2011). Similarly, at the national level, following the
earthquake and amid concerns about future natural disaster, Padang became a focus of
activity for BPBN and BPBD. This kind of attention had not been experienced in the
region before.

Not surprisingly, especially given the emphasis on the potential danger from tsunamis,
many businesses, institutions, and even individuals began to focus on preparing for this
kind of event. It has been reported that the city expects to have vertical shelters located in
various buildings more than three stories in height that are capable of sheltering 600,000
people by 2015 (Tempo, 2011). A particularly visible example of this type of reaction is
observable in the new building of Public High School No 1 [SMAN 1 Padang]. The
original high school was located near the main market and was badly damaged in the
earthquake. The school was rebuilt in a nearby neighbourhood on a much bigger piece of
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land using aid received from a number of private donors. The six story school is a long
rectangle oriented with its shorter sides facing east (towards the mountains) and west
(towards the ocean). On the third floor, the short sides of the building are open in order
that a potential tsunami wave can pass through the building without collapsing it. The
idea is that the school’s upper floors will serve as a tsunami shelter for residents of the
surrounding area if an earthquake and tsunami do occur and has already been used in
some of disaster drills (see, for example, Sumbar Online, 2010). From an engineering
point of view, the ability of the structure to withstand these conditions seems
questionable, but the design is indicative of the concern this issue has generated.

On an individual level, many people are now acutely aware of the nature of tsunamis – at
least based on what they can gather from the media and other sources such as the internet
– and have an idea of what they might do if such an event were to occur. This, in itself, is
interesting because, prior to the period of tsunami awareness, most people gave little
thought to planning for any type of natural disaster, to building in such a way as to
minimize risk, or to anticipating possible eventualities and developing a plan of action. In
this sense, the focus on tsunamis has resulted in social change relating to disaster
preparedness, even though this change has been focused on a single issue and has not
addressed a number of more pressing needs, regardless of the potential disaster. For
example, there is little indication that the public is more aware of building practices that
might lessen damage from either an earthquake or a tsunami or that unplanned
development may create new hazards. This last is of special significance in Indonesia as
individuals routinely alter or add on to buildings based on personal considerations, and
there is no zoning in effect in the city. These aspects of the risk environment relate to
sustainable development and will be discussed further below.
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The final paradigm of risk perception that is of relevance here links perception of the
hazardous event to cultural experience, which gives meaning to the disaster at the societal
level. As discussed in chapter 7, the Minangkabau culture – of which almost everyone in
Padang is a part – has a long history of natural disaster that includes familiarity with
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides, mud slides, flooding, and so forth. These
events can be explained in Minang, the first language of most residents, and the language
contains specific terms for such occurrences. Interestingly, in the traditional oral history
of the region and the group, natural disasters figure as markers and formative events. For
example, Mount Merapi is an active volcano located in the highlands of west Sumatra,
some 120 kilometers from Padang. The mountain’s volcanic propensities are referred to
in statements that refer to long periods of time or the distant past such as: sajak Gunuang
Marapi sagadang talua itik [since Mount Merapi was the size of a duck’s egg]. This
expression in Minang occurs in oral literature and folk songs and suggests that the
mountain came into being through volcanic eruptions that allowed it to grow to its present
size. Another folk tale of similar nature refers to the formation of Lake Maninjau, a very
large lake located near the highland city of Bukittinggi. Legend has it that there was once
another volcano where the lake now lies. At some point in time, it erupted violently.
When things settled, the top of the mountain had been replaced by a huge lake surrounded
by other mountains. Traditional culture contains other references to natural disaster as
well that suggest the significance of such events in the Minangkabau conceptualization of
the environment.

The 2009 earthquake has already achieved cultural significance in modern oral folklore
that has circulated in Padang since the event. Within a few days of the disaster, people
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began to talk about urban legends that related to the earthquake. Many of these centred on
the supposed experience of bus and minibus drivers who encountered ghosts of people
who had died in the earthquake. Typically, people said, a bus driver would see a group of
people standing on the street soon after he left the terminal in the main market area. There
are no fixed stops for public transportation in Padang, so the driver would stop to pick up
these passengers. They, in turn, would get on the bus, talking and laughing and behaving
in a completely usual manner. The driver would have no indication that anything was
wrong until he reached the part of his route that passed near the ruined buildings in the
Pondok section of town. At this point, the noise from the passengers would suddenly stop
and, when the driver turned around to look, the bus was empty. Presumably, the ghost
passengers alighted at the location of their death. Minibus drivers told a similar story of
other drivers who had been approached by a young woman at the terminal. She asked
them to drop off a bag or parcel at some address in another part of the city. Drivers of
public transportation routinely deliver unaccompanied baggage as a means of
supplementing their income so this was not unusual. Upon reaching the address, the
driver would be received by a horrified family who admitted that the bag in question did
belong to one of their members but that she had been killed in the earthquake when a
building collapsed. These urban legends have been widely reported and have even been
cited in the national media (see, for example, Akbar, 2010).

To western observers, these ghost stories follow a familiar pattern, but they are
significantly different from how ghosts are normally portrayed in Indonesia and West
Sumatra. First, Malay and Minangkabau tradition does not have a concept whereby a
dead person might appear to the living in the form of a ghost. Ghosts are viewed as
wholly supernatural creatures that exist naturally in that form – they are terrifying and
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malevolent but cannot be mistaken for human beings. This conceptualization figures
prominently in Indonesian and Malaysian horror movies. Another aspect of the
earthquake ghosts that is worth noting is that they follow very well-known patterns from
western ghost stories and urban legends, such as the vanishing hitchhiker, which have
been immortalized in a number of movies and TV shows.

The phenomenon of the earthquake ghosts illustrates the extent to which outside cultural
elements have become known in West Sumatran society. To some extent, this has always
been the case because of merantau, the practice of young people leaving their home to
seek their fortune elsewhere before returning to settle in their village of origin. Over the
centuries, merantau has created large communities of ‘expatriate’ Minangkabau living in
other parts of Indonesia and Malaysia who never returned home. Nonetheless, these
communities have typically remained in close contact with family in their region of
origin. A second, more potent force in the delivery of outside cultural elements is TV. Up
to 1989, there was only one government-run television channel in Indonesia. The first
private station, RCTI, was founded in 1989. Numerous other private stations followed in
the 1990s and 2000s, and today most people watch an array of national and international
programming on cable or satellite television.

The earthquake ghosts who are indistinguishable from living people can thus be viewed
as a manifestation of the tension brought about, in part, by rapid social change,
availability of technology, and globalization that have affected Indonesia as a whole over
the past 30 years. Knowledge of other cultures, even such as might be gained from
television, might provide additional insight into the nature of human experience and may
contrast with traditional explanations of natural disasters, which have tended to be
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religious in this part of Indonesia. In the case of the earthquake ghosts, the outside idea
that the spirits of those who died in disaster might make their presence felt by the living
seems to be a way of accommodating to the fact that many of the victims of the quake
were not found and remain buried under collapsed buildings. Traditional Minangkabau
culture does not offer a way to remember or account for these lost individuals, but the
western cultural idea of the hitchhiker ghost might provide an appropriate means.
American TV shows that have used this trope, such as Supernatural and The Twilight
Zone, have been shown in Indonesia and exposure to these and other programming, along
with the very high levels of internet usage for entertainment, suggest that the public may
have been exposed to these concepts in this way.

Community Resilience
Community resilience encompasses the ability of society as a group to recover from
disaster and return to normal function. It is closely associated with vulnerability, which
may relate to physical hazards (Pelling, 2003b), such as location on an earthquake fault
line, but may also be associated with social or political causes (Wisner et al., 2004;
McEntire, 2009). The 2009 earthquake in Padang highlighted a lack of resilience at the
community level that seems to be related to the rapid and substantial social change that
altered the worldview of members of the public over the preceding several decades. The
previous decade saw major shifts from a highly centralized hierarchical system of
national administration, followed by a tumultuous period of Reformasi [Reform],
resulting in the inception of Regional Autonomy that gave unprecedented power to local
governments. These transitions have not been easy and have required adaptation on the
part of individuals, groups, and communities. The high level of access to information
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made possible by the current political situation is a direct contrast with the tight
restrictions imposed by the 32 year New Order government, and it is difficult to
overestimate the impact of multiple private broadcasters with few restrictions on their
programming, unrestricted access to the internet, ubiquitous use of mobile phones, and
general openness to outside cultural influences. In addition, the very substantial rise in the
standard of living that took place during the New Order period has continued to the
present time and has allowed a much larger proportion of the public to benefit from the
changing situation. The use of technology and access to information is now much more
prevalent in all sectors of society, not just to the wealthier and better educated.

While most people in West Sumatra seem to view these changes as beneficial, there can
be no doubt that desire to participate in the global information culture has created new
stresses and allowed for new perceptions to enter society. One of the most significant of
these in the context of community resilience is the role of religion in providing an
etiology for disaster, as well as the emotional means to cope with it. As discussed in
Chapter 4, the majority of the people in Padang and West Sumatra are Muslim, and the
area is considered conservative in terms of religious outlook. Traditional understandings
of Islam, which are deeply held in this community, have historically provided the
framework within which adversity was conceptualized and dealt with. There can be no
doubt that religion provided a means for many members of the public to understand the
2009 earthquake and accept its aftermath, but there is also evidence that a religious
explanation is increasingly unsatisfactory to many individuals.

A central concept in the religious faith of people in Padang is an attitude of pasrah
[acceptance] towards God’s will. This unwavering acceptance comes from the idea that
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God’s plan for mankind is unknowable, and it would be sacreligious to doubt or question
that God’s intentions are good, or to suggest that God created a natural disaster or other
event for anything other than a vital reason. This attitude among members of the public
was widely described following the earthquake. For example, one news outlet reported
that many residents had decided not to flee the city after the quake, despite widespread
fears that a tsunami would result as it had in Aceh in 2004 (Antara, 2009c). This was
expressed as residents being pasrah apa yang akan tiba [accepting of what would
happen]. One middle aged man interviewed by Metro TV about his 15 year old daughter,
who had been killed when the private college where she attended after school lessons
collapsed, commented: “Riwayatnya sampai di situ saja” [Her life went only up to that
point] (Metro TV, 2009). The use of the term riwayat [life story] by this individual is
significant because it exemplifies the commonly held idea in West Sumatra that God has
predetermined a life course for each person that they must live out and cannot change.

The usual practice in a situation like the earthquake would be for people to conduct
sembahyang gaib [prayers for those who are presumed dead when no body has been
recovered]. The word gaib means ‘invisible’ or ‘hidden’, and is also used to refer to
supernatural occurrences. Sembahyang gaib was done in public locations near the sites of
destroyed buildings as well as privately. While this constituted the established practice in
such a situation and conformed to social and religious norms, the earthquake generated a
great deal of religious speculation as to its cause and nature. These ideas spread rapidly
by word of mouth, by SMS, and on the internet in the form of postings on YouTube and
discussion forums.
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Two aspects of religious interpretation of the earthquake came to dominate local thinking.
The first of these related to the precise time the disaster occurred which was widely
reported to be exactly 17:16 Western Indonesia Time. The use of the 24 hour clock is
widespread in Indonesia, but this time, the moment the earthquake struck was interpreted
to be a reference to a particular Koranic verse and hence a divine warning to the public.
The verse in question comes from the Al-Isra surah and reads:

Dan jika kami hendak membinasakan suatu negeri, maka Kami perintahkan
kepada orang-orang yang hidup mewah di negeri itu (supaya menaati Allah),
tetapi mereka melakukan kedurhakaan dalam negeri itu, maka sudah sepantasnya
berlaku terhadapnya perkataan (ketentuan Kami), kemudian kami hancurkan
negeri itu sehancur-hancurnya.
[And when we wish to destroy a nation, we command the people who are living in
luxury in that nation to obey God but when they continue to betray (Us), then it is
right that Our will be carried out against them, and then We destroy that nation
utterly.]

Later, attempts were made to connect the times of earlier natural disasters to Koranic
verses in this manner, with varying degrees of success. The general feeling, however, was
that the universal nature of the Koran combined with people’s fallibility in telling time
meant that the message was always there, but people were apt to record the exact time of
the relevant events incorrectly. This idea was discussed extensively by the Gerakan
Pemuda Ansor [Ansor Youth Movement], an organization associated with Nadhatul
Ulama4, on its websites and in its publications (see, for example, Sipangka, 2009).

4

Nadhatul Ulama (NU) is the largest Islamic organization in Indonesia. It has generally been considered
traditional and conservative and has a membership of some 30 million, making it the largest independent
Islamic organization in the world. Its long-time leader, Abdurrahman Wahid, became Indonesia’s president
in 1999 and served until he was impeached in 2001.
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The second aspect of religious response to the 2009 earthquake related to the
interpretations of why such an event was deemed necessary by God. Again, a number of
hypotheses circulated among the public, largely by word of mouth and on the internet.
Similar to interpretations made about 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami in Aceh, many people
understood the disaster to be punishment for laxity in religious observance, preoccupation
with worldly issues, and religious hypocrisy in the community. In particular, a great deal
of criticism centreed on the corrupt nature of religious practice in Pariaman, the area
adjacent to the city of Padang where the epicentre of the quake was located. For example,
it was noted in several national forums that people in this area were fond of religious
charms and talismans, and sacred places, such as the tomb of Syekh Burhanuddin credited
with introducing Islam to the region in the 13th century, were being used for
pseudoreligious rituals asking God for favors instead of being revered as holy places. A
rumor circulated that a child who had been wearing a charm containing a verse written
out by a religious scholar had been spared while those around him were killed. This led to
a proliferation of charms, which was also criticized nationally (see, for example, Al
Sofwah, 2009). The idea that the earthquake was punishment for un-Islamic behaviour
was strengthened by the fact that so many western-style establishments, including most of
Padang’s hotels (which contained the city’s only bars) had been destroyed.

West Sumatra, as noted above, is considered religious and conservative in comparison to
many other parts of Indonesia. The Minangkabau, who make up the area’s population,
pride themselves on their religious affiliation, which is a part of their cultural identity.
Religion in this community has historically been an important source of emotional
resilience as well as a marker of membership in the larger Malay community (see
Deraman, 2001). The traditional religious interpretation of events in this region has
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historically allowed individuals and groups to accept what they saw as God’s will and
supported a beneficial interpretation of even disastrous events. For example, the more
orthodox understanding of natural disaster holds that these events are warnings or signs
from God. Residents of Padang who favoured this explanation tended to be those
concerned about the moral state of the community and with the level of religious
observation. A second element of the religious understanding of events relates to the idea
that natural disasters are largely unpredictable and seem to occur according to a schedule
of their own. This perception is likely related to statements made by geologists and other
experts, who were often quoted in newspapers and other media following the earthquake.
Nonetheless, many people in Padang believe that God gives the observant ample
warnings of these events through signs and codes that can only be understood by those
with special knowledge. A third element of the religious understanding of natural disaster
is the idea that whatever happens must simply be endured, and that there is no value in
trying to understand God’s overall plan, even if it seems to involve the destruction of the
city or the death of its residents. As noted, the complete acceptance of adversity is a
longstanding aspect of traditional culture which is viewed as having its roots in religious
faith.

Nonetheless, there are indications that a religious interpretation of events is increasingly
unsatisfactory to many people in Padang. At the time of this writing, some four years
after the 2009 earthquake, Padang has experienced several other large earthquakes as well
as a tsunami in 2010 that caused death and damage on the island of Mentawai, which is
part of the province of West Sumatra, but did not affect the city. Rumors and theories
about how to predict the coming of a natural disaster circulate virally by mobile phone
and seem to gain impetus from discussion and information on the internet. An interesting
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example of this kind of “news” involved a claim that Mayor Fauzi Bahar had sought
advice from a number of international geologists, who advised him that a gigantic
earthquake would strike the region on November 25, 2010 or within 10 days of that date.
This earthquake, it was said, would be so large it would break the island of Sumatra in
two, allowing the sea to rush in and create a new strait between the northern and southern
parts of the island. A number of news sources have reported that no such meeting
between the mayor and the geologists ever occurred (see, for example, Padang Ekspres,
2010), but the public seems to mistrust such sources and tends to believe what the
community is saying.

This situation signals a change in community resilience in that many members of the
public no longer find a religious explanation useful in understanding the nature and cause
of natural disaster. Instead, many seem to be looking for certainty in science or pseudoscience. This, in itself, is perhaps similar to the reaction that might be expected in a
western context. The difference may be the willingness of the public in Padang to listen to
rumor and accept information from very uncertain sources. Word of mouth has always
been important in this region but, at present, it is greatly supplemented by information
gleaned from the internet and facilitated by the availability of mobile phones that allow
news to travel much faster than ever before. A text message that circulated through the
public in Padang at the time of the 2010 earthquake scare illustrates this:

“Dari hasil pakar gempa Jepang, di daasar laut Mentawai, tepatnya di lokasi
celah Megatrush [sic] pasca-gempa mentawai kemarin, ternyata celah yang
berenergi sangat besar tersebut sudah labil untuk patah dalam waktu dekat ini.
Bahkan saat ini Kota Padang sudah menetapkan status Siaga! Dari H-3 sampai
H+3 dari tangal 25 November 2010 karena tanggal 25 tersebut bertepatan
dengan bulan purnama/gravitasi bumi terhadap bulan sejajar dengan planet
venus. Perkiraan gempanya nanti akan sangat kuat sekali, mencapai SR 11 dan 5
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menit setelah itu langsung diikuti tsunami besar. Tolong disebarkan. Pesan ini
diajukan untuk Direktur RSUD Padang. Tapi tetap percaya pada-Nya.”
[The results of an investigation by Japanese earthquake experts of the seabed in
Mentawai right along the Megathrust fault following the earthquake there show
that the fault is holding a huge amount of energy and could split at any time. The
city of Padang is on high alert! Disaster will occur on November 25, 2010 plus or
minus three days because the 25th is the date of the full moon/when the earth’s
gravitational field with the moon is aligned with the planet Venus. It is expected
that the earthquake will be extremely large, as much as 11 on the Richter Scale
and will be followed five minutes later by a huge tsunami. Please spread this
news. This message is directed to the director of the Regional Public Hospital in
Padang. But continue to trust in God.]

The attempts by members of the public to seek natural signs that can be interpreted as
omens of disaster are also notable and can be seen as a manifestation of a change in
community resilience. Some individuals interpret such signs as coming from God, but
others suggest they are simply part of the chain of cause and effect that is inherent in
nature. In late October, 2010, for example, a halo was observed surrounding the sun on a
number of occasions. The cause of this rainbow effect was the presence of reflective
particles in the atmosphere that likely resulted from the eruption of Mount Merapi near
Yogyakarta on the island of Java that began on October 23, 2010. In Padang, the presence
of the halo was widely interpreted as a sign of danger that a major earthquake and
tsunami were imminent. Large numbers of people left work, teachers sent children home
from school, and public places emptied. Since then, this kind of phenomenon has been
widely discussed and was reported in the national news as a locally understood sign of
disaster (see, for example, Kristanti, 2011).

The reaction to the 2009 earthquake in Padang and subsequent events can be seen as the
public manifestation of a need for certainty on the part of the population. The community
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is desperate to understand why such a disaster occurred and to make sense of the event.
These are perhaps natural impulses and are not unexpected under the circumstances.
However, it is notable that previously satisfactory explanations for events of this kind,
grounded in traditional culture and a customary interpretation of Islam, no longer seem
adequate for many city residents. A set of new explanations and etiologies has appeared,
that range from a more punitive religious interpretation focusing on the shortcomings of
the public’s behaviour to pseudoscience that seems to be based on questionable
information from the internet and other media to the straight supernatural (such as the
earthquake ghosts discussed above). The dominance of these ideas, their currency in the
community, and the degree to which they seem reputable has been greatly enhanced by
the availability of technology that allows for the rapid transmission of information and
tends to be perceived as reliable because it is modern. In addition, new technology has
meant that the public can access alternate explanations and sources of information that
reduce reliance on traditional media as well as the authority of the government and other
experts in managing public risk. Further, the situation exposes the tension in the
community where traditional religious practices and local customs intersect with
“modern” ideas and the fringes of a westernized, global mainstream culture. This process
gained great impetus over the years of the New Order government (1965-1998), as well
as during the periods of Reformasi (1999-2001) and Regional Autonomy (2001-present)
under the rubric of development (pembangunan) and has required the population to adapt
to multiple points of transition relating to various aspects of the public and private sphere.

Sustainable Development
Sustainable development is an approach that considers the relationship of human beings
and their activities to the larger ecosystem and suggests that human efforts to change the
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environment for their own purposes must be in accord with other aspects of nature.
Developmental activities, then, should not alter the environment in such a way as to affect
the viability of all species on earth, including through the use of natural resources. This
approach contrasts with more traditional development activities that have tended to focus
solely on economic gains and paid little attention to long term impacts that may affect
continued prosperity in the future (see Blewitt, 2010). Natural disaster is linked to
sustainable development in that human activities must take place in the context of the
physical characteristics of the natural world. Events such as earthquakes, floods, and
storms are part of the cycles of the natural world, that cannot be altered and that must be
accepted as unavoidable hazards. Until recently, sustainable development has not
received much attention in Indonesia where development has tended to focus only on
economic expansion (Prawiro, 1998). However, this approach has now been incorporated
into disaster management planning at the national level (Bappenas, 2012a).

At the time of the 2009 earthquake in Padang, there had been little concern given to
sustainable development in the city or to overall city planning. Historically, members of
the public have been permitted to build whatever they wish on land that they own,
without restrictions imposed by zoning or density regulation. This has resulted in
buildings of differing quality and structure impinging on each other and into streets as
well as the juxtaposition of living areas and industrial activity. For example, it is common
to see people running a variety of businesses in premises built onto homes without
consideration of other activities in the area. In older parts of town, there is no space
between structures because new construction has been built up to walls of adjacent
structures and economic activities spill out onto the street. In addition, such extremely
dense neighborhoods often have inadequate drainage and water supplies (see Chapter 6),
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irregular garbage collection, and unregulated traffic flow consisting of motorized
vehicles, pedestrian traffic, and horse drawn carts. This built context accounted for the
high levels of death and damage from the 2009 earthquake.

Following the disaster, the local government of Padang began to consider the possibility
of creating escape routes for the public to use if a disaster were to occur. As discussed in
Chapter 7, these efforts focused on abating potential risk from tsunami, but nonetheless
represented new attention to managing development in a way that would reduce risk and
promote the well-being of the public. A major constraint emerged that illustrates the
difficulty in applying modern environmental health planning in a traditional society.
As noted in Chapter 4, the Minangkabau people who make up the vast majority of the
public in Padang are matrilineal. The matrilineal system governs ownership of communal
property and the use of such assets across generations. Historically, the main real asset of
importance in this community has been land, as the major sources of wealth have tended
to come from agricultural activity. This idea is expressed in a well-known proverb of the
region, Ado padi sagalo jadi, ado ameh sagalo kameh [If you have rice, everything works
out; if you have gold, everything is fine] and also explains why it is still common to see
rice fields and fish ponds in the middle of the city, surrounded by new building
developments. Land may be owned by an individual, assuming that person purchased it
with his or her own earnings. Otherwise, the majority of land is owned communally by
extended families and cannot be used, much less sold, without consent of all the members
of the extended family. For this reason, land is more commonly mortgaged to raise cash;
use, but not ownership, transfers to the lien holder until the mortgage is repaid.
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While Padang is, in a traditional sense, outside the Minangkabau heartland in the
mountainous interior of the province, it has been settled for centuries. The first residents,
who presumably moved there permanently from the highlands, claimed land which their
descendants still hold today, and which they use as seen fit by the current members of the
extended families. It has proven extremely difficult to obtain land for development in
Padang for this reason, and builders as well as the local government often become
entangled in protracted negotiations with the heads of extended families and traditional
leaders (see, for example, Antara, 2013b). To many residents of Padang and West
Sumatra in general, land ownership is vastly more important as a measure of wealth and
well-being than any other possession, and the decision to permanently give up land is a
major one. In practice, it is often impossible to obtain land, regardless of the intended
purpose, and owners often demand outlandish prices, will not finalize agreements, or
cannot reach consensus within the family. Ironically, land that belongs to the local
government that is not currently in use is often taken over by members of the public as a
place to do business, especially when these areas lie along major roads (Pos Metro
Padang, 2013c).

In the context of sustainable development, the problem of land availability has been a
major constraint in the efforts of the local government to widen roads, repair and
reinforce bridges, relocate residents whose homes were no longer habitable, and
ameliorate damage from the 2009 earthquake and subsequent natural disasters, such as
floods. Because of traditional conceptualizations of wealth and the importance of land in
the traditional lifestyle, members of the public are extremely reluctant to give up even
small amounts of land, such as might abut major roads, much less productive fields or
land that could be used to build a house. This can be seen as an aspect of population
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pressure, itself a concern for sustainable development, as most extended families lack the
capability to obtain more land in the area in which they live for the same reasons the local
government cannot. Therefore, they are forced to allot their holdings among growing
numbers of family members. It is possible to buy a home in a new housing complex in
Padang, for example, and this alternative is very popular among the growing middle
class; however, these new developments are usually located on the fringes of the city and
are poorly served by municipal infrastructure. More important, these new developments
are often situated in low lying areas near the beach that are prone to flooding, have
serious mosquito problems, and are very hot. However, there seems to be no alternative
than to build new housing in areas that have traditionally been considered marginal and
hence are available for purchase by developers or the local government.

An associated issue that has impeded sustainable development in Padang relates to
regulation of land use, as noted above. Because it has historically been acceptable for
people to use land in their possession for any purpose they saw fit, there is currently no
segregation of economic and industrial activity from residential environments. It has not
been seen as possible by the local government to impose zoning regulations affecting
either new development or that retroactively apply to existing development because of
political considerations, as well as because it would probably be impossible to enforce
such rulings. Nonetheless, the idea of some form of zoning has been discussed by experts
in city planning from the city’s universities, although the concept has not received a great
deal of attention other than from this type of policy stream participant (see, for example,
Padang Ekspres, 2011).
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For this reason, measures to reduce population density in older neighborhoods, such as by
limiting new development or to separate commercial activity from the living
environment, have not been considered seriously by the Padang municipal government.
Initiatives of this kind would be unpopular and likely seen by the public as the
government overstepping its authority, which has not been viewed as extending to what
people do with their own property. In practice, this has meant that an important tool of
local government in addressing issues of sustainable development is lacking in Padang,
and it is not clear whether attempts to phase in controls of new development would
succeed. It is possible to see this situation as having evolved from traditional practices
that were reinforced by a long-term focus on economic activity (without concern for the
means or side effects) that began under the New Order and has continued into the present
time.

Interestingly, the 2009 earthquake had very negative impacts on the type of economic
development that was so strongly supported before the event. A widely observed and
commented on situation was a fear among investors of becoming involved in projects in
Padang after the disaster and the flight of businesses that had been operating in the city.
Expectations of another massive disaster, as discussed above, only intensified the
problem (see Mustafa, 2013, for a discussion of these issues). This situation has been
exacerbated by discussion at the national level about the areas of the country that are most
at risk of natural disaster. However, very recently, some four years since the earthquake,
several new hotels were constructed in Padang. Once of these is the Mercure, run by the
French multinational Accor. It is located right on the beach near the centre of the city,
suggesting that the international business community does not perceive the risk of
tsunami in the same way as members of the public in Padang.
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As noted, zoning and land use restrictions are not used in Padang as a tool for sustainable
development. However, the city government has established zoning in one context,
namely in relation to areas thought to be especially vulnerable to natural disaster. A
number of “red zones” [zona merah] have been identified along the coast that it is felt
would be most severely affected by a tsunami, should one occur. While there has been a
great deal of discussion about moving the residents of these areas to safer locations, this
has not occurred. Similarly, calls for building standards that would contribute to
sustainable use of such areas have not yet been put in place (see, for example, Padang
Media, 2013). At the same time, it has been suggested by members of the regional
parliament that the building and restoring of homes located in these red zones be
prohibited because of the danger from tsunamis and that these areas would be better used
for business and tourism activities. At the same time, the government has not allocated
funding to assist residents in moving, which requires those living in these neighborhoods
to make decisions about what to do and use their own resources to carry them out
(Antara, 2012b).

This highlights the dilemma involved in trying to establish sustainable development in
Padang. On the one hand, there is an awareness that future planning must somehow take
into account the city’s vulnerability to natural disaster (regardless of the nature of this
disaster), and that the city government has a role to play in this effort. On the other hand,
however, there are a number of constraints that have emerged that relate to social and
cultural factors (such as land availability and traditional living patterns) and also to
political and economic considerations. While disaster preparedness continues to be
discussed in Padang, in practice building and development activities have continued in
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the same way as before the 2009 earthquake. The city government does not appear to be
capable of changing the direction of municipal development, which still retains a strong
focus on economic growth in the business sector and to meet self-identified needs on the
part of the public. Ironically, associated issues that emerged following the earthquake,
such as damage to the city water system, have generally not been factored into
considerations of economic activity in the city, even though availability of infrastructure
and utilities is closely related to the ability of businesses to operate in a given location. In
addition, widespread awareness and fear of tsunami represents an additional level of
complication and has diverted attention from the risk from earthquakes, and building
practices have not changed in light of past experience.

The result of this is that there has been very little practical change in Padang since the
earthquake, such that another large earthquake with an epicentre near the city would very
likely result in a similar or greater level of damage. Fear of tsunami, in particular, seems
to dominate the thinking of the public (and indeed the problem stream in general), who
has not demanded positive action from the local government nor even that damage from
the 2009 disaster be fully repaired. This is, in fact, another constraint on the
implementation of sustainable development in Padang. Without pressure from the public
that action be taken, it is unlikely that the government will seriously address sustainability
issues in the city. The change such an approach might require would likely be unpopular
and might threaten the longevity of a local government that made it an aim of their
activities. While there is a certain amount of pressure for local governments to address
natural disaster preparedness and rehabilitation that comes from the central government,
the comparatively greater attention paid to political issues by local governments has been
noted at the national level in Indonesia (see, for example, Metro TV News, 2013a) and
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remains a problem in terms of implementing sustainable development that would reduce
risk from natural disaster and protect the public from this type of hazard.

Summary
The aftermath and response to the 2009 Padang earthquake illustrate how perceptions of
and reactions to disaster are strongly influenced by historical events and cultural
perceptions. West Sumatra remains a society that follows, in many ways, its longstanding
traditional practices and way of life, making certain elements of the public’s and
government’s reactions to the earthquake highly inconsistent with the usual expectations
of the modern situation. This is strongly illustrated by the approaches to water supply
issues and dengue, which have remained largely outside of the problem stream. At the
same time, there are other elements of change that have been inescapable: rapid
urbanization and development policies that focused singularly on economic growth have
led to significant pressures on the population. These are apparent in aspects of the living
environment, as well as psychosocial and cultural expression. Further, contact with global
mainstream culture via social media and the internet, along with the influence of foreign
aid groups and NGOs, has resulted in widespread adoption of ideas that further confuse
the problem stream. These effects remain obstacles to sustainable development and to any
attempts to improve resilience to disaster in Padang.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion

This chapter concludes this study. It contains an overview of the current situation in
Padang, West Sumatra; a summary of findings in the context of the research questions;
and recommendations for future research.

Padang at the End of 2013
At the end of 2013, more than four years since the major earthquake that was the focus of
this study, the city of Padang, West Sumatra, has been permanently changed by this
natural disaster that, in retrospect, represented a turning point in the experience of the
city. The start of the rainy season was especially severe in 2013, and the months of
November and December brought heavy rains that led to widespread flooding and serious
landslides. The one highway connecting Padang with towns in the interior and that forms
a link in the route between West Sumatra and the province of Riau was blocked for
several days in December, and smaller roads in various parts of the province were
similarly damaged (Metro TV News, 2013b). This main route was built by the Dutch
before Indonesia’s independence, and is an example of the widespread lack of attention to
modern infrastructure. Annual flooding that is associated with seasonal rains is directly
connected with the approach to development long taken by local government that favors
short term economic progress. Little attention has been paid to sustainable development
of any kind or to city planning that might help address this and prevent future
exacerbation of the problem. This is discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.
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The rainy season also brought concerns about dengue which, since the earthquake, has
been established at a higher level than ever before (Haluan 2013a). This is discussed in
Chapter 5. High rainfall all year round and an indigenous vector coupled with an urban
landscape that provides numerous breeding places in rubble, trash, and among abandoned
buildings contribute to high incidence of this disease. The number of reported cases of
dengue tends to spike during and immediately after the rainy season. While the public
remains anxious about dengue which is widely regarded as a serious condition, the city
does not provide coordinated vector control nor do local officials view this issue as
greatly concerning. Members of the public see the problem as significant, but since
mosquitoes are ubiquitous and have always been present in the region, they seem to
accept the situation, despite concern for their own health. While most people are probably
aware in some sense that the incidence of dengue is related to the presence of the vector,
there is no real call for vector control from the public.

Large parts of the city of Padang remain without city water at the end of 2013. As
described in Chapter 6, the earthquake caused significant damage to the distribution
system serving older city neighborhoods. This damage was never fully repaired, leaving
members of the public living in affected areas to seek alternative sources of water. For
some, this has meant a reliance on rainwater or surface water, which is a traditional
pattern of access in this region, but has not typically been widely used by city residents.
Others have sought to drill their own wells. This has created new business opportunities
for those able to provide this service, but well drilling is unregulated and the impact of so
many new ground water users on the water table and geological formations is not known.
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The local government continues to be concerned with potential economic development of
the city and surrounding areas (Chapter 7 and 8). There was a great deal of public
discussion about the potential for tourism at the end of 2013. It was frequently
commented that Padang has beaches that are as attractive as those in Bali. However,
neither the need for sustainable development of infrastructure to support tourism nor
public attitudes towards the presence of large numbers of outsiders have been considered.
The potential economic benefit seems to have overridden other considerations.
Nonetheless, the city is embroiled in heated discussion about a new development planned
for the city and to be built by the Lippo Group, an Indonesian conglomerate based in
Jakarta. Lippo has been granted permits to build a major tertiary care hospital, hotel,
shopping mall and school located on a single site in the middle of the city. The local
government gave permission for this development because Padang lacks a major hospital
of this kind and because unemployment is high. The complex will require an estimated
2000 local workers when completed. However, the month of December saw protests and
threats relating to this complex when the details of the plans came to light. The protesters,
who represent a minority of the public, originally claimed that the development was an
attempt at Christian proselytization in this almost entirely Muslim region. The Riady
family that heads Lippo is Christian and the senior member, James Riady, was claimed to
have missionary goals. While the family is Christian, the missionary claim seems to be
baseless (see, for example, Akbar, 2013). Much of the public recognizes, however, that
protests about the Lippo development really relate to economic survival because many
smaller local businesses will face competition from major national companies presumed
to provide better service. Those people likely to be affected are demanding protection
from competition from the local government through the exclusion of outside participants
in the local economy. A new mayor will soon be elected in a runoff election, and
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segments of the public opposed to the development are hopeful that the winner will
withdraw Lippo’s development permits.

For those individuals affected directly by the 2009 earthquake, a change in local
government opens up the possibility of compensation that has been held up by allegations
of corruption or misdirected, as described in Chapter 7. Groups of earthquake victims
have approached the likely winners of the mayoral election to discuss their needs and
obtain promises of support if the candidate wins (Padang Ekspres, 2013b). It is not clear
whether this aid is likely to eventuate, as the next city government will have many
pressing issues to address from the beginning of its administration, and remediating a
natural disaster more than four years in the past may not figure prominently in its plans,
regardless of any promises made now.

Among the public, concern about a natural disaster similar in magnitude to the 2013
earthquake remains high, although recent tremors have been small and caused no damage.
Padang continues to be included in national disaster preparation efforts, although these
are largely coordinated by the National Disaster Management Agency with the local
branch playing a minor role. Nonetheless, experts and government officials have referred
to the city as a “showcase for natural disasters” [etalase bencana alam] (Padang Ekspres,
2013c) and a “disaster supermarket” [supermarket bencana] (Haluan, 2013b). However,
the 2014 local government budget al.located only 1% of regional income to disaster
management and mitigation, suggesting, as described in Chapter 7 and 8, that such efforts
remain low among the priorities of local government and are not (yet) demanded by the
public.
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Summary of Findings
All of these recent events highlight the themes discussed in this study and further
demonstrate the ways in which environmental health and sustainable development issues
have been approached following the 2009 earthquake. This case study focused on three
particular issues related to the effects of the earthquake which were considered in the
context of risk as related to the DPSEEA framework; namely, the incidence of dengue,
water supply and distribution, and disaster management, including reconstruction and
rehabilitation following the 2009 event. The aim of the study was to provide insight into
the impact of disaster in a heavily populated, rapidly urbanizing location in a developing
country, with focus on emerging environmental health issues and official policy. Its
approach was the analysis of policymaking related to natural disaster that was triggered
by the earthquake, as well as the psychosocial impact of the disaster on the public. These
foci and analyses were chosen because public perceptions represented a significant
influence on government actions to rehabilitate the city and repair damage caused by the
quake. The experience of the city of Padang provides an ideal case study of the effects of
social, cultural, and political issues in addressing natural disaster. It is a region with a
long history of natural disasters which has recently undergone significant political and
social transitions and whose development policy has not historically accounted for the full
range of characteristics of its natural environment. Its experience is representative of the
challenges facing Indonesia as a whole and the developing world in general. Further, this
research is relevant to the current context of research in Australia and to the nation’s
strategic interests. One of Australia’s national research priorities is Safeguarding
Australia, which has an associated priority goal of Understanding Our Region and the
World. Indonesia is currently Australia’s largest beneficiary of development and
humanitarian assistance through its AusAID programs. Greater insight into the perception
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and impact of natural disasters in Indonesia will allow for Australian aid to be more
effectively channeled to initiatives where it will do the most good towards achieving
Australia’s humanitarian and development aims, as well as to helping Indonesia’s
progress towards its Millennium Development Goals and greater quality of life for its
whole population.

The data for this case study was obtained from a range of media and documentary sources
that included govermment reports and statements, reports in the formal news media, and
comment by members of the public on social and new media. The procedures used to
collect and analyze the data are outlined in Chapter 4. The approaches chosen have been
shown in the literature to be valuable in understanding environmental health issues.

The study had five research questions. They were:

What is the current state of environmental health in Padang as measured by the DPSEEA
framework indicators?

How did the major earthquake of 2009 affect environmental health according to these
indicators?

What are the public’s perceptions of risk of future natural disasters since the 2009
earthquake?

How have these perceptions been affected by natural disaster, as indicated in changed
behaviours, practices, and policy?
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How have the wide reaching changes implemented as part of Regional Autonomy
affected environmental health and development in general, as indicated by changes in
health indicators, new and amended policy, and environmental health practices?

The research questions were discussed in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8. However, their answers
can be summarized as follows.

Research question 1 related to the state of environmental health in Padang within the
DPSEEA framework. Using a set of factors adapted from Kjellstrom et al. (2007), it was
shown that Padang faces a range of environmental health issues that act as driving forces,
and that centre on demographic change leading to population growth and greater
population density; increasing urbanization and a lack of land available for development;
economic growth and the need to increase regional income; a shift from traditional
economic activities to modern ones; and a lack of urban planning and design. Pressures
are related to technological demands that include a lack of infrastructure and very high
demand in a context that has been characterized by: technological leapfrogging; a lack of
resource conservation in an expanding urban area; significant areas without adequate
water supplies and an insufficient distribution network; and ineffective earthquake
reconstruction and attention to urban planning associated with development leading to
enhanced conditions for disease vectors. The state of the environment is characterized by
the tropical climate, vulnerability to earthquakes, very high rainfall, and land degradation.
The main exposure is to indigenous vector species capable of spreading disease to
humans, notably Aedes mosquitoes and dengue. Effects include rising morbidity and
declining water quality; and psychological trauma, rising stress levels, and lack of
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resilience associated with fear of further natural disasters. Actions that are required relate
to a need for new policy at the regional level and the implementation of sustainable
development, however these remain underutilized as tools to improve the state of
environmental health.

Analysis using the DPSEEA framework suggests that Padang faces significant
environmental health challenges that are the result of a combination of inherent factors
(climate, earthquake vulnerability, availability of vector species) and development
decisions made over a period of decades. In this, it is important to note that the
implementation of Regional Autonomy that took effect in 2001 gave control of local
development issues to the city government. Prior to this, Indonesia had a centralized
system of administration that concentrated control at the central level under the national
government. The New Order government of President Suharto that was in power for more
than 30 years was strongly oriented toward economic development. This focus carried
over into the Regional Autonomy period and remains a major concern of the local
administration. The current system of direct election of regional heads means that, for the
first time, mayors and bupatis (the heads of autonomous regions) must campaign for
public support to remain in office. This has led individuals in the political arena to
concentrate on those issues that are high profile among the voting public. In Padang over
the past decade, a focus on economic development in the established pattern has tended to
be the norm, largely as an attempt to address chronic unemployment, demand for modern
jobs, and demand for technology. Continuing low profile measures intended to support
environmental health, such as vector control and upgrading of the water distribution
system, have generally been overlooked as they are not demanded by the public and do
not produce results that can be used as political assets.
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The second research question related to the ways in which the 2009 earthquake affected
environmental health as measured by these DPSEEA indicators. Analysis shows that the
2009 earthquake, whose epicentre was located near the city of Padang and resulted in
significant damage within the city limits, contributed to a significant deterioration of
environmental health in the four years since the event. For this study, three main issues
were studied as being indicative of environmental health in the region. The first of these
was the incidence of dengue which has risen since the earthquake and has spread into
areas of the city where it had not been common before the event. The spread of dengue
can be attributed to increased breeding locations for the vector, Aedes aegypti and Aedes
albopictus, that were created because collapsed buildings and earthquake rubble were
incompletely removed. This lack of remediation following the disaster is directly related
to the psychological impact the event had on the public, many of whom chose to leave the
city permanently or not to rebuild damaged structures. The second environmental health
impact relates to water. Before the quake, Padang had an extensive reticulation network
that distributed water to the whole city. Part of this system was built by the Dutch before
Indonesia achieved independence in 1945, while other sections of the system were newer
and had been installed to serve new neighborhoods outside the city centre. The
earthquake caused significant damage to the water system, especially in the older, inner
city areas, and service was never restored to many of them following the disaster. This
situation accentuates the difficulties local governments have had managing the new
responsibilities given to them under Regional Autonomy and their inexperience in coping
with an event of this kind. In Padang, there have been corruption allegations involving the
Regional Drinking Water Company (PDAM) which have impeded its ability to carry out
its responsibilities. The public, for its part, has not demanded that water be restored and
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has largely found alternate ways to meet its needs through the collection of rainwater or
by drilling individual wells. This reflects a traditional pattern associated with rural life in
the region; for the public, urbanization has been very rapid in Indonesia and it appears to
have been relatively easy for people to return to earlier, established behaviors. There has
been little pressure on local government from the public to address this situation, and it
appears that the current lack of city water has become accepted as a new status quo.

Finally, disaster management was considered as an element of ongoing environmental
health in the region, as Padang is subject to a number of natural disasters on a regular
basis (earthquakes, flooding, landslide and mudslides). The earthquake did trigger a new
interest in disaster management, but this focus has centreed largely on the risk of
tsunamis. This seems to be associated with the very strong psychological impact of the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami that destroyed large parts of the province of Aceh, which was
seen all across Indonesia. The tsunami spurred the national government to focus on
tsunami preparation in a number of locations, one of which is Padang. Despite the fact
that the 2004 event had no impact in Padang, which is also located on the west coast of
Sumatra on the Indian Ocean, and there is no record or memory of such an event in the
region, the 2009 earthquake engendered a deep seated fear of tsunamis in the public. This
was intensified by an interest in tsunami warning systems among international aid
agencies that participated in the immediate aftermath of the 2009 earthquake combined
with the activities of the national disaster management agency (BPBN). Despite this,
actions taken by the local government, through the regional branch of the same agency
(BPBD), have been limited to the identification of tsunami evacuation routes and the
identification of certain sites as tsunami shelters. The identification of red zones, in which
the level of tsunami risk to residents is felt to be highest, has been controversial because
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very few efforts have been made to ameliorate the situation. While the city government
has participated in several training activities run by BPBN, there has been little
dissemination of information to the public, and it is likely that the public will be
unprepared to react to any future disaster affecting the city. Compensation for earthquake
victims remains a serious issue. Despite the fact that significant funds were allocated for
this purpose, corruption and inefficiency have prevented those affected from receiving the
support they were promised. This compensation is an important political issue and one on
which candidates continue to run.

The third research question concerned the public’s perceptions of natural disaster risk
following the 2009 earthquake. Earthquakes are common in West Sumatra and did not
generate much concern among city residents, until the 2009 event. Not only was this
earthquake more severe than any in recent memory, with an epicentre located close to the
city, it struck at about 5:00 pm at a time when large numbers of people were leaving work
and when many school students were attending after school classes. This accounted for
the high death toll and also the unprecedented destruction of buildings around the city.
This shocked the public and, in retrospect, the earthquake represented a turning point in
the life of the city. Following the event, many residents of Padang were highly sensitized
to natural disasters, but began to fear the occurrence of a tsunami much more than another
earthquake. Other kinds of disasters, such as flooding and landslides that occur on a
yearly basis, also generated little concern and continued to be taken as a matter of course.
The perception of risk from a tsunami seemed to have originated in a combination of
factors: the media coverage of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami which was an event of
national impact; concerns of international aid agencies operating in Padang following the
2009 earthquake; and access to new technology which provided previously unequalled
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access to information of all kinds. Despite the fact that geological modelling suggested
that the risk of tsunami in Padang is low because of the location of the Mentawai Islands
just off the coast, many members of the public became certain that any earthquake would
likely lead to a tsunami. This led to panic at even minor quakes and also spurred an
interest in building tsunami shelters around the city. The risk from earthquakes continues
to be seen as minor, except in as they might cause a tsunami. This greatly heightened fear
of tsunamis was not supported by experience – in 2010, there was a tsunami that struck
the island of Mentawai located about 150 kilometers from the coast but had no effect in
Padang – but seems to represent a reaction to the earthquake and its aftermath. In an
effort to understand the event, a number of members of the public turned to supernatural
explanations, ghost stories, and magical signs of impending doom. The earthquake, and
disaster more broadly, was also seen in religious terms by some of the public, who felt it
might represent a warning from God about inappropriate behavior in the community.
Four years after the earthquake, tsunamis are still the major disaster concern among the
public as well as for the local government. Despite the fact that earthquakes continue to
be a greater potential source of risk in this community, individuals, in both their public
and private capacity, perceive the risk from tsunamis to be higher and more significant,
and hence more greatly feared. To the extent that disaster planning and preparedness have
received attention in Padang, such activities have centreed on tsunami readiness which is
seen as commensurate with risk by the public and is fostered by national and international
concerns about such an event as well.

The fourth research question for this study was related and concerned the ways in which
behaviors, policy, and practices changed following the 2009 earthquake. This natural
disaster had the effect of changing behavior at both the individual and governmental
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level. For individuals, the event precipitated a much higher awareness of risk, although
this risk centreed on a perceived hazard associated with tsunamis rather than the hazard of
earthquakes which is a constant in this region. This was manifested in several ways:
intensive use of new media to seek information relevant to developing an etiology and
understanding of natural disaster; panic at any sign of potential disaster, whether real
(earthquake) or perceived (natural or supernatural signs believed to predict a disaster);
and, in some cases, abandonment of damaged premises and even the city. This last is of
particular interest because the city of Padang was traditionally considered to be outside
the highland area where the Minangkabau people originated. Many people who felt the
risk of further disaster was too high were able to return to their village of origin or to
another location viewed as safer. This had a serious impact on the city, in the creation of a
large number of abandoned buildings as well as uncleared sites containing earthquake
rubble. It also created an opportunity for businesses from outside the region to enter and
establish themselves in the city. For decades, local business people, especially market
traders, had successfully fought national companies that wished to enter the region.
However, the earthquake seems to have broken the spirit of many individuals, and the city
as a whole, allowing for rapid change in this direction. At a governmental level, the
earthquake placed new focus on natural disaster, but, like the public, those in authority
tended to be much more concerned about potential tsunamis than another earthquake
similar to the 2009 event. This was encouraged by the activities of aid agencies that took
part in the relief efforts immediately following the disaster and also by the central
government that has set up a national tsunami awareness initiative of which Padang is a
part along with many other coastal cities. The city government has established red zones
(areas of high tsunami risk where development is limited), encouraged the building of
tsunami shelters, and staged tsunami drills for rescue and emergency personnel. Policy
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and planning have lagged behind, however, and a natural disaster master plan is still in
the inception stage. Like members of the public, the local government has not fully
considered the potential impact of another large earthquake and has not developed
planning or sustainable development policies that might help reduce risk and anticipate
effects.

Finally, the fifth research question for this study related to Regional Autonomy and its
effects on environmental health and development in general. As described, until 1998,
Indonesia had a highly centralized administrative structure with the national ministries
and the president at the top, making decisions and policy for the whole country. These
decisions and policies were implemented by provincial governments supported by lower
level administrative areas under them in a strict hierarchy. When this New Order
government fell, it was eventually replaced by a system of Regional Autonomy that
allocated responsibility for a wide range of functions to the kabupaten [regency] and
municipal level, skipping the province and giving unprecedented decision-making power
to comparatively low level governments. The heads of these administrative levels (as well
as other political officers) were now chosen by direct election in a process characterized
by strong regionalism, favoring people who came from the area in question over others
viewed as being outsiders. The era of Regional Autonomy, now in its 14th year, saw a
significant increase in standard of living, continuing improvements that occurred under
the New Order; vastly greater access to information through new media as well as
expanded privately owned television broadcasters; and significant changes in technology,
most notably extremely widespread use of smart phones and other similar devices to
access the internet and provide communicative capability.
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These changes since the end of the New Order had two very significant impacts on
environmental health and development. The first of these was the tendency for
autonomous governments to focus on issues seen as providing political capital as, for the
first time, elected officials had to campaign for popular support. In Padang, this has
resulted in government focus on matters that are highly visible and that might be viewed
by the public as evidence of official activity. For this reason, routine environmental health
matters, such as vector control and provision of water, have received little attention
because they do not seem to offer the type of publicity that can facilitate election or reelection of the city administration. As the public has not demanded that these issues be
attended to, the city government has tended to overlook their importance. A similar
dilemma has arisen in the context of development where the pressure to facilitate
economic growth has led to conflict between traditional practices and individual and
family rights and the need for regulation in the modern context. In practice, it has been
very difficult for the city government to manage the many conflicting social and political
demands from different sections of the public and the drive for further economic progress,
and it has not seriously implemented city planning or sustainable development policy that
might improve the environmental health situation.

The second impact relates to the nature of the regional administration itself since
Regional Autonomy. Because autonomy was implemented at a fairly low level of
government, it was very difficult across Indonesia to quickly develop the skill and
expertise to manage public affairs at this level. Prior to this period, the most able and best
trained administrators tended to move to the centre (Jakarta) because of the strictly
hierarchical administrative structure. Those administrators working in regional areas at
the beginning of Regional Autonomy had little experience in decision-making, and were
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generally only experienced in implementing policy set at higher levels. This has meant
that the first decade of Regional Autonomy was spent developing the required expertise at
regional levels. For the government of Padang, the 2009 earthquake was the first major
challenge faced by the city and one for which it was not well-prepared. This lack of
preparation quickly became apparent, and it was necessary to rely on the private sector, as
well as international aid agencies who had not previously been present in the city, for
immediate relief and later reconstruction. In the years following the disaster, the city
government has been slow to address disaster management, as well as environmental
health more broadly, through policy or practice because of the continuing political
concerns outlined above as well lack of expertise in dealing with such hazards and risks.

Overall, this case study illustrates that the political, social, and cultural factors specific to
a community can be extremely significant in shaping the way in which the public and the
local government respond to a disaster. The experience of Padang shows that assessments
of risk based purely on scientific and technical analyses will not be convincing to the
public and may fail to influence the political and policy streams when they do not take
these factors into consideration. The 2009 earthquake came at a time of considerable
stress, involving political change, social tensions, globalization centreing on access to
information and technology, and continuing rapid modernization of the underlying
traditional culture. The city faced considerable environmental health challenges before
the disaster because of its tropical climate and level of prior development. These
challenges were expanded by the disaster and remain a significant source of risk for the
public. Potential hazards in the form of natural disaster, earthquakes as well as other types
of event, represent an additional level of environmental health risk that, at present, has not
been adequately addressed through planning, policy, or sustainable development, such
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that future natural disasters will likely be met with a similar level of (un)preparedness
with comparably devastating effects.

Further, this case study suggests that there is the potential to introduce more effective
environmental health and sustainable development policy in Indonesia using the means
that have been generated by the specific development contexts. One example is social
media, which is vastly more important and influential than in western countries and could
be leveraged to more effectively deliver messages and distribute policy information. A
second might be to take into account the public’s views of appropriate areas for
government intervention versus those more appropriately left to individual initiative.
These areas occasionally differ considerably from those usually seen as government
responsibility in western countries (as discussed in Chapter 6, on drinking water). Finally,
this case study shows very clearly that risk perception is context-specific and highly
subjective, and is very strongly influenced by cultural and social characteristics that may
not be well-understood outside the society in question. These factors suggest that
international attention to foreign aid and disaster relief must be informed by the specific
characteristics of the population in question, and also that national strategies relating to
disaster management, environmental health, sustainable development, and so forth must
take local context into account.

Recommendations for Future Research
This case study has shown the value of applying frameworks and approaches developed
for western contexts in a developing society like that of Padang, West Sumatra. In
particular, the DPSEEA framework (Kjellstrom et al., 2007) as well as policy stream
analysis (Kingdon, 1984) have been shown to be applicable in the specific social,
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political, and cultural context of this location. However, it is important to note that these
factors, that are specific to this community, vary greatly from those experienced and
expected in Western nations. For this reason, future study that builds on the application of
existing frameworks and approaches in developing societies would provide additional
insight into the environmental health context around the world. This is increasingly
important as many developing regions of the world are vulnerable to various kinds of
natural disaster that are often very severe because of population density and lack of
attention to sustainable development and planning. Typhoon Haiyan, that displaced an
estimated 4 million people in the Philippines in November 2013, is an example of this.
Western governments and private sector agencies are committed to providing aid in
emergencies of this kind but often lack the detailed understanding of the local context that
would make their efforts more effective and appropriate. Additionally, more nuanced
knowledge about the local social, political, and cultural context of regions vulnerable to
natural disaster would assist affected governments as well as outside organizations in
developing environmental health initiatives, implementing sustainable development
policies, and improving population resilience.

This case study represents one such attempt to provide insight into a specific natural
disaster and its aftermath in one location in Indonesia. While it is likely its findings have
relevance for other parts of Indonesia as well as for other parts of the world, at least in
broad outline, there is a need for similar work to be carried out in other countries and
regions, focusing on seminal events in those locations, and considering the local context
and environmental health situation. Policy stream analysis, in particular, shows
considerable promise for future study because it allows for a range of factors outside of
the environmental health field to be considered alongside more traditional environmental
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indicators. Similarly, the usage of a range of media sources, including new and social
media, as exemplified in this case study has been demonstrated to be capable of offering
insight into the thinking of members of the society of interest that would likely not be
accessible to researchers by other means. This method can undoubtedly be applied
beneficially in other parts of Indonesia and the world. Finally, this case study has
indicated that the considerations affecting environmental health and disaster management
in a given location are highly specific to that context and may reflect very different
perceptions and ways of thinking than those expected in other places. To implement
effective environmental health initiatives that achieve their goals and provide for the need
of affected populations, it is important to understand the outlook of such populations and
their unique features. Research on the pattern of this study that provides this kind of
information for other parts of the world would greatly support future work in
environmental health as well as in disaster management, and would contribute to our
understanding of health and well-being worldwide.
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Appendix 1
Glossary of Terms, Abbreviations, and Acronyms

Bakornas (Badan Koordinasi Nasional Penanganan Bencana) (Ind.) – Coordinating
Agency for Disaster Management; replaced by BPBN in 2007
Bapindo (Bank Pembangunan Indonesia) (Ind.) – Indonesian Development Bank
Bappenas (Badan Perencanaan dan Pembangunan Nasional) (Ind.) – National
Development Planning Agency
BPBD (Badan Penaggulangan Bencana Daerah) (Ind.) – Regional Disaster
Management Agency
BPBN (Badan Penanggulangan Bencana Nasional) (Ind.) – National Disaster
Management Agency
BPD (Badan Perencanaan Daerah) (Ind.) – Regional Planning Agency
BPS (Badan Pusat Statistik) (Ind.) – Central Statistical Agency
Darek (Mk.) – the traditional highland area of West Sumatra where all Minangkabau are
said to have originated
Departemen Sosial (Ind.) – Department of Social Affairs
Jabotabek (Jakarta-Bogor-Tangerang-Bekasi) (Ind.) – megalopolis surrounding
Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia
KKN (Korupsi, Kolusi, dan Nepotisme) (Ind.) – corruption, collusion, and nepotism
KPK (Komisi Pembernatas Korupsi) (Ind.) – Commission for the Eradication of
Corruption
Lembaga Bantuan Hukum (LBH) (Ind.) – Indonesian Legal Aid Society
Merantau (Ind.) – the traditional practice of temporary migration practiced by the
Minangkabau
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Minangkabau (Mk.) – the name of the ethnic group native to the modern Indonesian
provice of West Sumatra as well as the name of its language
Orde Baru (New Order) (Ind.) – name given to the 32 year government headed by
former Indonesian president Suharto
PDAM (Perusahaan Daerah Air Minum) (Ind.) – Regional Drinking Water Company
Pembangunan (Ind.) – development
PLN (Perusahaan Listrik Negara ) (Ind.) – National Electricity Company
Posyandu (pos pelayanan terpadu) (Ind.) – integrated services post run by the public
health centres in local neighborhoods
Pusdalops PB (Pusat Pengendali Operasi Penanggulangan Bencana) (Ind.) – Centre
for Disaster Management Operations; province-level coordinating body set up in
conjunction with BPBN
Puskesmas (pusat kesehatan masyartakat) (Ind.) – public health centre
Rantau (Mk.) – any area outside of the traditional Minangkabau homelands
Reformasi (Ind.) – reformation; refers tro the period immediately following the end of
the New Order government
TAGANA (Taruna Siaga Bencana) (Ind.) – Community Disaster Watch; organization
associated with Pusdalops BP
Tipikor (Pengadilan Tindak Pidana Korupsi) (Ind.) – Felony Corruption Court
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Appendix 2
Photographs

The aftermath of the earthquake in the centre of Padang.

Cleanup efforts near the main market in October 2009.
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Destroyed buildings in Pondok, Padang.

The map’s title translates as “Tsunami Evacuation Map for the City of Padang.” It is
sponsored by a number of foreign aid agencies, including MercyCorps, UKAid, and the
Red Cross.
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A bridge in Muaro, Padang. The large crack in the foreground was caused by the
earthquake, but the bridge remains in use.

Standing water near a house in Tabing, Padang that was destroyed in the earthquake and
subsequently abandoned.
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Lack of drainage has been an issue in Padang for many years.
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Open ditches are common in Padang and serve as mosquito breeding sites.
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Lack of zoning and attention to sustainable development has meant that business and
residential dwellings can be built right up to the edge of the river.
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